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thank you for your participation in ISECON 92

While those of you who are teaching and publishing in the area of In
formation Systems might view this year s theme of IS Education The

Leading Edge as expounding on the obvious I believe we sometimes
need to be reminded of our rather unique position in education As IS
educators we are inexorably linked to a discipline in which leading
edge technological advances are made on a daily basis and we have
to try to keep up

Because of your efforts these Proceedings contain many quality papers
that should help each of us move a little closer to the Leading Edge
As always the included papers have been reviewed by a panel of your
peers

I encourage you to get the most you can from this conference by sharing
your experiences and research with your colleagues from across the

country
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R W Y e Headrick PhD
Conf nce Chair
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DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA BASED

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Dr D v Pigford and Dr Greg Baur
Western Kentucky University

Abstract

This paper details an ongoing research project for the effective design and implementation
of multimedia interactive computer aided learning MICAL in computer science MICAL
includes four progressive stages Phase 1 Utilization of barcode controlled video Phase II

Development of selected multimedia workstations Phase III Incorporation of expert system
interfaces to the Level III applications and Phase IV Transfer of these applications to a

microcomputer based local area network

This project is tailored to enhance the instructional efficacy of the Department of
Computer Science and the quality of information delivery systems at Western Kentucky
University

Overview sections of first time computer users The
delivery systems will first be utilized in the

Recent developments of multimedia regular classroom the department
technology is altering instructional delivery laboratories and eventually the university
systems in both the business and academic laboratories Common software and hardware
environments Using only a piece of chalk platform s will be effected so that
and a chalkboard has been compared to using software hardware implementations can be

one stone age implement on top of another utilized not just by the Computer Science
stone age implement Sneiderman 1990 department but the entire university campus
Combining graphics video audio and

computer technologies has established a new The main body of this paper discusses
Virtual Reality and Visualization for the four planned phases for the MICAL

learning environments Implementing endeavor The sections are as follows

prototypes of a single user multimedia system
Phase 1is a step in the right direction but it is a long Portable Barcode Controlled

way from assisting university lecture classes of Videodisk Systems
forty or more students or the needs of Phase 2 Level III Videodisk

students who need more time and support to Workstations
master conceptual learning The objective of Phase 3 Expert System Interfaces for
the MICAL research endeavor is to refine Video based

develop and disseminate effective video Workstations
based multimedia systems for a wide range of Phase 4 Local AreaNetworks for Video
students in a computer science department based Workstations
The target audience at Western Kentucky
University ranges from advanced graduate
students in computer science to multiple

1
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The design constraints environmental computers introduction to

factors and research questions for each phase telecommunications hardware design human

will be highlighted in the rest of the paper factors and applications Videodisks on

At the present time the project has complete microcomputer packages other than DOS

Phase I and is working on Phase II were not utilized because of the potential
change in versions of these software packages

Phase I Portable Barcodes Controlled The barcode development process included

Videodisk Systems searching for frame numbers of video

sequences with a hand control printing
The initial start of MICAL was to barcode representation of videodisk

select those existing videodisks most instructions and frame numbers and merging
appropriate to computer literacy instruction the barcode symbols with appropriate textual

and to incorporate their utilization in the instructions using a wordprocessor The

standard lecture class of twenty to fifty lesson was created in consultation with the

students The first phase did not include in instructor and refinements changes and

house production of videodisks even though resequencing were easily handled with a

this is possible due to the time cost and wordprocessor and barcode software

man hours of such an endeavor The target
audience for the initial phase was not Research questions included Which

undergraduate or graduates in computer video topics were most successful in this

science but the literacy students in an selected environment Why What human

introductory course in computer technology interface factors affected the instructor s

The reason for this selection was the utilization of this media system Was the

expanding enrollment in this required course software development cycle for this technique
CS Currently there are multiple easily transported to the instructor and Was

sections of thirty five students per semester there any correlation between the video topic
who study an introduction to microcomputer and the learning style of the student Finding
packages programming and social issues of answers to these questions was the main goal
technology With limited resources and of Phase I along with the acceptance of the

facilities this heterogeneous lecture oriented videodisk as another teaching tool for the

environment was the initial target audience professor

The system selected for this scenario is Preliminary answers to the above

a videodisk player with barcode controls for questions produced some interesting data

the instructor The videodisk player with First it was found that there was a definite
Level III capability is managed by scanning shortage of quality videodisk materials on the

barcode symbols from a textual page to market for the level of the computer literacy
control the videodisk Hence the instructor student Also there was not an abundance of

was in complete control of the sequencing of videodisk material available on more

the presentation The system with its advanced topics for the level of a computer
attached color monitor was mounted on a science major
portable cart to permit easy portage to

difference classrooms The initial videodisk chosen for this

phase dealt with topics in computer literacy
The videodisks utilized were those Scripts were built around the various topics

consistent with the course syllabus history of on the videodisk The scripts contained
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barcode symbols indicating appropriate frame Since the computer science department
numbers on the videodisk where appropriate has a Zenith led display system in each

still images and motion sequences were classroom a videodisk under computer
stored The instructor was able to either use control IS viable Both barcode and
the prepared script of his her own words to microcomputer controlled systems will be
deal with the topic placed in the laboratories to supplement

classroom instruction and promote
All of the chosen topics seemed to individualized learning Videodisk topics will

have about the same success when presented expand to undergraduate and or graduate
to students Topics that had a combination of components Programming software
still frames and motion sequences were engineering JCL database architecture and

perhaps easier to script and kept student similar topics will be included Since many
attention more easily but this was not computer related topics are now being stored

surprising The limitations in scope of the on compact disc read only memory CD

topics available on the videodisk was a ROM this technology will be merged into

definite hindrance in answering the first the multi media stand alone stations

question Research directions will include software

development for the multimedia components
The instructors are currently in the effective graphical interfaces appropriate

process of using the system so little data is yet help testing components and possible
available Initial reaction to using the system correlations between learning outcomes and
has been positive Students have not yet used participant learning styles The effective
the system on a one to one basis so there is incorporation of the microcomputer with
no data yet on their reactions to using the video overlay graphics and CD ROM will be
system the primary objective of Phase II Pigford

85 Pigford 84

Phase II Level III Videodisk Workstations
Phase III Expert Systems Interface

Once videodisks have been utilized and
integrated into selected classrooms the most Phase II development will be extended

effective ones will be ported to Level III to expert system interfaces or expert front
workstations The computer control will be ends to the multimedia video workstations
either a Zenith 80336 and or Macintosh IIsi An expert system is a software program that
This is consistent with the supported hardware emulates the intelligence of a human expert
platforms in the computer science department in a narrow domain of expertise An expert
and consistent with the Zenith platform in system will be used to control the interface to

campus wide la bora tories at Western the video station to diagnose students errors

Kentucky University The software utilized to control sequencing in instruction and in

will be Hyper Card like packages which may general emulate the behavior of a master

include Windows 3 1 Toolbook and or teacher with students in computer science
Authorware Even though the initial Video topics used for expert system
development for Level III Videodisk stations development will be drawn from those topics
will follow a Macintosh platform the Zenith which have proven to be most beneficial and
will be incorporated Software developed on efficacious in Phase I and II

the Macintosh with Authorware can be ported
to the Zenith platform

3
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The software tools for expert system These limitations are caused by the

development must be incorporated with the fact that the storage of digital images video

authoring tools for the video workstation takes a great deal of memory which is not the

Possible software solutions include VP Expert case with video stored on a videodisk and is

1st Class EXSYS and Guru VP Expert is a in analog format The amount of storage

viable candidate because of its integrability needed for full motion video sequences is so

with existing software libraries Pigford 1990 great that it is currently not feasible even at

Adding expert system interfaces and com high transfer rates to move the images fast

ponents will help to increase the efficiency enough across a network to be able to

and utility of the learning workstation but the reproduce them at a playback rate of 30

domain video content will tend to be images per second a rate that is required for

narrower in scope Baur 1988 full motion video

The relevant research issues in this The purpose of the phase is to study

phase are designing intelligent user interfaces and implement techniques that will permit the

establishing relevant knowledge bases for use of a local area network A promising
selected domains testing the expert systems solution to the aforementioned problems is

and integrating the vanous software digital video interactive DVI which is under

components of the multimedia workstation development but the solution is still some

Devolder 1989 Ting 1988 Transforming time away

the video workstation into an intelligent
tutoring system is the central goal of Phase Successful completion of this phase will

III enable students enrolled in computer science

classes at Western Kentucky University to use

Phase IV Local Area Networks for Video the systems developed in Phase II and III of

Based Workstations the project in a networked environment that

will be cost effective

Phase IV involves the expansion of the

delivery system from essentially a single user Summary
mode to a multiple user mode This

extension will be accomplished by the use of This paper outlines a four phase

multiple workstations connected with a local research plan MICAL for developing a

area network The extension creates new multimedia workstation environment for the

problems If the multimedia sources include Department of Computer Science at Western

a videodisk then only a single user can use Kentucky University The goal of the

the material at one time Hence the concept research effort is to improve the quality of

of multiple users cannot be realized instruction for different levels of students in

computer science courses The software and

Second if the multimedia source hardware platforms are designed to be ported
includes a CD ROM there are severe to the university environment The four

limitations A CD ROM system is not phases involve the use of portable barcode

capable of reproducing full screen full motion videodisk configurations Level III videodisk

video and has a limited capacity relative to development expert system interfaces and

the storage of still frames transfer to local area networks Constraints

environmental factors and research questions
for each of the four phases have been
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discussed The research plan follows the Pigford D V and Baur G R 1990 Expert
usual re evaluate and change spiral found in Systems for Business Concepts and
the traditional software development process Applications Boston MA Boyd
A time frame of three years is expected Fraser
depending on the hardware software
developments for a networked Pigford D 1986 Graphics overlay for
implementation of the system Interactive Videodisc Systems
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MULTIMEDIA

THE ADVANTAGES AND THE DISADVANTAGES

Karcn KcLler Eastern Illinois Univcrsity Charleston IL 61920 217 581 6646

John Walstrom Eastern Illinois Univcrsity Charleston IL 61920 217 581 6646

ABSTRACT

Multimcdia is the computer based combination of text data graphics animation music speech still images and full motion

video It is thc computer tool of the 90 s Multimedia business applications include 1 education and training 2 business

retailing 3 edutainment and 4 technical applications Benefits include reduced costs increased rctention increased sales

and better planning Disadvantagcs include 1 hardware and software costs 2 deve lopment difficulLy 3 speed of CD ROM

4 storage requirements 5 copyright laws and 6 lack of video compression standards

INTRODUCTION THE USES OF MULTIMEDIA

Multimedia is the computer based combination of text data The applications areas for multimedia can be divided into

graphics animation audio music and speech still images four categorics 2

and full motion video that can be viewed from a computer
monitor 5 23 What makes multimedia applications 1 Education and Training In this area the goal is

different from a movie is the ability to manipulate the self paced lcarning customized courses and

digitalized forms of the images and audio on a personal tutorials

computer The types of organizations using multimedia and

thc applications of it are varied But there is a common 2 Business Retailing These applications include

thread that is woven through the different organizations and advertising in the form of customer presentations

thcir different applications of multimedia increased product demonstrations and merchandising kiosks

communication and retention Average individuals only
retain about 10 of what they hear but up to 75 of what 3 Consumer Orientation These applications center

they see hear and do 9 either on edutainment or presentations for thc not

for profit organizations Travelogues novels and

It has been estimated that by the time a child enters school games arc examples of edutainment applications

he she has watched 6 000 hours of televisiono That figure
increases to 20 000 hours by the time the individual 4 Technical Applications In this arca multimedia is

graduates from high school 1 As a result it is becoming used in weather mapping geophysical survcying

incrcasingly difficult to stimulate these students with text mapping simulations and dynamic computer aided

based materials They are more interested in being design and computer aided manufacturing

entertained than in learning CAD CAM

The State of Texas has recently dccided that multimedia Education and Training

applications such as videodisc bascd materials can be used

in place of a traditional textbook In keeping up with Education and training is one of the major busincss

technology Texas has adopted the videodisc Windows on applications areas of multimedia As stated earlier the use

Sciencc by Optical Data Corporation as a science textbook of multimedia for training increases the retention rate It is

19 Students are allowed to use the videodiscs to review effective because it uses the talents of the best instructors

lessons and to select options that interest them 2 BellSouth which uses multimedia for training
cstimatcs that the retention level has increased by 40 But

There is a direct relationship between the learning process the increased retention rate is not the only benefit the task

and the business strategy Pcople only remember 10 of a is also accomplished at a reduced cost BellSouth estimates

verbal presentation after 10 days however 65 is retained the cost savings as high as 80 20 An IBM plant in

after viewing a demonstration Multimedia can make the Poughkeepsie is using multimedia for training and is saving

learning process both in schools and in business situations 800 000 11

more exciting and more effectiveo
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GTE North in Westfield Indiana is another organization dealerships The multimedia presentation allows a customer

which uses multimedia as a training tool The multimedia to browse through the description and animated pictures of

application provides deeper understanding than a lecture and Buicks by using a PC The presentation includes the sounds

the retention rate is 3 to 4 times higher The multimedia of the engines Users can select the model and the options
application is a lesson on how to fix telephone cables that appeal to them Then they may select the routine

Various sounds can be heard and pictures can been seen which through the use of a spreadsheet will calculate the

The user can zoom in on pictures to examine details such as cost and the estimated payments The user also has the

a needle on a meter or to look beneath a manhole cover option of comparing the Buick with a competitor s car

This multimedia application makes training equivalent to

hands on experience 17 As a result of this multimedia advertising Buick Motor
Division is convinced that the customer spends more time

A third advantage as seen at the University of Illinois is the with the personal computer application than with the

elimination of hazardous training procedures University of brochure Approximately 12 of the individuals with the

Illinois is one educational facility that has been using multimedia application have purchased a Buick This is

multimedia for over five years A chemistry interactive about doubled the normal response from Buick advertising
videodisc laboratory was developed in 1986 to assist campaigns 17

introductory chemistry students with required coursework

Chemical experiments which were toohazardous expensive Consumer Orientation

or time consuming to physically be conducted are

demonstrated in the videodisc laboratory 18 The most common application of multimedia in the

consumer orientation area is games However this group is

Business Retailing not all entertainment related With the changes in the tax

laws many charities are looking to multimedia as a method

The implementation of multimedia in business retailing such of increasing their charitable contributions The American

as kiosk applications is a logical progression from the Heart Association is one such organization which is using
Automatic Teller Machines ATM The key is how to multimedia The highlight of this multimedia application on

present information to a customer that will increase the how to manage blood cholesterol is a 5 minute computer
likelihood that the customer will make a purchase animated cartoon 17

Multimedia eliminates detailed training of the sales staff A more unique application is the development of the 19

The application will communicate all the details of the miles of Mississippi riverfront property in the St Louis area

product to the customer No longer will a customer be The goal is proper environmental planning The application
turned off by the absence ofa salesperson or by the lack of was developed through funding by the National Endowment

knowledge of the salesperson for the Arts Information about the environment history and

land use of various sites along the Mississippi River were

Mannington Mills a flooring manufacturer has developed a included in the application A user can select a site by 1

multimedia application which allows a customer to select a using key words and allowing the computer to recommend

kitchen bathroom foyer or family room design similar to a site 2 pointing to a location on a map or 3 using an

the room in hisher own home The customer can then view aerial view to locate a site The user can browse through
the room using 300 different colors of flooring and 15 various developmental sites Information about the site a

different arrangements of furniture The ultimate objective video picture and an aerial view is given to the user The

is to show the prospective buyer what a difference new developers hope that the system will be used in the planning
flooring can make in a room In addition to viewing the process 24

room the customer can obtain information about products
installation guarantees and floor care This multimedia Technical Applications
system also maintains statistics on how many customers

have looked each color and pattern of flooring as a means of An example of a technical application ofmultimedia is the

assisting the retailer in their purchasing and inventory architect who leads a customer on a walking tour of a new

decisions 14 Some retailers have indicated a 100 building The customer is allowed to wander through the

increase in sales since they began using this application 23 building at hisher leisure It is not a problem if the
customer requires radical changes It is done almost

Buick Motor Division is starting to use advertising on a disk instantaneously because the tour was a multimedia

These disks were mailed to prospective customers and to presentation of the building plans This CAD CAM

7
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application is a variation of virtual reality which has been compression and sound quality Digispeech DS 201

implemented in games 8 combines a speaker and electronics into a single highly
affordable unit for recording and playback of speech and

TECHNOLOGY OF MULTIMEDIA music 4

Multimedia technology has three clements I the computer Apple Macintosh Hardware

hardware 2 a large storage device CD ROM for example
and 3 the multimedia software For multimedia a Macintosh II series or the Quadra series

is required The Motorola 68030 or 68040 is recommended

Computer Hardware With the Macintosh the graphical interface and stereo sound

are built in thus additionalhardware is only required for the

Both the IBM PS 2 or 100 compatible and the Apple use of motion video A RasterOps 364 board that sells for

Macintosh computers are excellent choices for multimedia 640 allows the use of motion video 4

systems The hardware question whether to use IBM or

Apple currently limits what software options are available Large Storage Devices

to the user However IBM and Apple have recently reached

an agreement to 1 share hardware technology 2 jointly Compact Disc Read Only Memory CD ROM has been a

develop a new microprocessor using RISC technology and major factor in the rapid growth of multimedia A CD ROM

3 form a jointly owned company to develop multimedia disk retailing for approximately 10 can store 600MB or

software 3 But for today one must decide whether to use over 300 000 pages of text This 4 72 inch platter can be

IB M or Apple search in a few minutes Since this is considerably longer
than the time it takes to search a hard disk it is not

IBM PS 2 System surprising to realize that users of CD ROM complain about

its speedo

An IBM PS 2 or compatible computer with a 386 or 486

chip a built in CD ROM drive a graphical user interface A second complaint is about the price of a CD ROM driveo

GUI such as Windows 3 0 a minimum of 2 megabytes of These drives in the past have retailed for as much as 1 500

memory a 40 megabyte hard disk a mouse and 4 bit color but recently the prices have dropped to under 500 Industry

graphics at VGA resolution is recommended for multimedia experts are predicting that the price of CD ROMs must drop

applications 16 Additional accessories must be added to to approximatel y 300 before the rapid growth of

the basic computer hardware A fully equipped IBM system multimedia can be realized 13

for multimedia will cost approximately 20 000
A third complaint about CD ROMs deals with video storage

The M Motion Video Adapter A which sells for and compression In order to store a single screen at low

approximately 2 250 allows full motion video andaudio on resolution 300 kilobytes of data are required Full motion

the system Video is digitized on the fly and can be video displays 30 frames each second Therefore one

displayed full screen or in multiple windows Video can be second of motion would require nine megabytes of data

obtained from a videodisc a video camera closed circuit storage Sixty seconds of full motion video is generally

television or aVCR While this adaptor provides for analog beyond the capacity of most desktop computers Storage

video stored on videodisc or VCR tape the ActionMedia compression is a must 22 However storage compression

Capture and Display Adapters allow for storage of the leads to the fourth disadvantage There is no standard data

digitalized video on a hard drive or optical disc The optical compression techniques In addition compression may slow

drive PS 2 Rewritable Optical Drive is a 305 inch optical down the retrieval times

storage device with 127 megabytes It resembles a diskette

For digitalization of still pictures from a video camera or a Multimedia Software

videodisc player the Video Capture Adapter A which also

retails for 2 250 is needed Once a picture is digitalized There are several options for multimedia software however

it can be displayed on any CGA monitor 7 the options are limited by whether the hardware is IBM or

compatible or Apple 0

Sound can be digitalized with the M Audio Capture and

Playback Adapter A which retails for 565 It provides IBM Software

not only for the digitalization of 16bit stereo sound but also

provides either storage saving compression or sound quality LinkWay is a multimedia software tool designed for use in

optimization There is a tradeoff between storage an educational setting A fIrst grader can learn this
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authoring tool with only 15 minutes of training The user Design Personnel
selects the still pictures digitalize them and adds

appropriate text 10 LinkWay also allows the user to The effective use of technology is usually dependent upon
combine color graphics music voice and full motion video the skills of the individuals using it Although supply of
with the still pictures and text 7 qualified individuals is a problem throughout the computer

industry it is very evident in the emerging area of

Storyboard Live which retails for 495 is another multimedia Very few individuals have all the skills of
multimedia software product for the IBM Personal scripting writing graphics video and computer
Computer It gives the user the ability to design anything programming
from simple slide shows to complex interactive presentations
containing animation voice music and full motion video ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
However the motion video sequences are limited to a 4 inch

by 4 inch size Users can quickly learn how to make a Each application of multimedia has its own specific
simple presentation with Storyboard LiveAs their objectives and desired benefits The benefits are as

expertise increases they can easily learn to add the other numerous as the applications These benefits include
functions In a recent evaluation by InfoWorld Storyboard
Live received a very good rating 5 1 Reduced Costs

2 Increased Retention
The topof the line software product for IBM machines is 3 Increased Information
the Audio Visual Connection A VC which also retails for 4 Increased Consumer Attention

495 It is a powerful award winning authoring system that 5 Individualized Learning
assists in the creation of complex professional quality 6 Increased Sales
multimedia courseware and presentations complete with 7 Reduction in Hazardous Training
high resolution visuals and stereo audio 7 It is geared to 8 Better Planning
the professionally trained multimedia specialist 9 Increased Interaction between User and Application

Apple Macintosh Software Multimedia is a new technology and with any new

technology there are problems which need to be resolved
The HyperCard by Apple is a multimedia tool which comes A major disadvantage is storage requirements and associated
with every Macintosh machine Thus it is not surprising compression The three compression techniques currently
that it is one of the most widely used multimedia tools It used just add confusion to the new multimedia user Users
is a simple tool designed for the non professional It is very are hesitant to spend money on multimedia hardware and

popular is educational settings Like Storyboard Live users software until theJoint Photographers Experts Group JPEG
can startout with simple presentations and as their expertise decides which one of the three compression techniques is
increases they can easily add the other functions going to be the industry standard Other disadvantages

include
The more professional multimedia tools available for the

Macintosh includes Macromind Director at 995 1 Hardware Costs
InfoWorld recently rated Macromind Director higher than 2 Software Costs

Storyboard Live on the IBM This package introduced in 3 Supply of Technical Professionals
1989 has two modules Studio and Overview The studio 4 Difficulty in Development
module allows the user to create text and animation 5 Speed of CD ROM

sequences while the overview module is used film clips 6 Copyright Laws
sound sequences and special transition effects 6

The newest product for the Macintosh is QuickTime by BIBLIOGRAPHY

Apple which retails for only 350 It enables the user to

store time based data video animation and sound on a 1 Braun M Personalizing the Information
hard drive and quickly attach it to almost any document Revolution T H E Journal Supplement
13J The two major advantages of QuickTime are 1 one September 1991 p 1

can view a multimedia presentation without any special
hardware and 2 since all media is digitalized it can be 2 Closing the Skills Gap Multimedia Solutions
sent over an Ethernet network or by E Mail 4 May June 1991 pp 3 5
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l3J Depke D A and Rebello K IBM Apple Could 18 Smith S G and Jones L L The Acid Test

be Fearsome Business Week October 7 1991 Five Years of Multimedia Chemistry T H E

pp 28 30 Journal Supplement September 1991 pp 21

23

4J Gibson B Multimedia Unpublished Working
Paper Eastern Illinois University November 19 Soloway E How the Nintendo Generation

1991 Learnsommunications of the ACM September
1991 pp 23 26 95

5 Green D and Green D IBM s Storyboard Live

Offers Expanded Multimedia Tools InfoWorld 20 The Art of Listing at BellSouthMultimedia

February 25 1991 pp 66 69 Solutions May June 1991 pp 14 16

6 Green Do and Green D MacroMind Director 21 Wallace S Desktop Spectaculars CIOo

Take 3 Same Cast Better Action InfoWorld October 1990 ppo 114 120

August 5 1991 pp 89 92
22 Wallace So Setting the Scene CIO October

7 IBM Multimedia Family of Products T H E 1990 p 120

Journal Supplement September 1991 pp 31 32

23 Wiegner K K and Schlax J Showtime

8J Johnston S J Multimedia Myth vs Reality Forbes July 22 1991 pp 294 296

InfoWorId February 19 1990 pp 47 52
24 Wiggins L L and Shiffer M J Planning with

9J Keyes J Multimedia Offers Managers Multiple Hypermedia Combining Text Graphics Sound

Business Solutions ComputerWorldo September and VideoJournal of the American Planning

24 1990 p 112 Association Spring 1990 pp 226 235

10 Model Applications T H E Journal

Supplement September 1991 pp 6 9

11 Multimedia Up Close and Personal IBM

Directions Spring 1991 ppo 2 7

12 Murphy J A Multimedia is today s message

Today s Office February 1990 pp 6 14

13 Poole L QuickTime in Motion MacWorld

September 1991 pp 154 159

14 Real WorId Applications T H E Journal

Supplement September 1991 pp 29 30

15 Romei L K editor Multimedia Delivering
Added Value Today Modern Office Technology
October 1991 pp 43 46

16 Rosen L Sorting Through the MultimediaMaze

Information Today September 1991 pp 19 21

17 Shao M and Brandt R It s a PC It s a TV Its

Multimedia Business Week October 9 1989

pp 152 166
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TEACHING CASE TOOLS FOR EXISTING SYSTEMS

Alden C Lorents
Northern Arizona University CBA 15066 Flagstaff AZ 86011

ABSTRACT

The decade of the nineties will see a lot ofactivity in reengineering existing COBOL based systems into newer COBOL
based systems CASE driven COBOL systems or newer 4GL systems Much of this activity will be supported by
CASE for existing systems that will aid in the analysis and reverse engineering ofexisting systems Students in CIS
curriculums should be exposed to the methods and tools for doing software maintenance reverse engineering and

systems reengineering Most curriculums do not teachmethods ofmigrating existing systems into newer systems often

supported by newer database technologies This paper discusses some of the components of CASE tools for existing
systems and looks at some ideaof incorporating these tools into the curriculum

INTRODUCTION positions are involved with maintaining existing systems

Ridgeway b there will be more activity in the future
Most curriculums in CIS over the years have to reengineer existing systems as CASE tools and

concentrated on the tools techniques methodologies standardized repository systems are developed to support
and technologies related to the development of new this activity Bush Maxson McMullen Snell Gunn c

applications Very little is taught related to the students can learn a lot about digging into a complex
maintenance enhancement or evolution of existing older system like medical students working with a

systems This is partly due to the fact that most cadaver

development tools tend to be independent and not easily
integrated with other development tools especially CASE The following is a discussion of some CASE tools for
tools for existing systems This environment is beginning existing systems and some approaches to using these
to change CASE tools are being built that analFe tools in the CIS curriculum

existing systems capture the data and process
detinitions and provide diagrams and reports that CASE TOOLS FOR EXISTING SYSTEMS

support the modification enhancement and

reengineering of an application Eventually these reverse There are a number of tools on the market that aid in
engineering tools will be able to communicate with the process ofsoftware maintenance and reengineering
forward engineering tools to make the process of This paper discusses three tools that have a fair amount

evolving systems into the next generation much eaier of reengineering functionality and then illustrates how
one of the tools can be used to introduce students to

Various articles estimate that there are about 70 billion these concepts Micro Focus Workbench and lntersolv
lines of COBOL code in operation with about 5 billion Design Recovery are tools thatare currently available for
lines added each year Eliot There are approximately 2 the PC DOS environment The VIASOFT Existing
million COBOL programmer analysti maintaining and Systems Workbench will be available for the OS 2

devdoping these systems Eventually all these systems environment in the next year PC based tools are

will be reengineered In some cases the systems will be nonnally easier for educational institutions to obtain and

completely replaced with new technologies using 4GL maintain for curriculum support Micro Focus also

application development tools or CASE tools with 3GL supports an excellent academic grant program

generators In other cases the systems will be replaced
with packaged systems In the majority of the cases the MICRO FOCUS WORKBENCH

systems will continue to evolve with parts of the system
being rebuilt All of these approaches have one thing in The Micro Focus Workbench MF WB is a full COBOL

common
the analysis of the existing system Reverse development workbench that includes tools for new

engineering the rules fonnulas data structures data development and for existing systems The WB includes
CIlnstrainti and processing algorithms is a key function structure and analyzer components and a COBOL

in the maintenance and evolution of existing systems Source lnfonnation CSI component that is a type of

repository CSI provides various query infonnation to

Studentin CIS programsshould begiven some exposure the COBOL smart editor and the powerful online
to working with CASE tools for existing systems There debugger called animator The analyzer supports
are various reasons for this a Most entry level infonnation on test paths and code that has or has not
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been tested Academic programs that currently have this VIASOFT S EXISTING SYSTEMS WORKBENCH

product under the Micro Focus academic grant program

already have a number of tools to teach many of the Viasoft is a company that specializes in CASE tools for

conceptrelated to software maintenance reengineering existing systems The products VIA SmartEdit

and reverse engineering Some of the features supported VIA Insight VIA SmartDoc VIA SmartTest VIA Recap

by the MF workbench are as follows and VIA Renaissance are all products that support
software maintenance and the reengineering of COBOL

1 A top down structure diagram can be created printed and or
programs VIA Insight is a analyzer that gathers

referenced online Tbe diagram is coordinated with the source code so comprehensive infonnation about a program which it
as you mov around th structur diagram window with a mouse the

r lated soun cod will scroll within the background window stores in a repository This allows developers to look at

2 Procedur names can be pointed to anywhere in the code obtaining all the process and data relationships of a program with

a window showing which routines execute the specified procedure and powerful retrieval commands The product supports
which routines areexecuted hy the procedure various logic flow and data analysis similar to the Micro

3 Data names can be pointed to anywhere in the code obtaining a
Focus Workbench VIA Smartdoc produces reports on

window showing where the data is used and where it is dermed You

can also tind out ifthe data is a part ofhigher level data grouping and program structure and generates various metrics

th various references in the program to that higher level grouping VIA Smartedit is a COBOL smart editor that knows the

4 Qu ries can b done on any command or group of commands such process and data relationships in the program
as 1 0 or arithmetic that isolate all code in the program with those VIA SmartTest supports the management of a test

conunlUlds system and the analysis of how well a program has been
5 Dead datil and potential unused procedures can be isolated and

revi wed for possible removal from the program
tested It also has a powerful online debug facility

OJ K ports or windows can be obtained to show various program

dilll nsions llI trics VIA Renaissance is a recent product comprised of three

7 Ther is IIcmuplete support system to mlUlag comput raided online
components which support the various phases of re

testing mid test systems engineering analysis code extraction and forward

engineering It is a product that specializes in the

INTERSOL V DESIGN RECOVERY TOOL
decomposition of large COBOL programs into smaller

more manageahle units The product stores the

Design Recovery DOS is a recent tool that has been decomposition and analysis in a repository which can be

introduced by Intersolv as a part of their development
accessed by the other VIASOFT products The

tools package Other tools include Excelerator
combination of these products makes up what VIASOFT

Application Development System APS prototyping
refers to as its Existing Systems Workbench ESW The

DEMO II and configuration management PVCS product supports all of the typical analysis tools and also

Design Recovery supports COBOL 85 IMS IMS MFS supports some forward engineering capability of

CICS and DB2 environments All process and data generating new programs that consist of parts of the old

models extracted from code are stored in Intersolv s
programs that can stand alone It also can provide

repository Some of the functionality supported by the
infonnation that will link to other forward engineering

product includes
CASE tools

USING CASE TOOLS FOR

1 Creation of a data structure diagram of the program
EXISTING SYSTEMS IN THE CURRICULUM

2 Capture of a11IMS data dermitions DBD s

3 Capture of all COBOL data detinitions in the program There is currentlvery little text support on introducing
4 Creatiou of all screen designs from IMS MFS and CICS code software reengineering software maintenance orreverse

5 A rellltional modeler that captures VSAM IMS and DB2 system engineering concepts to students Project and cases

detinitions lUld dues furward engineering tu 82 and other relational

datal uses
need to be developed using some of the tools in the

C Variuus r pllrts are lIvailable tu show both datil lUld prucess CASE products mentioned above The following is a

r llItiunships discussion of a sample project some analysis that can be

7 The cllJculatiun ufa Cyclic Complexity lnd x that is a lUtasur of the
done using the tools and some ideas on how to present

number uf lugic paths in II paragraph section urprugram this topic to students The CASE tool used to illustrate

these examples is the Micro Focus Workbench

Intersolv s Excelerator is available through an academic
Projects can be set up as part of the advanced COBOL

grant program The Design Recovery Tool is not

currently available under that same grant prognun
course the analysis and design course or as part of the

advanced projects course In an advanced projects
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course a project could be set up to include a number of metric is most useful in assessing the relative complexity
older COBOL programs that are part of some between programs

subsystem These programs could be obtained from the

school or from local industry Projects can be set up to FIGURE 2

reengineer a part of the system This involves analysis SUMMARY OF PROGRAM DIMENSIONS

redesign modifications and implementation Projects StalIotIco Verb counto

could also be setup to just rework a COBOL program to Linea of Source 1642 Compute 36

make it more maintainable with no new functionality
Linea of Code II02 Move 1ST

Comment linea 61 Add 23

Comments 100 linea 3 Sublrat 2

SOME SAMPLE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES Slaemenu 560 If 68

USING MICRO FOCUS WB SedIono u Golo 39

Jararaph 62 Pmono 67

The program used for these examples is a current
Files 3 Exil II

Data i1ems 162 Open 3

production program used to produce faculty evaluation Coodillon 7 Close 2

reports The sample analysis highlights some of the
Screen Name 0 Read 4

Report 0 Wrile 4

features of the tool and some ideas relative to its use by Level 7ll 0 Accept I

CIS majors
Call by number 0 Next 8

Call by 0 Else 28

Call dalaitem 0 Examine 4

The program used in these samples was downloaded peonn Ihru 2

Slop Run I

frum the mainframe to the PC compiled by the MF 1 0 13

checker with all the structure and analyzer features on Program Exu I

This process created a COBOL Source Infonnation File
Ari1hmetic 61

MuimNating 3

CSl that supports various analysis features in both the Overlapping performs 0

editor and online debugger Advanced Animator Program V oI e 14128

Structure DiW ram Students can start by doing some Isolatine 1 0 Students can diagram the inputs and

general analysis of the program to get an initial
outputs of the program by looking at the 1 0 references

understanding of it A top down program structure
within the program CSI can display window that is the

diagram is produced for the entire program that can be
result ofa query on a keyword 1 0 as shown in figure

printed or used in the animator The animator allows
3 The query isolates all 1 0 statements and their

you to jump from box to box in one window while the
location in the program The student can view each

associated code for that box pops up in another window
statement along with the related code in that routine or

A sample output of this feature is shown in figure I
view just the statements in compressed mode as shown in

FIGURE J
figure 3

FlGURE 3

QUERY REPORT ON 1 0 STATEMENTS

561 linea unshown

562 OPEN INPUT OPSCAN TEMP Use

4 linea unshown

S67 READ OPSCAN TEMP INTO WS OPSCAN TAPE Use

8 linea unshown

576 CLOSE OPSCAN TEMP u

7 lines unshown

584 OPEN OUTPUT REPORT OUT Use

3 lines unshown

5811 OPEN OUTPUT CLASS REPORT OUT Use

6 linea unshown

Metrics A summary of various metrics can be obtained 59S READ OPSCAN TEMp INTO WS OPSCANTAPE Use

to get an idea of the size complexity and a feel for the 7 linea unshown

603 CLOSE REPORT OUT CLASS REPORT OUT OPSCAN TEMp Use

maintainability of the program A sample of this output 60 linea unshown

is shown in figure 2 The prugram volume figure is a 664 READ OPSCAN TEMJ INTO WS OPSCAN TApE Use

metric that measures program complexity and is derived
62 linea unshown

77 7 READ OPSCAN TEMJ INTO WS OPSCANTApE Use

from the fonnula Volume N N2 LOG2 n 02 880 linea unshown

where NI Number of statements N2 Number of
One exercise could be to move all 1 0operations such as

references to all identifier names n number of unique
verh lypli and n2 numher of idenlifier names The

READ and WRITE to an 1 0 utility section of the

13
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program Reads of any tile should be consolidated to students to try to improve maintainability There may
one actual READ using perfonns The 1 0 report can be a potential to consolidate duplicate logic in the

be used to tind the read statements Other analysis can program A query can be done on all arithmetic

also be done to verify references to the read operation operations or on any specific command such as

A query can be done on a data area in working storage COMPUTE An example of a query on arithmetic

The query will show all references where the data is statements is shown in figure 6

moditied as shown in figure 4 FlGURE 6

SAMPLE OF ISOLATING COMPUTATIONS

FIGURE 4
1156 ADD 0 005 110 CLASS SD Use

QUERY REPORT ON ALL READ STATEMENTS 63 lines unshown

ow m sizref8 m 1210 COMPIJTE CLASS SIGX CLASSSIGX Use

WS OISCAN TAIE Group 66 6m 8 Ii unshown

Working Slonoge OIl77 level 1119 COMIIJTE CLASS SIGJa CLASSSIGJa Use

8 Ii unshown

40I lines unshown 1138 ADI QCT RESP DATA SUBSC SUBSCl TO ABS TOT R

4t11 III WS OISCAN TAI 1eIn Use

164 lines unshown 31 Ii unshown

567 KAD OISCAN TEMP INTO WS OISCAN TAPE Mod 1171 AllTRUNCATEDDATA SURSCll TO HOLDCUM T

17 lines unshown U

515 K AD OISCAN TEMI INTO WS OISCAN TAIE Mod 5 Ii unshown

66 lin u own 1177 COMPIJfE HOLDREL ROUNDED U

662 MOVE SIACES TOWS OPSCAN TAI Mod 6 Ii u own

663 EVA06630 1284 COMPIJfE HOLDKEL T ROUNDED TRUNCATEDDATA SUBSC2

664 KAO OPSCAN TEMP INTO WS OISCAN TAIE Mod I Use

61 limUnshOWII 6 Ii unshown

727 REAl OISCAN TEMI INTO WS OISCANoTAI E Mod 1291 COMI IJfE TOT REL R ROUNDED TOT REL R HOLD REI

U

1191 EVA12910

Procedure Flow Another approach is to query a specific 1293 COMl lJrT01f REL T ROUNDED TOT REL T HOLD REL T

Use

procedure name and obtain all references where that 19 lines unshown

procedure is executed from and references to procedures 1313 ADD TRUNCATEDDATA SUBSCl TO U

it executes The procedure query is shown in figure 5
105 lines u own

1419 ADO I TO WS I AGE COUNT G LJ8t

Data or procedure queries are easy to do with mouse 115 lines unshown

support You can point to a data name or a procedure
1545 ADD I TO WS I AGE COUNT C Use

66 Ii unshown

name double click on it and get a display of all 1611 ADD WSL1NE IACE G TO WSL1NE COUNT G Use

references
15 Ii unshown

FIGURE 5
1618 ADD WSL1NE SPACE C TOWS L1NECOUNT Co Use

QUERY ON A SPECWIC PROCEDURE

I rtK OOOUff Structure Enhancement Another possible exercise
14IJOREAIJA RCORO Ianognoph

would be to clean up some of the unstructured GO TO
Executed rom programming This can be aided by querying the

IIOO IS ITolIAUR GO TO

1l00IS IT IIAUER GO TO various routines with a query on the key word GO TO
11001T IS STUDENT GO TO An example is shown in figure 7 The students could use

EXfOCulcs this analysis to regroup routines by perfonning them and
GO TO 1499EXIT eliminating multiple exits from a routine
GO TO llOOISIT HEADER

619 Ii
u own FlGURE 7

620 GO TO 1400READA RECORO E rom QUERY REPORT ON GO TO STATEMENTS
8 Ii

u own

629 GO TO 1400READA RECORO E rom
611 II u on

8 IinC1i unshown
613 GO TO 1200IT IS STUDENT Use

638 GO TO 1400KEADA RCORO From
6 Ii unshown

18 lin u own
610 GO TO 1400READA RECORD U

657 1400 KAIJA RECORI Dern
8 II unshown

2 lines unshown
619 GO TO 1400READA RECORDo Use

66tI GO TO 1499 XIT Exec
8 Ii

u
own

7 Ii u own
638 GO TO 1400READ A RECORD U

66H GO TO lIOOIS IT HEADER Exec
11 Ii unshown

660 GO TO 149J EXIT Use

7 lines unshown

Consolidation Other analysis can be done by the
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General Cleanup Other cleanup can be done by report or modify an input or output file The student
analyzing potential dead code through a query of non would be required to do the analysis using the tools
referenced procedures and a query on dead data show how the tools were used and present the new

Figure 8 shows a sample report on dead data and figure design The changes could then be incorporated and
9 shows a sample report on potential dead code tested using the test tools Most students get very little
Analysis needs to be done on the non referenced exposure to setting up a test management system using
procedures because not all non referenced procedures testing tools
are necessarily dead code SUMMARY

FIGURE 8

QUERY REPORT ON DEAD DATA Exposing students to CASE for existing systems will give
them some introduction to software maintenance andsW11InllrY Report
an introduction to reengineering CASE technology ThisIkad wu o oiz m m o m mo

WS OISCA COUNT Comp3 ooign 3 technology will be prevalent in the 90 s and will giveWS STjmxr cOUNT Comp 3oign 3

students some experience in making the transition intoWS RES Numeric 3

RECORD COUIT Numeric 4 the next generation ofsoftware development Much ofWS ERROR tLAG Alphanumeric 3
the 70 billion lines of existing COBOL code willYES ERROR Condition

NO ERROR Condilion gradually be phased into new systems through re
WS HEADER FLAG Alphanumeric 3 engineering tools These tools will include reverseIToIS HEADER Condition

engineering repository based tools repository basedNOT A HEAJ ER Condilion

AVoIWG NUM Alphanumeric 6 COBOL generators reusable code managers andAV MESSAGE Alphanumeric 70

COBOL object oriented support Tools available todayIIULDTRUNCATION Numeric 4

such as the Micro Focus workbench Viasoft s VIA
sOln EXAMLES OF TlU ISOLAn DDEAD DATA

Renaissance and Intersolv s Design Recovery can do a60 lint UlLihuwn

hi 115 WS OISCAr COlNT 1 1 S94 u good job of introducing some of these ideas
2 lines unshown

64 05 WS STUDENT COUNT I IC S9 4 Defn

REFERENCES2 lines urwhown

67 tIS WS CLASSCOUNT PIC S94 Defn

5 Ii
u o n

Bush Eric CASE for Existing Systems Infonnation73 115 WS RESCOUNT OCCURS 14 TIMES Dern
74 III WSRESP IC 9 3 Defn Strateiv Spring 1991

16 lines u own

91 05 RECORDCOUNT PIC 9 4 Defn

52 lines u own Eliot Lance B Do Object Oriented Techniques and
144 05 WS ERROR LAG PIC xxx DeIn COBOL Mix Database Prolrammim and Desiln Jan14S VALUE NO EVAOI450

146 lIj YES ERROR VALUE YES Deln 1992

Gunn Mary T Software Re engineering A Case
FIGURE 90 Study and Lessons Learned National Institute of

NON REt I RENCID PROCIDURES Standards and Technology Report 1991

541 IiI1ei un own

542 ItHH IAINLlNE SEcnON Dern Maxson Emerson Improved Maintenance Techniques543 IIIJ ROG SETUP CONTROL DeIn
The Impact of Software Maintenance Tools on the34 lin unshown

57H 12IJR PORT AND nLCONTROL Defn Application Portfolio ISECON 90 Proceedinls 1990
22 lines unshon

611 13II CLOSoANDSTOP Defn

Software74 lines unshon McMullen John CASE Tackles
h7 151l1 I ASS Ir UT JATA eln Maintenance Datamation Jan 1 199153 lines uniho n

7311 1m EXIT Icrn

3 IimS ulIshuWII Snell Ned Using CASE to Rebuild Software
74 WIllKEG I lkrn

Datamation Aug 1 1991S lillt unshU11

741 205tISTART Jcrn

268 IinlS unshu ll Ridgeway Michael CurriculumShortfall Datamation
Dec 15 1988

Functiunal Enhancement Exercises can be set up to

change the logic in an existing routine add another Stair Ralph M Jr Using Application Redesign to

column tu a report modify or add a new summary to a
Maintain Continuity and Profitability Journal of
Systems Manauement Aug 1991
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COOPERATIVE LEARRING IN THE IS CURRICULUM

Susan M Moncada
Indiana State Universit y

ABSTRACT

In addition to being technically compet ent information

systems professionals need to possess effect ive communication

skills Cooperative Learning is an alternative teaching strategy

that capitalizes on group work and fosters the development of

interpersonal communication effectiveness skills cooperative
Learning is different from the other forms of group oriented

learning In particular it is characterized by positive inter

dependence and individual accountability Examples of true

cooperative Learning methods include Student Teams Achievement

Divisions STAD Team Games Tournaments TG r and Jigsaw II

This presentation provides an overview of cooperative Learning
theory and suggests ways to implement cooperative Learning
activities into the CIS curriculum
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES OF SOFTWARE FAULT TOLERANT
SYSTEMS WITH CASE TOOL

Sung Yun Shin Ali R Salhenia Bin Cong Rex E Ga tenbein
Computer Science Dept Compu er SC1ecne DeptSouth Dakota State Univ Un1v of Wyom1ngBrooking SD 57007 Laramie WY 82071

Abstract
be important tool for SFT systems
development because they substantiallyFault tolerant software can make a reduce or eliminate many of the designvaluable contribution in the application and development problems inherent in theof computers to critical tasks The most
medium of large SFTslikely uses of fault tolerant software

are in fields that demand v ry high Another goal of CASE technology isreliability A CASE tool prov1 des many to separate the application program sfeatures that improve software
design from the program s codeproductivity and reliability Using CASE
implementation Evans Generally thetools in Software Fault Tolerant SFT
more independent the design process issystem development can increase the
from the actual code of the module thereliability of SFT techniques In this
better However this condition would bepaper we describe the common features of
the necessity in SFT system design sincewell known SFT systems such as Recovery almost all SFT structures are based onBlock N version Programming Consensus
redundancy of software componentsRecovery Block and Recoerabl N version
Independent design should be taken hereBlock Also we 1nvest1gate he

to mean that programming efforts areimportant features and 1mplementat1on
carried out by individuals or groups thatissues of CASE tools and the effect of do not interact with each other withusing such tools on SFT systems in each
respect to the programming processphase of the software development Whenever possible different algorithmslifecycle
programming layouts environments and
CASE tools can be used in each separate1 INTRODUCTION
effort to minimize the probability of
similar errors in the redundant versionsAn engineering approach to software
Avizienisdevelopment using CASE tools enables the

developer to produce software on ti e
In this paper we discuss thewithin budget and in accordance w1th

common features of well known faultuser requirements
tolerance techniques such as RecoveryBlock RB Randell N versionOne important aspect o these
programming NPV Avizienis Consensusrequirements concerns the rel1 ab1 l1ty of
Recovery Block CRB Scott andthe software The use of computers for
Recoverable N version Block RNB Shinlife critical systems demands extrem ly We investigate the special features andhigh reliability of the comput1ng notions of CASE tools for SFT systemfunctions as a whole Ap lications that
development for each phase of thepace the state of art 1n th1s regard software lifecycle using waterfallinclude spacecraft fly by wire systems model We discuss why development offor passenger aircraft safety systems the SFT systems should not be the same asfor nuclear reactor and traffic control
ordinary non fault tolerant systemsystem for tracked vehicl s and ir7raft software systems and the importa t issueHecht The need for h7gh rel1 ab1 ity of SFT systems implementation W1th CASEof software components 1n these l1fe
toolscritical systems has become more apparent

with the increasing functionality being 2 SOFTWARE FAULT TOLERANCE TECHNIOUESascribed to the software One result of
8FTthis increased functionality is the

recommendation of various and diverse
Within the discipline of SFT threedesigns for achieving fault tolerant

distinct approaches have emerged Thesesystem
approaches are the RB NVP and combined
approaches such as CRB or RNBCASE tools are rapidly becoming

more common tools in software
2 1 RECOVERY BLOCK RBdevelopment A CASE tool would obviously

17
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The RB scheme for software faults For many software development

is based on a time honored hardware organizations design and development

approach to fault tolerance that is times will almost always be reduced by

switching to spare components when a using CASE too s but signi icant benefit

error is detected In this approach of ASE toole not Just t me MCClure

multiple versions of a block of code The r most Bat sfy ng benef t comes n

coexist if one produces an error
the form of insurance that the job is

b
another is tried in the hope of producing e ng done properly to the user s

a correct result specification CASE tools yield a

tremendous benefit in revealing many

2 2 N VERSION PROGRAMMING NVP requirements from before implementation
begins to the end of the development

NVP like the RB scheme relies on
Fisher However we should realize

software redundancy to provide fault that much of the actual value received

tolerance The basis for the redundancy from CASE tools largely depends on how

is the broadcasting of inputs to multiple well they are integrated into the

logical units with the multiple outputs
software development process as well as

sent to an adjudicator This component
the kind of software project being

performs error detection and propagates developed

a result 3 2 USING CASE TOOLS FOR SFT SYSTEM

2 3 COMBINED APPROACHES TO SFT
DEVELOPMENT

Although RB and NVP are similar in In the previous sections we

a distributed environment each does have briefly described typical SFT systems and

features that are suited for or rather how CASE tools are used for ordinary

that avoid the limitations of the other software system development As we

in particular applications Since the discussed almost all SFT systems are

two are not incompatible we can easily based on software redundancy They

capture the strengths of both in a single require independently designed redundant

construct Gantenbein components However the problem of

common software faults giving rise to

The CRB utilizes features of both similar errors in redundant software

RB and NVP The method requires still remains open It may be that

independent development of N 2 careful analysis of a system design and

component versions an acceptance test requirements can identify potentially
and an adjudicator The boundaries of dangerous or difficult components of a

the CRB are established by selecting software for special care during later

logical checkpoints At these locations phases of development and testing

as in NVP the results of the N

versions are compared by a decision We now discuss the use of CASE

algorithm If two or more of the tools in SFT systems development to

versions agree the output is deemed provide new opportunities to use analysis
correct and is propagated out of the techniques the software lifecycle using

block
the waterfall model

The RNB a RB consisting of a
3 2 1 PROJECT PLANNING

primary and alternate blocks and an

acceptance test is nested inside each of Before we begin to develop an SFT

N 2 independently designed versions systems we must have some idea of the

Each version receives the same inputs and activities involved who will do them

processes them concurrently Within each how long they will take and how much

version the primary block initially they will cost Fisher The project

computes a result which is submitted to schedule thus breaks down into a series

the version I s acceptance test If this of tasks A CASE tool can assist the

result is accepted it is sent to an developer in planning and laying out

adjudicator which synchronizes the tasks and schedules according to the Work

results from all versions and applies a Breakdown structure WBS and work

decision algorithm to choose a result to package descriptions The use of CASS

be propagated from the block tools for 8FT systems development is

pretty much the same as for ordinary

3 USING CASE FOR SFT SYSTEMS software systems However we must

DEVELOPMENT consider the redundant modules and extra

SFT components such as the acceptance

3 1 CASE Tools For the Ordinary Software test in the RB the Adjudicator in NVP

Systems Development
the acceptance test and adjudicator in
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both CRB and the RNB CASE tools can important method of demonstrating the SFT
provide the means for creating a WBS for of the structures produced or thethe SFT systems Although the WBS of SFT reliability of the product from user
systems should be different that the WBS Fequirements Usually this is
of ordinary software systems most CASE aemonstrated in steps by showing that the
tools can be used for SFT systems with a product of the current development steplittle modification of the symbols used can be traced back to the previous stepin the WBS The modification would only of the software lifecycle For examplebe needed for the SFT parts of the we should be able to trace back to thesoftware system we usually use SFT requirement specification of 8FT
techniques only on the critical parts of structure from the design specificationthe system since the implementation of or from the s5urce code to the design8FT techniques is very expensive in terms specification 8FT systems traceabilityof development and resources at the cOde back to design step is shown

by automatically creating a structure
Figure 3 1 shows how special chart from the source and comparing this

symbols double line boxes can be used chart to the structure chart created
to represent SFT components in a system during the design phase Therefore the
These symbols represent the redundant requirement specification should show the
components and additional needs in the structure of the 8FT system the
SFT They represent the critical part of components of the 8FT approach and the
a chemical distillation system that we constraints of the SFT technique used in
designed with Excelerator CASE tools the project
used for SFT systems should be able to
represent the 8FT parts of the system so 3 2 3 SYSTEM DESIGN
that these SFT structures can be
isolated Good software is organized as a set

of independent modules each of which can
In order to use CASE tools to be designed and tested separately Each

develop a work package for SFT systems module views the others as black boxes
they should be able to perform activities with well defined sets of inputs and
such as defining system response time in outputs Each module is accessed onlyan SFT structure specifying a piece of through these inputs and outputs Evans
hardware to support SFT systems This logical segregation of functionalitydeveloping a model to estimate resources is not only a key factor of ordinaryfor SFT systems or computing reliability software development but also a main
of an SFT systems A graphic factor of SFT system implementation Theillustration of events in the lifecycle success of developing SFT systems totallysuch as a PERT chart is also needed to depends on the independently designeddistinguish SFT components in the entire versions of the components in the NVP
system Scheduling planning budgets the alternate versions of RB CRB and RNBand measurement must be provided as the approaches CASE tools used in SFTbasis for planning and monitoring the systems must support the functional
development of the SFT system design of the SFT system In this

functional design we should not describe3 2 2 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS the possible code or precise logical
pseudo code for each component of SFT

A requirement analysis tool allows system since the variety of programmingthe systems engineer to initiate design in each component of the SFT system is a

complete modify and maintain SFT crucial factor We must be very careful
systems CASE tools can also provide to use CASE tools for the SFT system
special features for requirement analysis design phase If CASE tools make too
and documentation of SFT systems detailed the logic of the SFT components

to the programmer it could cause make a
Each requirement in the common error among the redundant

requirements specification should reflect components of SFT structure We should
the features and constraints of each set the functional design boundaries
component and the whole structure of an design guideline for the SFT structure
SFT system as well as the SFT techniques design but the design specification
such as RB NVP CRB or RNB CASE tools should only delineate how the input
should be able to define the methods for elements in each component of the SFT
recovery backward recovery or forward structure are transformed into the
recovery and response time in an SFT outgoing data elements CASE tools
systems support decision tables decision trees

and detailed specification which are
Requirement traceability is an very good techniques for SFT system
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design Detailed pseudo code however design much like precise pseudo code

may eliminate the independence of problem

implementation in SFT components 4 CONCLUSION

CASE tool supported data flow

diagramming is an appropriate design The ultimate goal of SFT is to

tool that shows all of the input and increase the reliability availability

output data flow entering and exiting the and safety of critical applications The

system There are no other sources and ultimatlgoal of a CASE tool technology

sinks hidden in lower level data flow is to separate the software system design

diagrams The topmost data flow diagram from the implementation of program code

permits the entire underlying structure As we discussed CASE tools can be very

to be treated as a black box This important for SFT systems development

important design concept provides a While the classic approaches to software

powerful structuring mechanism that SFT do increase the complexity of the

allows a separation or segregation of large software systems some fundamental

functionality problems limit their effectiveness The

use of CASE tools for SFT systems

CASE tools for SFT systems should described in this paper address some of

support the creation of the topmost data these problems However further study

flow diagram that represent not only the is needed 1 0 develop a methodology to

data flow but the SFT techniques to generate independent designs and code for

used The design structure of the SFT SFT system components

systems should also show reconfiguration
scheme recovery methods and error

No consideration has been given in

detection method Examples of the this pilper to the maintenance of SFT

topmost data flow diagram are presented systems The maintenance phase of SFT

in Figure 3 2 through Figure 3 5 systems must be considered on both

ordinary and 8FT systems but no CASE

The design of the chemical tools are available specifically for 8FT

distillation control system shows the systems

structure of the RB in the dotted box

Figure 3 2 The double circled bubbles The problem of common software

show the components of the RB primary faults giving rise to similar errors in

block alternative block acceptance redundant software also remains open

test The mechanism of the RB would be Careful analysis of a system design with

the same as described in the previous CASE tools can identify potentially

chapter Note that the reconfiguration dangerous or difficult components of a

of the system must be specified in the system for special care during later

software specification document phases of development and testing
Techniques have been proposed for

Figure 3 3 shows the NVP structure performing such analysis Kemmere r but

in the dotted box The double circled they have not been fully explored in

bubbles show the components of the terms of fault tolerance on CASE tools

approach N modules and adjudicator
This data flow diagram shows the error Finally none of the features of

detection and recovery mechanisms in the CASE tools used in SFT systems

dotted box development makes good provision for

I
avoiding specification and design faults

Figure 3 4 and Figure 3 5 show only We plan to investigate several other

the critical parts of the SFT system that problems IN Lthin CASE tools so that they

use the combined SFT techniques such as and the reliability of the systems

CRB and RNB approach They also show the developed ith them can be improved

structure and recovery mechanism of the

combined approaches
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ABSTRACT

A system development life cycle for end user development is presented

along with alternative means for end users to develop their own computer

solutions The solutions range from the end user executing existing

menu commands and using predefined report formats to the end user

writing and executing programs using a DBMS procedural language

INTRODUCTION time This paper suggests that it

may be more useful to teach

Introduction to computers courses students end user application

at many colleges and universities development and problem solving

still include instruction in throughout the course

computer programming The

obj ective of such instruction is to END USER DEVELOPMENT CYCLE

teach students problem solving an

appreciation of the process that This paper suggests that a modified

information system IS problem solving and systems

professionals follow to develop development life cycle for end user

computer systems and a deeper development can be taught in an

understanding of how a computer introductory computer course This

works since the vast majority life cycle might have the following

over 95 at many schools are non steps or phases

computer majors teaching computer a Pro b 1 e m nee d s

programming as a means of problem unders tandin g and

solving is open to question This definition

practice may be a waste of computer
lab resources and 1 imited course
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b Application of creative solutions gained from previous
thinking to suggest development efforts Patterns or

alternatives similarities with prior problems
c Application of critical should be investigated to suggest

thinking to evaluate solutions End users should also
alternatives analyze the different tools they

d Select an alternative have available and know how to use

e Construct implement to help solve the problem For
solution example if data is to be accessed

from a single database table and
Problem Needs Understanding and manipulated with mathematical

Definition formulas using a spreadsheet may
be the best way of solving the

Like traditional problem solving problem However if data from
the specific problem and its cause multiple database tables are to be
should be identified Since users accessed extracted and combined
are conducting their own analysis a database management system might
communication problems are avoided be the best approach
Users determine and document what
information is needed Objectives Applioation of Critioal Thinking
of the needed information are to Evaluate Alternatives
identified and documented Problem

decomposition might be used to The solution to a problem must be
break the problem down into smaller matched to the goals and objectives
units that are more manageable of the end user department and
Extraneous data and information are organization Thus solution
excluded or ignored to assist in alternatives should be evaluated
solving the problem identified based on the goals and objectives
Output and inputs are identified and the computer hardware software
along with the form they must be in and personnel resources that are

for processing Algorithms and available User proficiency with
data needed are specified for specific hardware and software
outputs that must be created In tools should be given a high
most cases the inputs are data that priority Then alternatives should
is available in existing be compared against each other and
organization databases ranked

Application of Creative Thinking Seleot an Alternative
to Suggest Alternatives

The highest ranked alternative that
In this stage users attempt to users are proficient in should
visualize how the system could work normally be chosen A large
or what would they like it to difference may sometimes exist
produce Brainstorming with other between the alternative that
users and suggestions from computer involves tools that users are

professionals can be used to proficient in and an alternative
generate alternative means of that consumes less resources Then

solving the problem It is end user training should be

important at this stage to remain considered so users can obtain
flexible and to consider different proficiency in the tools required
approaches from the traditional so for implementation of the solution
that the means of solving the that requires less resources

problem are as broad as possible
It is important to use knowledge of
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construct Implement solution Even if the organization could

afford advertising in television

The end user will create the radio and newspapers there would

solution using the capabilities of be a question of the effectiveness

the software tool chosen The of the coverage

solution may be implemented in one

of the four methods Problem By examining the current

a Us ing menus and situation the owner manager of the

predefined reporting business realizes that revenue must

formats be increased The lack of revenue

b Us ing menus and or the cause of the problem is

designing their own attributed to lack of consumer

reports information about the goods and

c using a command services provided by the

interface organization
d writing and executing

programs writing Alternatives Advertising and

procedure or command promotion is considered to include

files television radio newspapers and

direct mail

End users should develop and test

their solution until it is Evaluation Television radio and

evaluated to be correct It is newspapers are expensive and also

important that end user developed would not specifically target the

software be tested and evaluated by consumers that the owner wants to

someone other than its end user reach for a specific promotion

developer After the program is Brochures can be created listing

completed it can be implemented by the goods and services of the

the end users and used in company and the specific promotion

performance of their job functions A microcomputer database is

available with the names addresses

Examples of End User Development street city state and zipcode
and telephone number The owner is

At Northern Arizona university somewhat comfortable with the menus

different types of problems and and is aware of the built in

tools are being used to teach end mailing list features available

user problem solving and with the database management

development Here are some system

examples that have been used with

a database management system as the selection The direct mail

solution tool alternative is selected and the

database is acquired and loaded on

Example 1 using the menu and the computer system of the owner

predefined reporting formats
construct implement The end user

A small specialty retail store is business owner would be

having problems in customer classified as being capable of

awareness of its goods and using the menu and predefined
services Revenues are not reporting formats The solution

sufficient to cover the costs of would be to use the menu system to

keep ing the bus iness open much create the labe Is

less provide a profit for the

owner The owner has very limited

funds available for advertising
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Details of the life cycle steps or Example 4 writing and executing
phases for examples 2 4 will be programs writing procedure
presented at the conference program or command files

Example 2 Using the menu and The owner would like to convert
designing their own reports from manual calculation of payroll

to a computer assisted system
In this example the owner would Payroll programs and writing the
like to have a report of the entire program in the database management
database alphabetic within each zip system procedural language are
code area The database could be evaluated The owner decides to
arranged in this order with a sort create a simple program in the
command or an index could be procedural language of the database
created The user wants to view management system This option is
the database in many different based on cost and a desire to
ways Rearranging the database better understand programming
each time is time consuming and

unnecessary Separate index files Algorithms based on the manual
can be created to provide the user process for the calculation of
with the capability of viewing the gross pay withholdings and net pay
database in different ways are developed

In this case the index solution is The owner creates an employee
selected menu options are used to database file and enters employee
create an index to the database data in the database From the
Then menu options are selected to command prompt the program editor
access the report generator and to is accessed The algorithm alongdefine the report format The with other required statements are

report format will be named Again entered When the program is
from the menu the user selects the complete it can be executed If
appropriate option to retrieve data syntax errors are found the user
and provide the name of the report returns to the program editor to
format for output appearance correct the errors Prior payroll

data is used to test the program
Example 3 using the command Testing should continue until the
interface program results agree with the

previously computed payroll output
In this example the user has The program should be tested by
incomplete information of the data other end users to ensure that it
values that she wants to search the is working correctly prior to using
database for The user wants a it in their job
means of searching selecting and

reporting when she only knows part CONCLUSION
of the data value of two different
fields The substring function There are many different ways that
allows this capability and can be end users can develop computer
executed from the command prompt based solutions The end user

solution can be as simple as using
Commands are entered to make the menu commands and default report
database available for use use the formats or as complicated as

previously defined report format programming in a procedural
to search the database for the two language
conditions
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An end user life cycle has been

presented along with different

means that are available to the end

user for development of a computer
based solution This end user

approach to development is

currently being used and evaluated

at Northern Arizona University
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New Opportunities for IS Educators Client Server Database Systems

David Munro

George Sargent
Robert Horton

University of Wisconsin Whitewater

ABSTRACT

Downsizing applications from minicomputers or mainframes is a current trend
that is being discussed daily in the computer media The primary force driving
downsizing is maturing of client server database systems Because of

downsizing MIS educators have new opportunities in th ree areas 1

development of new curriculum content 2 development of new delivery
methods and 3 expanded student clientele

The curriculum is impacted by client server database systems in allowing for
and further supporting distributed database concepts networking and event

driven programming In addition Object Oriented Programming Systems OOPS
are philosophically compatible with client server systems The client server

approach allows students to use multiple front ends for the same database
server This helps students to understand the differences between database

concepts and database products In additional the client serve r approach will
allow the integration of graphical user interfaces and database material in the
same course
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There is not a more unhappy being than a superannuated idol
Joseph Addison

The Spectator no 1 March 1 i 1111

Abstract

The old paradi m for IS education as described in the paper fails to provide sludenLo with the knowled e and skills that

they need to succeed This paper examines the paradi m shift in Infornlation Systems IS educaUon and presents it in the

form of the word framework IDOLS for Integrdtion Distindion Orientation Logical Teaching Prddices and Study of

Current Prdctices This framework should be useful in course and curricular development

The Old Paradigm
Introduction This paper asserLo thal the leaders in our field are hreak

Joseph Addison s quote aboul outdated idols pertains to ing with Ihe old lIlaradigm of how to Leach IS What then

lhe idols of IS education as well as lo those of other theolo is the old way

gies Environmental chun es force us to ahandon our old Here are some of the characteristics of the old idols for

inadequate idols in sean h of new idols or parddi ms how to teach IS

Paradigms are the ways science understands phenomena 1 As new subject maller is determined 10 he impor
and as Thomas Kuhn points oul old paradigms die tantlo IS we will add ilto the curriculum We do

hard lO Long after they have ceased to be useful their not remove old material as it forever relains its im

adherents continue to promote themo The same is true in portance

IS Education Our paradigms are failin and reformers in 2 SuhjecLo thaI are of critical importance to all IS

IS education from text book authors to curriculum devel majors are tauiht in core courses Each suhject is

opers are promoting new ways of teaching IS The follow tau ht in its own course

ing is a review of the developments these leaders advance 3 The introductory IS course should give husiness

This article organizes IS educational reforms into five majors a flavor for what IS professionals do iora

categories using the acronym IDOLS as seen in Tahle 1
living

4 We are the compuler mqior Courses invohing
compulers should be offered throu h our major

5 OurJraduales will be hired as pro rdmmers and

because of their superb education be on the fasl

track to become analysts
6 Our raduales will develop lar e systems on lar e

computers
i The best haclq rou111 for teachin i I he a pe

dalisl in one of the core areas There is no need 10

understand anothers area in depth

Usin lhis acronym as a tool lhis paper consolidates the This list ives il flavor for the old idols lhal have serwd

critiques of various leaders in IS educltion into a set of re liS well in the past As those who have lauJhllS for otra

forms This work is dedicated to those pioneers who see decade can allest lhis is no strawman These characleris

the inadequacy of our old paradigms for IS education and tics give a realisUc view of how we perceived our mission

courdfJeously break new ground and our profession Now leI us examine usinfJ lhe

IDOLS acronym what changes in IS education our lead

ers recommend
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The IDOLS Framework for Exploring the If a topic sllch as data struclures does not have a home

Developing Paradigm it is taught in any given course at the whim of whichever

The IDOLS frdmework has five components It su gests
instructor teaches that course each year Some years Ihe
topic may he repealed in a variety of wurses while in 01 herthlt we should examine changes or needed chanJes in
years students may completely miss coverdge of dataIntegrdlions Distinclion of the disciplin Orientation of the structure in their course workdiscipline Logical teaching practices and the Study of cur

Illtegrdling the courses in the curriculum solves theserent IS pracLices Let us now examine each of these in
turn problems All topics are assigned a home course This

does not preclude coverin the topic in a later course as the
Inte ratlon need arises The student in such an inle rdted curriculum

The 199 DPMA Model Curriculum for CIS Educalion may be exposed to data structures for example once twice
speaks of courses entHled Systems Development I and or more In this case the re visitin of a topic is hy desiln
Systems Development II in place of courses entitled Data each lime at a deeper level Such an approach to curricu

Base and Systems Analysis found in earlier curriculum lum development is known as the spirdl approach 7
models II This coordination and integrdLiofl of content DPMA MODEL CURRICULUM The DPMA Modelfrom related courses is an example of the inte ration in IS Cuniculum follows sllch a model The contents of theeducalion the content of each course is intertwined with DPMA Model Cuniculum s proposed courses are inlc raledthat of the others The courses build on each other in a spiral curriculum so that students are challenged hy

Heinrichs and Williams emphasize that an integrated the important topics again and again as they progress
curriculum such as the one that they prop lsc will provide through school each exposure at a deeper level of under
students with a greater understanding of the interrdalion standing
ships among the systems that comprise IS ta The model curriculum first idenlifies clusters of skills

IntegrdLion is also evident on the level of the profession Ihat ollr gradUltes need and progresses from this hase to
itself The Institute for Certification of Computing establish pmposed courses Some of these courses address
Professionals JCCP sponsors the Certified Data Processor the needed skills in only the lowest of terms using Bloom s
Certified Computer Progrdmmer and CerLified Systems taxonomy of educational objeclives 4 Later courses huild
Professional cerLificates In the past the ICCP administered on this knowledge re visiting the topic and refining the
different examinations for these different cerLificateso students understanding of it
Currently passing a common core examinalion on general NEW TOPICS This approach also solves Ihe secondIS topics is required for each ICCP certificate Separdte prohlem in developing IS curriculum schools cannot of trspecially examinalions differentiate the three areas of cerli new courses 10 emhody each and every important developfication

ment in our field Expert systems group decision makin
At firsl hlush inte ralion of courses is nothin new For and internalional issues would each deserve a separale

years colleagues hae informally collaborated to improve course under the old curriculum model The spiral model
two or more courses by inte raling them For example allows the cun culum to remain responsive 10 chan ing
Larry Cornwell teachin database and this author teach technologies and interesLo For example consider the im
ing systems analysis had the studento develop analyses for portant issues o ethics and internationalization of the cur
a common case What is new is the formal integration of riculumo Rather than just addin new courses in each of
content across courses these tWh areas the new DPMA Model Curriculum will in

EXISTING TOPICSo One of the potenlial problems with corporate these issues again and again in various coursts

any curriculum is ensuring that important topics have a
Likewise database concepts will he taught and reviewed in

home course The term home course is used here to mean
the Introductory Course Systems Development I md

the course where the topic is first introduced Systems Development II 3

An example of this prohlem in the IS curriculum is find Distinction
ing a home course for the topic elements of data struc Distinction refers to mal ing the IS curriculum different
tures Should we expose our students to this topic first as from the other curricula Some twenty years ago faculty
part of COBOL in database or perhaps in the introductory accepted as a given that courses dealinswith
IS course Each of these potential home courses poses its computerization and traininJstudents to hecome husi
own set of advantages and disadvantages The issue is not ness programmers and analysts belonged to the IS pro
so much which wurse is chosen as the home course but grdm In recent years however many campuses have dis
that one is chosen covered other departmento offering classes and even majors

that directly compete II is not uncommon to find com
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puter science and mathematics departments responded to We also need to be conversant in the use of technolo y so

their shrinkin enrollmenLi hy offerin IS even if IS is far as technolopy promotes our oal

laught elsewhere on campus Orientation

In recent years we find even functional areas offerinJl Distinction desuihed ahove refers 10 how we are differ

their own information systems courses We find ent from other fields Orientalion refers to where we helieve

Accountin teaching Accounting Information Systems our graduates are headed The differing and changing

Marketing teaching Marketing Information Systems needs within the field of IS su gests that we need to ad

These politics for heller or worse are not newo This sit dress vdrious oientations within IS

uation pardllels the distrihution of statistics classes across CAREER PATH ORIENTATION One approach to IS ed

disciplines for example Some IS professors will fi ht for ucation is to prllvuJe options within our progr lll1S for those

the computer applications territory but this author as who wish to pursue various clreers paths For example the

serts we have already lost the hallle We do nol own in
Assodation for Computing Machinery ACM Information

formation systems any more than the Statistics Department Systems Model C urrkulum provides for different strands or

owns statislics for nurses or Computer Science owns com fod within the curriculum moslly along the lines of the

puter art polential occupalions such as pro rammer and ana

Thinking that equates IS with computer classes leads lysU 16 These strdnds are offered hecause currenlly these

nowhere For many only a blurry line separates IS from are thejoh opportunities
the other disciplines To hecome a distinct discipline we We need to rewgnize and train for other johs of the fu

need to demonstrate that which mlkes IS distind We ture As IS edUG llors we are challenged to predict whlt

need to clarify our discipline to studenLI colleagues and future occupational skills will he needed hy our Jlraduates

administrators alike The problem is do we know what IS and to refine our curriculum accordin ly As we do so we

is are aiming at a mo ng target

DEFINING IS One way to define a field involves analyz Business s rt liance on modern technology including

ing the contents of its introductory texts Such an analysis personal computers alters the joh opportunities our p rClllu

for IS leads to a quandary Our introductory text hook au ates are likely to encounter 2 We now find our p rddul es

thors have not sellled on a single set of accepted topics takin on johs not only in pro rdmmin analysis and con

For example McLeod s Introduction to Information sultin hut also workin as information center liaisons and

Systems draws heavily from the field of management while
expert syslem engineers As the work place evolves so

Ahituv and Neumann also draw from psycholo y and
must our programs

mathematical fields in their definiliom of the field 14 Il
NEED FOR BUSINESS ALLIANCE A corollary of the

While the diversity is not inherently bad it does hlur the
ahove can he staled as follows as the IS cuniculum strives

distinction he tween IS and iLI constituent fields This di
to keep pace with the chan in needs of the work plact we

wrsity reflecLi how IS is viewed hy our own professors
increasin ly must keep in touch with the work place To

different schools have different emphases 6
accomplish this we must know what tools skills and

Mv own view is thallS is in the borrowing stage of iLI knowledge our graduates actually use One way to ohtain

deveiopment horrowing principles and research from more Ihis feedhack is lhrou h strong alumni ties Another is

estahlishtd fields The next developmental stage awaiL the through ad isor hoards In either case we need an infor

genius who will develop the models IS needs for self defini
mation stem ior IS education

tion In the meantime we need to emphasize our focus on

information not on computers Our discipline is the one Logical Teaching Practices

that pro des mana ement with information for use in de Da id Kroenke author of a popular texl for the

cision makin and for use as a producL To accomplish our Introduction to IS course calls that inlroductory course the

goal we need to understand what decisions mana ers Vidowmaker llI Followin Druckers lerminolo y

mlke how they make them and how to value information I roenl e defines a widowmaker as IOY course that deftats

two instructors in a row who in earlitr assignments had

done well J rOtnke proposes solutions to this prohlem in

IAn extreme example of this occurred at a Midwest univer
his seminars The solution he proposes is manifesl not

sity The duplicate major offered by Computer Science surprisingly in the most recent edition of his texl A ood

was established by decree of the ProvosL That depart parL of the solution Kroenke proposes is to motiate l he

ment went on to try to desLroy the IS major housed in student hy showing how this materill is relevant to the

the colle e of business This may he the first reported students career

aLlack of a computer virus trans milled by a ProvosL
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Indeed Hans Anderson speaks of five principles that We must follow our own teachings and discover the critiguide successful teaching 1 provide rationale for learning cal success factors relevant to our courses and curricu2 provide reinforcement 3 give clear objectives 4 provide lum 5 Our students need to know some material verypractice and 5 present instruction in sequenced incre well others only in passing Longenecker and Feinsltin inmenlal steps Let us look at the first two of his prind spearheading the fine work Ihat led to the J 991 DPMApies Model Curriculum confronted that prohlem 12 Their
RELEVANCE Philips echoes this solution suggesling work provides an excellent source as to what topics are per

that we must provide learners with edentlogic of why this ceived as important by memhers of professional societies
topic is of concern to them 15 Some topics such as mi From this work to critical success factors is a small hut im
crocomputer applications possess face validity as relevant portant step
to the studenls careers while others such as data com
munications seems foreign and without worth Our lask Summarythen is to demonstrate to studenLi why learning the mate

The old idols of IS education are superdnnuated ohsorial is worth their while Kroenke s solution is to provide
lhe student with scenarios in which characters wilh whom lete This paper has tracked the changes thaI leaders in he
the sl udent can identify save the day and their career

field have heen makinJ10 our pedaJogy and curriculum
through mastery of the topic The acronym IDOLS summarizes these improvcments in

REWARD A related psychological principle thai hears on
Integration Distinction Orientation Logical Teaching
Practices and Study of Current IS Prdc tices The leaderslogical teaching practices is reward StudenLi find some
call for recreating the curriculum from the Jround up so aslearning ac ti ties including hands on computer experi to position it to meet the needs of today and the futureo Toence to be fun and rewarding
paraphrase the biblical character Ahram II is time to hreakHowever some educators advance the proposition that some old idols around here 2

most hands on computer activity such as learning a

spreadsheet program belongs to remedial non credit
Referencescourses not as parI of the IS curriculum The criticism is

that there is no enduring educational conlentto training in Ahituv Niv and Seev Neumann Principles o
a Jiven software package trlining is not education In ormation sl stemi or JI1anagem71t 1rd ed Wm

This author propose that we can overcome the criticism C Brown Publishers Dubuque la 1990
and use the principle of reward at the same time We 2 Amoroso D L JoC Brancheau and F McFadden Theshould design our courses so that the sought after hands Senior Executive as Or anizational Stakeholder ofon activities ad as a vehicle in the teachinfof IS theory Microcomputer TechnoloJY In ormation ResourcesThe purpose of IS is to solve business problems Let us or ManagemelltJoumal 4 3 Summer 1991 pp 24 40ganize the material so that studenLi hecome aware of a 3 Anderson Hans Planning Rare lEnough ButNeverprohlem analyze it and then learn to solve that problem UnnecessalY unpublished mono raphusing some available tool After the student can solve this

4 Bloom B S et al The TaxmlOml olEducationalprohlem we spirdl the curriculum to reveal another facet of
Ohjectives Ctassification of Educational Goalthe problem or another problem again to be solved
Handhook 1 The Cognitive Domain McI ay Press NewIn summary our challenge is to design a logical peda York 1956

gogy that has lhe follOWing characteristics
5 Bullen C V and J F RockarA Primer on Critical1 shows studenLi how the topics are be relevant to

Success Factors CISR No 69 Massachusetts Imtilutetheir careers and
o Technologl June 9HI2 uses the popular hands on sofhvare as a vehicle to

teach enduring concepLi of IS hy haVing studenls 6 DenninJE C et al Computin as a Discipline
develop solutions 10 husiness prohlems Communications o the AtM l2 I Jan1lClI 1 Iill IP

9 2 1
Study of IS Current Practices

We are confronted with the curriculum problem thal
even now we cannot cover all the important and relevant
material One solution described above is integration of

2Abrdm changed his name to Ahraham to demonstrate histopics Another is learning to abandon topics that were im
breaking with the past Perhaps IS needs 10 chan e itsportant yesterday but are not important for tomorrow The
name for example to information resource m lI1a eorientation reform described above will provide us with
menU to demonstrate the breakin of its old idolsfeed hack from employers but that alone is not enough
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An Intelligent Kiosk for Student Counseling

Mr Robert Henry Sinclair Community College
Dr Kathryn NetT Sinclair Community College

Dr Kenneth Melendez Center for Artificial Intelligence Applications

1 Introduction

They arrive in twos threes in business progress and how many credit hours he or she
suits dresses shorts mechanic uniforms can handle successfully along with job and family
they are married couples single girls with commitments The smart kiosk will consider
children bewildered high school seniors the student s responses along with information
with 1 85 GPAs perplexed parents auto drawn from the institution s administrative
mechanics who leave greasy footprints on databases to provide personalized academic
your office carpet and college graduates advisement The objective ofthis automated
with Ph D s advising system is to handle routine and

predictable questions so that the human
This excerpt from an article by Dennis counselors can allocate more time to working

Rash acounselor atLakeland Community proactively with the at risk population
College succinctly describes the diversity of
the student population at a typical community The name selected for the system is CWEST
college pronounced quest which is an acronym for

Counseling With Expert Systems Technology
Increasing numbers of non traditional While the pronunciation and meaning of

multicultural and underprepared students are CWEST might not be immediately apparent
taking advantage of the open door access to the name is symbolic ofour quest for innovative
higher education offered at community colleges applications oftechnology Perhaps more
While this is certainly a positive trend the important the system will also serve as a quest
increased diversity and the growing numbers of for success on the part of the students who will
non traditional students result in heavy use CWEST for academic counseling
demands on academic counseling resources

While non traditional students are often highly n Background
motivated most are in need ofguidance in

establishing academic and personal goals This The automated advising project described
increase in demand for counseling comes at a here originated as an artificial intelligence
time when institutional budgets are under initiative which was funded by astate grant
severe stress the numbers of professional awarded to the authors institution in the
counselors at most community colleges are summer of1990 As a part ofthis initiative a

holding steady if not decreasing team of academic counselors faculty members
and computer support staff began work on an

The authors of thispaper are participants in expert system for academic advisement
a project aimed at supplementing their Although the basic objective was to develop and
institutions counseling resources by means of deploy an expert system the project also served
an automated advising system The automated as a faculty development opportunity faculty
system integrates expert systems technology team members could gain handson experience
database access and multimedia to produce a with artificial intelligence in preparation for
smart kiosk for academic counseling Using a teaching classes in AI and Expert Systems

touch sensitive screen students will engage in

a dialogue with the kiosk about courses to take Academic counseling was selected as the
next term career and major choices financial knowledge domain for this project because ofthe
matters the student s academic status and critical shortage ofcounseling expertise and also
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because advising is an application with high At the same time some of the functions of

visibility within the institution Since all the CWEST system have been difficult to define

faculty staff administrators and students can because of the inherent constraints of the

relate to counseling it offers opportunities for computer Counseling is ahuman activity often

broad participation in the development ofthe requiring sensitivity to the students non verbal

system When the system is implemented it cues such as facial expressions body language

will also provide students with direct handson and tone of voice Obviously thissensitivity is

experience with artificial intelligence beyond the capabilities ofthe computer On the

other hand the unemotional nature of the

A number of educational institutions are computer can sometimes work as a positive

currently using kiosks to provide read only factor In some counseling situations this

access to database information by students e g neutrality can be used to advantage For

Genesee Community College in Batavia New example some students will probably find it

York and the Maricopa Community Colleges in easier to converse with a machine than ahuman

Phoenix and at least one institution Dallas about highly personal or sensitive problems

County Community College District has fielded

an expert system for advising that runs in batch The structure that we have developed
mode The use ofmultimedia technology for Figure 1 represents our consensus regarding
lectures and computer assisted instruction is the scope and functions that are appropriate for

also becoming widespread in academia an automated advising system atour institution

The system is modular with each module

Some work is also in progress in the area of addressing a primary concern that applies to

integrating these disparate technologies For almost all students at some point during their

example Ragusa and Orwig
2 describe joint academic career

applications research being done by the

University ofCentral Florida and NASA aimed

at integrating expert systems and laser optical
devices for information access The automated

advising project described here represents a

further advance with the integration ofexpert

systems database access and multimedia
facilities delivered through a publicaccess kiosk

III System Architecture

In a typical counseling session an academic
advisor will address a number of different

questions and concerns ofthe student This is

especially true in a community college setting
where the majority of the students are adults

CBNTaALIZBD DATA A B

with jobs and families and many have returned
to school as a result of a personal crisis such as In 14looI fIIICWBIT

divorce loss ofa spouse or loss of ajob
Typically the academic personal and financial

concerns ofthe student are tightly intertwined

and an academic counselor must consider all of

these factors simultaneously Since these

factors are so closely interrelated in the Control Module

cognitive processes ofour experts it has taken a

substantial effort to sort out the separate issues The control module manages the initiation

in order to define the basic structure of the and termination of on line counseling sessions

counseling system When the system is not active the kiosk will
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display two alternating titlescreens the CareerMaior Choices
attractor sequence Each title screen will

have a touchsensitive area which the userwill This module initiates adialogue with the
touch to activate the system student regarding personal preferences using

factors similar to the Strong Campbell Interest
At all times during a session the userwill Inventory academic strengths and weaknesses

have a quit option to terminate the session and job related factors that might be relevant to

When quit is selected or ifthe kiosk remains the student s career or major choice such as job
inactive for a specified amount oftime the placement rates and average starting salaries

system will return to the control module and the CWEST does amatch of the student s responses
attractor sequence will be displaJred with the characteristics ofcareer programs and

majors offered at the institution The system
User Profile User Obiectives returns a list ofthe best matches ordered by

confidence ofthe best fit for the student s

The various categories of users student consideration The module considers only
counselor faculty staff or visitor will have programs that are offered at this particular
different menu options All options will be institution it is not intended to be a

available to students while visitors can access comprehensive career planning advisor

only the options that do not require database
information Individuals seeking access to Referrals to Personal Counseline
database information students counselors

faculty or staff will be requested to identify The Referral module does not give advice on

themselves by entering their social security personal problems its objective is to refer the
number and PIN In a later phase of student to a human counselor However in

implementation the kiosk will read bar coded order to determine the most appropriate office or

student ID cards to control information access service where the student can get help the

modulewill engage the student in a dialogue to

General Information Module try to identify the actual nature of the problem
Referrals will include support services such as

This module provides institutional the developmental counseling staff tutorial

information such as campus maps processes services peer counselors substance abuse
and procedures e g how to register for classes counselors the campus ministry adult reentry
information about academic programs and financial aid counselors and academic

facilities such as the bookstore and library counselors

This information will be accessed in a hypertext
mode Some ofthese topics will later be Financial Matters
enhanced to include multimedia modes of

presentation The objective is not to simply This module will assist the student with
duplicate hard copy information such as the estimates ofeducational costs tuition books
institution s catalog but to take advantage of parking etc possible sources of rmancial
interactive access and multimedia facilities assistance and estimates ofeligibility for aid

which are not possible with printed media from various sources Itwill also educate

students about the institution s processes related
Access to Student Records to financial aid and deadlines The module will

draw on information from the centralized

This function provides the student with financial aid system and augment it with case

direct access to hisher database records based knowledge
including demographic data the student s

transcript current schedule and fee statement Pro218SS Check

The information can be displayed on the kiosk

and optionally printed The primary function of this module is to

produce adegree audit report Gist ofremaining
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courses and requirements for the students The essence and logic of thismodule the

degree This module will also include a what factors and their relative weights were

if function which is sometimes called degree developed through intensive knowledge

shopping The what iffunction provides the engineering sessions with the project experts
student with a list of courses that would remain and it reflects their extensive experience with

to be taken ifthe student were to change hisher real world situations

major to some otherprogram

The degree audit reports and what if Course Recommendations

facility are both components ofacomprehensive
information system that runs on the central This module will provide recommendations

computer the CWEST system provides a for specific courses to take next term It makes

convenient means for the students to access extensive use of course and student information

these reports from the central databases

Also the project team will look at the In developing aschedule recommendation

feasibility ofstudent performance trend analysis the module considers the course sequence

as an extension ofthe Progress Check module recommended for the student s major
prerequisite courses and the cognitive demands

Credit Hour Load Recommendations of individual courses in order to recommend a

balanced schedule The cognitive demands are

One of the primary causes of academic obtained from course prof1les which are ratings
difficulty among non traditional students is an of each course with respect to reading writing

unrealistic assumption about the number of and computational difficulty as well as the

credit hours they can handle along with non emphasis of the course on memorization

academic commitments Since these students conceptualization and problem solving and the

are often in a hurry to complete their academic number of significant timeconsuming projects

programs it is common for those who are self or papers After pondering all of these factors

advised to overload themselves For this reason CWEST returns an optimal schedule along with

the Credit Hour Load module is one of the most at least three alternate courses

significant in the system
IV System Development

The reasoning ofthe Credit Hour Load

module is based primarily on interactive An early decision by the CWEST team was to

responses from the student rather than employ an incremental design and development
database information The module considers a process with prototyping The expert system
number of factors including the students shell that we selected for trial prototypes was

employment children at home current grade ART IMMS DOS from Inference Corporation
point average degree ofsupport at home ART 1M provides a robust development
encouragement or discouragement the level of environment a rich set of language features and

job related stress requirements imposed by convenient graphical user interface facilities

financial aid and whether the student has a While the learning curve for ART 1M is

compelling reason to graduate as soon as challenging we feel that it has been worth the

possible The expert system also recognizes investment in time and effort to become

cases where it is imperative for the student to proficient in the use of the product
see a human counselor before registration This

is true for almost all students on probation and The platform selected for deployment is

cases where the student s financial aid package IBMs Audio Visual Connection under OS 2 on

requires himher to take more credit hours than mMs recently announced kiosk the Ultimedia

CWEST determines that the student can Touch Activity Center

handle
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V Implementation Plans through the kiosk The student can then engage
in a dialogue with CWEST to determine an

The deployment ofCWEST is planned as a appropriate credit hour load and specific courses
three phase process Since we are exploring to take and then register for classes and leave
new territory in the application ofexpert the kioskwith a schedule in hand
systems technology as well as in multimedia
interface design for a kiosk we feel that it is VII Conclusions
essential to thoroughly evaluate the system in
terms of both the quality ofCWESTs advice and Using todays technology the CWEST
the subjective and emotional responses of the student counseling system will capture the
studentso For this reason the fIrSt phase will expertise of the best and brightest counselors at
include asubset ofthe modules and somewhat the authors institution and make this
limited multimedia facilities so that we can knowledge readily available to students through
benefit from actual experience before kiosks located at convenient sites on and off

implementing the entire system campus

Scheduled for implementation late in the While this application might seem to be
academic year 199293 the initialversion will specific to the educational environment the
include intelligent kiosk approach has much broader

implications The approach could be relevant to
0 credit hour load recommendations almost any enterprise that produces complex
0 financial matters products or services where customers need
0 matching career major options assistance with the selection ofoptions that will

with interests meet their personal needs and circumstances
0 access to database infonnation By analogy our complex products are academic

read only programs and courses and our confused
0 general information about the customers are students

institution

With the CWEST system we hope to
Kiosk facilities for the first version will include demonstrate that the blend ofexpert systems
a touch sensitive screen graphics sound technology database access and multimedia can

printer and a link to the centralized student result in auser sensitive application that is
and course databases functional cost effective and engaging to use

During academic year 1993 94 the CWEST References
team will evaluate the students reactions to the
first version and finalize the development of the 1 Rash Dennis Strategies for the Community
second version The second version will College Counselor Community College Week

incorporate changes as needed and add September 16 1991 p 5
additional functionality which will include

course recommendations academic progress
2

Ragusa J M and Orwig C W Attacking the
check and referrals to personal counseling The Infonnation Access Problem with Expert
second version will also include additional Systems
technical enhancements specifically the Expert Systems Planning
ability to read barcoded student ID cards for Implementation Integration
improved security and the use ofmotion video Winter 1991 pp 26 32
to provide general information about the
institution and its academic programs

During the third year 199495 the second
release will be evaluated and the system will be
enhanced to provide actual on line registration
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PACKAGED EXPERT SYSTEMS LANGUAGES A COMPARISON

Ali Salehnia Bin Cong Sung Yun Shin Mehran pournaghshband
South Dakota State University University of Arkansas

Brookings SO 57007 Monticello AI 71655

OPS5 CLIPS LOOPS LISP and PROLOG are popular expert system

languages The person who works with these languages should be

familiar with the syntax and inference engine of these languages
There are differences in their inference engine syntax price
portability the kind of language that they are build on and their

complexity For example OPS5 has a forward inference engine while

PROLOG has a backward inference engine Some of these languages

are very similar such as OPS5 and CLIPS Both these languages have

forward inference engine and their syntax is very similar In

this paper the authors present not only the similarities and

differences among these packaged expert systems languages but also

the strengths and weaknesses of each
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SYSTEMATIZING A SYSTEMS PROJECT

S K SHAH

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

ABSTRACT

Over the last few years systems professionals have used several models and

methodologies to deal with application backlogs and spiralling maintenance costs

Increasing attempts are being made to improve productivity and project quality This

paper describes a methodology for systems development and enhancement projects It

identifies major deliverables for management user groups and systems professionals to

facilitate a clear understanding of their role and responsibilities The process allows

participants to select those activities needed to deliver the necessary functions within the

required time frame and budget It is expected that adherence to this methodology would

alleviate tension and promote a better understanding between user groups and systems
professionals
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INTRODUCTION TO GROUP DYNAMICS

A CRITICAL FACTOR IN SYSTEM ANALYSIS DESIGN COURSES

Regina L Smart

Southeast Missouri State University

ABSTRACT

Many colleges and universities today utilize team projects in

system analysis and design courses based on actual system projects
This group approach is an attempt to introduce students to real

world technical experiences and competencies In most instances

the experience also introduces students to real world frustrations

and the conflicts inherent in working relationships within groups

This paper discusses system analysis and design group project
dynamics and related issues relative to group formation size

cohesiveness leadership norms productivity evaluation task

characteristics and individual roles The author maintains that

students will have a more positive group experience in system

analysis and design courses if they are introduced to the inherent

problems frusrations and benefits of group environments in

addition to their traditional instruction in systems development
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ADAPTING A MSMIS CURRICULUM TO A CHANGING ENVIRONMENTo

Thomas E S8Jldm n and MellaOngkasuwan
MIS Dept School of Business Adminimatioo

California StaleUniversity at Sacramento

6000 J Stteet Sacnunento CA 958196088
916 2786670 Fax916 27867S7 EMail SlPldmanl@csus edu

Abstract There are several environmentalforces wlUch act to shope the curriculum at any given institution TlUs

paper describesthe curriculum reassessment process wlUch is currently being conducted at aregional public university for its

MSIMISprogram Both currentandproposed curricula are presented The paperpresents discussions of these curriculafrom
the perspective ofan environmentalforcesframework

1 Introduction this process Based on this infonnation a revised

Curriculum reassessment is anecessary andvital activity of curriculum is proposed in 14 Implementation issues

any educational institution This activity is necessitared by associated with the proposed program are presented in 5

changes in the underlying domain knowledges changes in This paper concludes with a summary of our attempt to

the goals ofthe program changes in the constituency of the define an efficient quality MSMIS program which is

program andor changes in the socialpoliticaJ ecooomic responsive to theenvironmental forces presented
environment ofme institution The purpose of this paper is

to describe how several of these forces have ttiggered a 2 Environmental Forces

reassessment of the Master of Science in Management The environmental changes which uigger curriculum

Infonnation Systems MSMIS curriculum in our reassessment cmrespond to seven principal forces which

institution This reassessment has led to a revised shape any MSMIS curriculum see Figure 1 These forces

curriculum which is in the process ofbeing implemented are the Academy the Faculty the Community the

The primary goal of this process is to redefine the program Students the Technology the Competition and the

to ensure the highest level of educational quality while Orpni7arional Consttaints of the institution Each of these

confonning to the growing set of strict resource constraints foIces is discussed below

that are facing every public higher education system in the The SIrODgest of these forces is that of the Academy
United States This represents the requisite common body of knowledge

There are approximately 160 master degree level which is prescribed for any MSMIS graduate There are

graduate infonnation systems programs in theUnited States several models which are defmed to articulate this body of

and Canada 1 While the focus of this paper is on one knowledge These models stem from efforts by professional
particular MSMIS program it is believed that there are organi78OOns to enhance and support their members Both

many similarities between the issues faced here and those me Association for Computing Machinery ACM and the

facing the other 159 gmduate programs in MIS Our DataProcessing Management Association DPMA have the

presentation begins with a discussion of the nuyor forces curriculum guidelines Curriculum development has also
which act to shape our curriculum In 13 this framework is been directly supported by ougor corporations e g mMs

used to describe the current status of the MSMIS program multi million dollar Management of Information Systems
Both opportunities and weaknesses are identified through Grant Program of the late 1980s 2 While these

Thispaper represenJs the views of the authors and may or may not be endorsed by the rest olthe Faculty of the MIS Department
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organizations may not have fonnal accrediting procedures themselves be viewed as systems where the primary input

they identify the major topics which fonn the common body is the student the curriculum represents the primary

of knowledge for masters level information systems processing and the graduates are the output These forces

programs
fonn the environmental boundary and each of them impacts

The next force is the Faculty of the institution Any the quality of the output the quality of the input and the

curriculum is only as strong as the faculty who conduct it quality of the processing The curriculum reassessment

One impetus behind the mM Grant Program was the dearth process is the feedback loop which will provide the ability

of qualified IS doctorates individuals with a D B A or for the system to adapt to its environment

Ph D in the infonnation systems field Currently many

MIS faculty do not have their fonnal training in infonnation 3 Current Status

systems but have moved from related fields The The current MSMlS curriculum is modelled after the ACM

curriculum may be restricted by the availability and number and DPMA guidelines for infonnation systems majors

ofqualified professors
This program is designed to accommodate the students who

The Community is the third force which shapes the have an undergraduate background in management

curriculum Our perspective of the community is focused infonnation systems However students not possessing

on industry MSMIS graduates either continue their MIS training may participate in the MSMIS program after

education in doctoral programs or enter the work force If completing the following program prerequisites

our MSMIS curriculum is not responsive to the needs of Prerequisite Courses Hrs ACM DPMA

our consumers e g local industry they will not hire our Intro to Applic Frog 3 CIS 1

graduates Our curriculum must prepare students for either Advanced COBOL 3 CIS 3

path which are at times quite divergent Analysis and D silgn 3 CIS 4

The Students also impact the MSMIS program Database 3 CIS 5

Student demographics student preparation and the overall Management Science 1
student population greatly affect the numberand frequency of

course offerings Students without prior MIS backgrounds
Prereq Hours 15

must successfully complete the program prerequisites which
DPMA odes shown throughout are actually the undergraduate

may substantially increase the costs borneby the student in
program codes

both time and money

The MSMIS program requires 30 units beyond the

Technology is the fifth force which shapes the MSMIS prerequisite courses Each of the following courses is

curriculum Infonnation technology is extremely dynamic
required

Core Courses Hrs ACM DPMA

Major new technologies are being developed and are Proiect Mitt Inmlementation 3 IS 10 CIS 8

becoming paradigmatic of organizations e g Expert Data Communications 3 IS 6 CE4

Systems 3 Electronic Meeting Systems 4 At some Adv Analvsis Desiltn 3 IS5 CIS 7

point it may be necessary to alter the content ofa course or Database Administration 3 IS4 CE 15

program to address the issues associated with the paradigm Maior Aoolications of MIS 3 IS7A

This is a technology driven field Therefore there is a Manaltinlt the IS Resomce 3 IS 9 CIS 9

necessary orientation towards emergent technologies Policy Formulation 3

Competition for students from other universities and Internshio in MIS 3

training programs is also a factor Students may elect to Master s Thesis 2r Project 3

enroll in non AACSB accredited programs if they believe

that their goals will be met at a lower cost temporal or
Core Hours 21 27

monetary This type of competition necessitates efforts to
Students may choose from the following optional

maintain the visibility of the program and increase the
courses in order to complete the 30 unit requirement for the

awareness ofpotential students concerning the program
MSMIS

The final force shaping the MSMIS curriculum is
Elective Courses Hrs ACM DPMA

Organizational Constraints This force is perhaps the one
Business Programming 3 IS 1 CIS 2

that most limits our potential curriculum Organizational
or Advanced OBOL 3 IS 1 CIS 2

Tonics in MIS 3 Xl

constraints consist of all of the factors affecting resource Evaluation Hardware Software 3 CE 14

allocation Higher education systems across the country are Intermediate Statisticss 1

facing severe budgetary restrictions This increases the
Elective Hours 3 9

intraorganizational attempts to exert social power and

influence which is detennined in a large part by control
While this curriculum may appear to be adequate it is

over critical resources 5 As these budgetary restrictions
not All seven forces are pushing for a change in the

continue attempts will be made to obtain more control over
curriculum From the Academy perspective both the ACM

important resources 6 such as course full time equivalent
and theDPMA are in the process ofrevising their respective

enrolbnent FfE
curricula I This willrequire evaluation of program course

These seven forces from Figure 1 will impact each
content in order to expand our coverage to the new topics as

MSMIS program differently MSMIS program can
wellas those not previously covered
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Although 64 of the Faculty teach in the MIS area primarily with those smdents who choose to attend small

approximately 21 of the Faculty within the department private seckr less accredited universities Again any loss of

have aPh D in MIS A sizeable portion about 42 of students to the competition is seen mainly as an awareness

the faculty has been with the instimtion almost 20 years problem Although our program may take longer to

As these faculty retire they will be replaced by new IS complete the MSMIS degree from our instimtion would
doctorates It is projected that the demandSupply ratio for have much broader recognition than that of any alternate
IS doctorates will drop from 4 1 to 3 6 in the 1992 93 program in the region Furthermore the principle
academic year 7 This drop in positions will actually help institutional competition does not have AACSB

us draw more highly qualified candidates for recruiUOent lKCrediIaIion
With fewer doctoral granting instimtions hiring regional By far Organizational Constraints of the institution
masters level institutions will benefit Since our institution have the greatest impact on the current cmriculum These
is prohibited from offering doctoral degrees a strong vital constraints follow three lines First are the constraints

MSMIS program will be an asset in faculty recruiuoent which are resource allocation related The university has had
activities two consecutive years with budget reductions with the

While there has been no degradation in the reception our 1991 92budget representing 8 10 less purchasing power
graduates get from the Community there are aspects of the than the previous years 8 Without higher FIE there
current program which need to be revised in order to may be difficulty offering even the core courses for the
maintain the attractiveness ofour graduates These include MSMIS program This is exacerbated by our suppressed
less reliance on COBOL platforms and more emphasis on program enrollments The second set ofconstraints which

emergent technologies e g CASE KBDSS This region inhibits our ability to readily change our cmriculum is the
has a very relatively healthy business climate There is a time frame for implementing changes The university
growing population ofIS related firms within thearea which publishes its course catalog every other year This means

should increase the demand frOlDgmduates that any changes that are approved in the next year will not

Students are amajor factor Most ofour students work take effect until the 1994 1995 school year Another
full time and take evening classes However despite good consttaint is that the MS requirement of 30 program hours

employment prospects in a suppressed economy our can not be reduced The final set ofconstraints is the social

MSMIS enrollments have been low recently see Figure 2 power struggle for FIE with the Computer Science
This may be a result ofageneral1ack of awareness of the Department As fIScal resources have diminished nearly
program Another limitation is the number ofprerequisite every new comse proposal or existing course modification
courses needed for those without prior MIS ttaining The tends to be challenged more rigorously by Computer
fact that this may substantially increase the costs borne by Science This makes the implementation of the more

the student in both time and money is often mentioned by technical ACM andDPMA courses rather difficult
OlD sbldents A proposed increase of40 in student fees
has the potential ofnegatively affecting our enrollments 4 Proposed Curriculum

The field of Management Information Systems is Figure 3 presents our perspective of the common body of
extremely dynamic The MIS Department is continually MIS knowledge that our graduates must have after Vitarali s

examining its MSMIS program in order to provide the model of a systems analyst s knowledge base 9 The
appropriate blend of theories and applications for a wide

programming languages and computer system organization
variety ofMIS topics There is an ongoing review of the domains require each student to master programming skills
program with the goal of assuring a focus on emergent and knowledge e g programming methods standards
technologies However this must be balanced by astrong modes and languages supported by a variety of computerfoundation in MIS theory system environments e g Unix Vax IBM The systems

Our Competition is any alternative to an AACSB analysis systems design database design management
accredited MSMIS degree in the region This includes data communication networks and intelligent systems
choices to forgo advanced education but our concern lies

Figure 2 MSMIS Enrollments by Semester
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decision support domains require each sttldent to acquire and a culminating experiencethe option ofa comprehensive

maintain specific knowledge related to concepts examination has been added The following courses

methodologies techniques tools approaches and represent the proposed core

underlying management principles The MIS policy Core Courses Brs ACM DPMA

planning domain requires students to acquire the basic IS Data Communications 3 IS 6 CE4

strategic planning knowledge and extended skills to Adv Analvsis Desian 3 IS 58 CEll

formulate IS strategic plans and implement them under a Database Desii Manallment 3 IS4 CE 15

constantly changing environment The core domain MIS Policv 3 IS9 CIS 9

knowledge concerns business applications This domain Master s Thesis or Project 3 X2

requires each individual to acquire knowledge and experience or Comprehensi e Exam 1

in business functional areas e g accounting fmance

production and organizational perspectives e g

organizational behavior strategy structure

The proposed MSMIS curriculum repeseots an attempt

to provide this common body ofknowledge while balancing
Brs ACM DPMA

the external curriculwn forces This is necessary in order to
3 ISl CIS 3

attract students and provide them with the best MSMIS
3 ISl CIS 3

program possible The first revision concerns prerequisites
3 IS 7AB CE9

The prerequisites have been drastically reduced Two new
3 Xl

highly intensive graduate level courses that will provide
3 IS8 CE 14

students with fundamental MIS knowledge are being
3 IS7

introduced The frrst course covers analysis and design 1 IS 10 CIS 8

methodologies along with the support tools eg CASE 15 18

The second course focuses on struCtured programming data

structures and database management When taken as a set 5 Implementation Issues

these two courses willprovide aricher background than the This new currkulum provides a better match to the

five undergraduate courses which have been serving as the environment as defmed by the seven forces From the

prerequisites Therefore students not possessing MIS Academy perspective the new curriculum provides a more

training would have to complete the following program consistent coverage of the ACM and DPMA curriculum

prerequisites
guidelines

Prere uislte Courses ACM DPMA OurFaculty ispepared for the changes and eager to see

Infonnation S terns I IS3 CIS 24 them implemented The greatest complexity introduced by

Infonnation Systems ll IS 12 CIS 13 the new curriculum is the comprehensive examination

Prereq Hours 6 Issues of examination content and grading need to be

The MSMIS program still requires 30 unitsbeyond the addressed although no resistance to the comprehensive

prerequisite courses The proposed curriculum changes the examination option is anticipated The revised curriculum

core of the MSMIS program to a narrow set of courses will help to attract new faculty The concerted efforts by the

which will allow students greater flexibility in choosing Faculty in tJlis reassessment process also make the

electives to complete their program For the requirement of department atnlllCtive
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The modernized curriculum should also sttengthen the Responsibility for ensuring curriculum excellence

reception our graduates get from the Community Efforts to extends beyond the faculty to the students the campus the

make the Community aware of our program need to be university and the regional community Curriculum

continued Liaisons need to be forged with local industry reassessment must be done periodically in order to meet the

and foster the symbiotic relationships that should naturally needs of our constituents in applying and advancing
exist The Department is looking to further expand its infonnation systems technologies in the local communities

presence in the work place ofthe major employers through The continual improvement of instructional methods high
broader use of televised course offerings technology devices equipment and materials will provide

Students will receive the greatest benefit from our opportunities for both students and faculty to develop and

curriculum revision Many of our students will directly maintain new skills and knowledge Institutional support
benefit from the streamlined prerequisites The lack of should be provided by establishing educational goals which

program visibility is being addressed with new brochures support the rapidly changing business and technology
although the brochures must reflect the current curriculum environment The effort of faculty towards curriculum

These brochures will be updated to reflect the changes ifand review should be acknowledged as a recognized criterion for

when they are approved With fewer prerequisites and the their perfonnance evaluations The institution and the

comprehensive examination the MSMIS degree from our community should ensure a continual reinvestment in

institution can be obtained within 2 years Furthennore by infonnation technology equipment and materials which

offering the comprehensive examination students will no would support teaching and research in infonnation systems

longer have to be concerned about having a poor thesis or

project prevent theircompletion ofthe program 7 References

Our ability to react to the Technology force is largely a

function ofresources The MIS Department is continually 1 DeGross n Davis GB and littlefIeld RS 1992 DirectOlY

examining its MSMIS program in order to provide a cost of Manlement Information Systems Facul1y in the United

effective introduction ofnew technologies This reflects the States and Canada MISRCMcGraw Hill 1992

goal of assuring a focus on emergent technologies 2 IBM MolS Svllabus Book Information Systems
However with limited resources this remains an area of Research Program John E Anderson Graduate School of

great concern Management at UCLA Los Angeles CA 1990

Since our Competition is principally limited to a small 3 Blanning RW Expert Systems as an Organizational

private sector university thenew curriculum will sttengthen Paradigm Proceedines of the 8th International

our position Again any loss of students to the
Conference on Information Systems Pittsburgh 1987 pp

competition is seen mainly as being caused by the student 232 241

not knowing about our MSMIS program
4 Eck R Goul M Philippakis A and Richards S Group

The greatestchallenge to our proposed curriculum stems
Operating Systems for Decision Factories of the Future An

Extended Relational GDSS Architecture Proceedin s of
from Organizational Constraints of the institution The the 22nd Hawaii International Conference on Systems
social power struggle with the Computer Science Sciences Volume m 1989 pp 280 290
Department is not trivial The proposed curriculum contains 5 Pfeffer J Onanizational Desien AHM Publishing
three new course proposals including the comprehensive Corporation Arlington Heights IL 1978
examination and five course modifications that require 6 Pfeffer J and Salancik GR The External Control of

approval at the Department School and University levels Or anizations a Resource Dcwendence Perspective Harper
No problems are expected until the proposals reach the Row New York NY 1978
University level where it is suspected that they will be 7 Iarvenpaa SL Ives B and Davis GB SupplyDemand of

challenged vigorously by Computer Science IS Doctorates in the 1990s Communications of the ACM

Volume 34 Number I 1991 pp 86 99

6 Summary 8 Harrison M The 199112 Budget at

The purpose of this paper has been to describe how University Internal Memo February 1992

environmental forces trigger and shape curriculum 9 Vitarali NP Knowledge as a Basis for Expertise in

reassessment The focus has been on seven principal forces System s Analysis MIS Ouarterlv September 1985 pp

which shape any MSMIS curriculum These forces are the 221 241

Academy the Faculty the Community the Students the

Technology the Competition and the Organizational
Constraints of the institution There may be several that

have been overlooked and perhaps there are some which

exist yet do not apply to the MSMIS program here The

primary goal of this process is to establish programs which

ensure the highest level of educational quality while

confonning to the growing set ofstrict resource constraints
that are facing every public higher education system in the

United States
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ATTITUDES AND COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS OF EMPLOYERS

OF ENTRY LEVEL COMPUTING POSITIONS

William Myers
BelJoont Abbey College

BelJoont NC 28012 2795

ABSTRACT

A survey of the views of ployers of CIS graduates concerning the colq8tencies they sought in

graduates and concerninll the current and future ter environts was condUcted in the Charlotte

aetropolitan area The results are COIIPAred with siJIilar studies The f inclill91l revealed that

1 interpersonal coaunication and syst analysis skills were highly valued by the eaployers

2 the jority progr in COBOL lPG or various database and plan to do so in five years

3 PCs are an iJIportant collPOnent of the coaputing envirOllll8llt

INTRODUCTION metropolitan area that had contact with

the Cooperaltive Education Program at

CIS graduates are entering constantly BelJoont Abbey College Cooperative

changing conplting environemts As a Education arranges for internship like

consequence CIS programs need to be work experiences for students of the

continually reevaluated to prepare their College in a variety of area businesses

graduates for the environments in which Fifty four 1 54 of the surveys were

they will be expected to ftmCtion returned for a response rate of 18 of

which f iftyone 51 were usable

During 1991 the ColIp1ter Studies faculty

at BelJoont Abbey College conducted a RESULTS

review of its programs that include a CIS

major and a CS and MIS minor This review The forecasted recession and the decline

consisted of three parts an outside in job offers to our graduates in 1990 and

evaluation a survey of recent CIS 1991 prompted us to ask elliloyers about

graduates and a survey of likely their demand for entry level conputer

elliloyers in the Charlotte metropolitan personnel and their educational

area During this year and next these requirements A profile of the size of

results will be used to produce the cOllpanies and their corrputer

reconmendations for lOOdifications and departments are in Tables 1 and 2

changes in the department s programs
TABLE 1 SIZE OF FIRMS

This paper presents results of the survey

of elliloyers Its purposes were two fold Size of Firm Percentage of Firms

1 to determine what skills and knowledge 5000 or IOOre ellPloyees 0

areas likely elliloyers were to consider 1000 to 4999 elIIloyees 14

inprtant for entry level positions and 250 to 1000 erl1loyees 29

2 to determine these COIJianies conplting under 250 employees 41

environments The survey was based on a No response to question 16

survey of employers in the St Louis area

conducted by Dr Mary SUmner of Southern TABLE 2 SIZE OF COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

Illinois University 8 Her survey was

supplemented with questions about the use Department Size Percentage of Firms

of progranming languages and operating 100 or IOOre errployees 6

systems and about additional topics 50 to 99 emplOYees 6

contained in BelJoont Abbey s curriculum under 50 elliloyees 74
No response 14

The survey was sent to 303 erl1loyers of

conputing professionalS in the Charlotte In spite of erl1loyment trend statistics
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from the Department of Labor trends that The conputer professions are rapidly
indicate that progranmers and system evolving and expanding The enployers
analysts are anong the fastest growing were asked to identify positions of
professions 3 our experience for 1990 emerging inprtance to their firms Table

and 1991 was that our graduates were 5 lists in order the positions listed by
taking longer to locate positions with at least 10 of the respondents
local firms In these two years JOOst did
not find eJll loyment mtil the end of the TABLE 5 POSITIONS OF EMERGING
sunmer In addition in 1991 there were IMPORTANCE
concerns about the length and depth of the
then predicted short recession The Category NlUIlber of times listed
survey results seem to indicate that in Networks 13
the Charlotte area the nlUIlber of new Progranming 8
positions in the conputing professions are System Development 8

declining Table 3 displays the responses Database 6
to questions concerning past present and Microconputer SUpport 5
future needs for entry level personnel Data Conmunications 5
Table 4 displays the number of firms

desiring or requiring a CIS degree for TABLE 6 COMPETENCIES NEEDED FOR

entry level personnel SUCCESSFUL JOB PERFORMANCE

TABLE 3 ENTRY LEVEL PERSONNEL NEEDS COI1Petency Average I Average II

1990 1991 1992 Interpersonal Skills 4 6 4 3
Technical Support Personnel proj Written Conmunication 4 2 3 9

NlUIlber finns needing 7 2 6 Speaking Skills 4 1 3 8
Average nlUllber needed 3 4 1 5 1 5 Basic Systems Analysis 4 0 3 7

for these firms End User SUpport 3 9 3 6
Total persons needed 24 3 9 General Business 3 8 3 6

Technical Progranming Personnel COOOL Progranming 3 7 2 5
NlUIlber firms needing 13 8 16 MicrOCORP1ter Software 3 7 3 2
Average nlUllber needed 3 3 2 8 18 Basic Database Design 3 7 3 2

for these firms Data Conmunications 3 7 3 1

Total persons needed 43 22 29 Advanced COOOL 3 6 2 4
Technical Systems Analyst Operating Systems 3 5 3 3

Number firms needing 3 2 3 LAN Design Management 3 4 3 0

Average number needed 3 7 15 13 Hardware Concepts 3 4 3 1
for these firms JCL 3 2 2 5

Total persons needed 11 3 4 PC Software Packages 3 2 2 9
Technical Operations Personnel Advanced Database 3 2 2 7

NlUIlber firms needing 11 6 10 Advanced Systems Analy 2 9 2 3

Average nlUllber needed 1 5 18 1 2 Basic ACCOmting 2 9 2 7
for these firms Progranming in 4GL s 2 9 2 3

Total nlUllber needed 17 11 12 CASE Tools 2 8 2 2

Decision SUpport Tools 2 7 2 3

TABLE 4 DEGREE REQUIREMENT FOR Quantitative Methods 2 7 2 5
ENTRY LEVEL PERSONNEL Expert Systems 18 1 5

Number Who
Position Desire Require Enployers rated the conpetencies they

CIS Degree sought in recent CIS graduates The
Technical SUpport 8 7 average of their ratings are reported in

Progranming 8 13 Table 6 on a five point scale 5 very

Systems Analysis 1 8 inprtant to 1 notinprtant The first

Operations 8 3 column excludes those who checked not
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applicable or did not answer the question Responses to the operating systems

the second column counts either of those presently used and those expected to be

responses as a 1 notinportant The rost used in five years are listed in Table 8

inprtant competencies identified were All responses greater than 10 are

good interpersonal and COIIIIlUIlication included These firms are primarily using

skills and basic systems analysis IBM PCs and compatibles and IBM mainframe

and miniConplters and intend to continue

Responses as to the languages presently to do so UNIX and OS 2 usage is

used and those expected to be used in five projected to increase supplanting most of

years are listed in Table 7 All the present llse of MS PC OOS

responses greater than 10 are included

The employers identified COBOL and RPG as For the complete results of the survey and

their most used languages both now and in a copy of the survey instrument see 5

the near future with C expecting to be of

increasing inportance A large number use catPARlSONS WIm PREVIOUS SURVEYS

database languages and expect to continue

to do so with SQL becoming more Seven previous surveys of employers of

inportant Various fourth generation entry level computer positions are used

languages are not widely used I nor are for comparisons one each conducted in

they expected to be although many of the Georgia 9
I Kentucky 1 the Pittsburgh

database packages have many of the area 6 the Spokane Washington area

features of fourth generation languages 7 and the St Louis area 8 as well

as a previous study in North Carolina 4

TABLE 7 LANGUAGE USAGE and one nation wide study 2 The

present survey consists primarily of

Language Presently Used Expected responses from small firms under 1000

in 5 years employees whereas four of the other seven

COBOL 45 29 consisted primarily of responses from

RPG 25 16 large firms 1000 or more Most of the

BASIC 10 4 few differences between this and the other

C 8 16 surveys can be explained by the differ

SQL 2 10 ences in the size of the firms surveyed

Other Database 33 20

Languages The four previous surveys of large firms

Fourth Generation 10 10 1 6 8 and 9 as well as one of

Languages the others 3 found more emphasis on

progrannring especially in COBOL than

TABLE 8 OPERATING SYSTEMS USAGE this survey In this as well as those

five surveys progrannring in COBOL was one

Operating Presently Used Expected of the most inprtant coqetencies COBOL

System in 5 years progrannringwasinportant to many of the

firms in this survey and ranked high among

MS PC OOS 37 12 those firms but nearly half of the firms

IBM Mainframe 22 16 surveyed did not feel that this skill

MVS VM etc would be considered when hiring entry

IBM Miniconplters 20 24 level employees 7 found an even larger

Sys 36 38 AS 400 percent age of respondents for which COBOL

VMS DEC 18 16 progrannring ability was not aninportant

UNIX various 10 25 skill for their entry level personnel
versions

Novell NetWare 10 12 Other difforences between the present

OS 2 6 20 survey and the seven surveys include a

lower ranking in this survey with most

These are all OS 400 rating the skill as not applicable of
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knowledge of JCL and fourth generation 9 The first three of these items were

languages and a mch higher ranking here in the mst invxrtant six items in 6
for knowledge of microCOIIplter software All these surveys agree that these four

data COIlIIIUllications with the exception of skills are amng the mstinvxrtant skills
1 and local area networks 7 fotmd for entry level computer personnel 4

similar low rankings for fourth generation did not inquire about system analysis
languages and high rankings for skills although COIIIIIlnlication and
microconputer software and packages it interpersonal skills were the essence of
did not ask about the other areas its top two desired skills

4 1 6 and 2 also inquired about There was also agreement between this
prograJllling languages used In both this survey and 8 on the emerging positions
and all but 1 where PL I was the All except prograrrming were included in
leader COBOL was the leader by a wide the top items in the previous study and
margin RPG was the second mst used management of MIS which was second in
language in this survey and in 4 it was 8 did not appear in the top responses

highly ranked in 1 and in 2 but listed in this survey The other items were in
on 6 7 fotmd that RPG and BASIC were the same relative positions Once again
the highest ranked languages but all these differences are due primarily to the
languages were considered to be differences in the CQIIIa11ies sizes

uninqxrtant by a large majority Smaller conpmies have less of a need for
management and they also appears to be

All of these differences can be explained seeing the need to design and program mre

by the differences in the firms sizes of their own applications as shown by the
Smaller firms are mre likely to use high number of responses for programming
personal COOVuters and miniCOOVuters In and system development
the PC world COBOL and JCL are not as

rtant packages data comrmmications cmcrUSIONS
and LANs are of mre inqxrtance RPG is
an important tool with IBM minicomputers The recession has had an inpact on the
but not as inqxrtant in the mainframe number of entry level positions in the
world Larger shops also do mre in house Charlotte area The number of firms
programming thus they rank higher hiring such personnel and the average
programming skills as in the four surveys number hired dropped drastically from 1990
of larger sized firms 7 had an even to 1991 The projections for 1992 are

higher percentage of respondents using PC closer to the 1991 levels than to 1990
environments than this survey however
even the size difference does not explain The majority of positions for entry level

the great majority felling that no progranmers and nearly all the positions
language skills wereinqxrtant when hiring for entry level analysts require a degree
entry level personnel This result As well the majority of firms hiring
differs with all of the other surveys entry level technical support and

operations personnel find it desirable
On several items there are agreement The that those persons have degrees These
most important items those with a ranking firms have fotmd that college educated
of 4 0 or mre in this survey namely computer students are of value in the

interpersonal skills writing skills firm s computer operations
speaking skills and basic systems
analysis were in the most rtant five In the Charlotte area the emerging
items in 8 were all highly ranked in computing positions are in networking

1 were mentioned the most in personal programming and systems analysis Firms

interviews in 7 and were in the top ten are downsizing to networks and connecting
out of twenty skills surveyed in each of personal computers The firms also see an

the three entry level job categories in increasing need for custom programming and
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for systems designed to meet their exact Information Systems 27 4 SUmner

needs COBOL and RPG are and will 19875 19

continue to be the major languages used 2 BaUllaIl Ben M J K Pierson and

database languages are also important Karen A Forcht Business Programming

with SQL increasingly iIrprtant The use Language Preferences in the 1990s

of C is predicted to increase to a level The Jo nal of ComPuter Information

matching RPG MicrOCOllPlter operating Systems 32 1 Fall 1991 13 16

systems are used by DOre than half the 3 Franchi Mandeline IS Operations

firms surveyed a percentage that is The Ecomomy s Irrpact on Your

expected to rise only micrOCOllPlter and Department Datamation 35 7 April

AS 400 systems are projected to increase 1 198997

in use with UNIX and OS 2 projected to be 4 Hmter f James W What Topics

preferred micrOCOllPlter operating systems Employers Think Should Be Included in

CIS Courses The Journal of ComPuter

aJRRICULtM IMPLICATIONS Information Systems 27 3 Spring
1987 2 3 26

Several curricular changes at BelJoont 5 Myers William H The Job Market for

Abbey have been supported by the survey Entry I evel CoITplter Professionals in

results A decision was made to retain an a Southeastern City The Journal of

introductory unit on systems analysis in ColllPUtinq in Small Colleqes 8 1993

the introductory sequence As well the to appear

systems analysis sequence has been made 6 Pollack Thomas A The MIS

DOre rigorous with the introduction of a curriculum Which tencies Are

broader range of tools used in industry Really Important to Business

including CASE In addition a general Professionals Proceedinqs

introductory course for all majors was ISECON 9Q Chicago 1990 117 122

redesigned into an introductory course for 7 Reitsch Arthur G and Frank E

norunajors that concentrates on micro Nelson The Use of Industry and

computer packages and an introductory Student Perceptions in the Redesign

course for majors that contains DOre about of an MIS curriculum Interface 12 3

cooputer hardware and operating systems Fall 1990 6 13

including introductions to MS PC OOS and 8 Stunner Mary Robert Klepper and

UNIX As well an adjunct instructor was Robert Schultheis An Assessment of

located to teach a course in networking the Attitudes of Graduates and

and data cormnmications We have had such Employers Toward Ccqetencies Needed

a course in the catalog but no one in the for Entry Level MIS Positions

department had the expertise to offer such Proceed nqs I ISECON 90 Chicago

a course The course was offered for the 1990 129 134

first time this sUlllller The survey has 9 Walton Hugh J Dale Young Shaila

also prompted the department to reinstate Miranda Barry Robichaux and Ron

an RPG class and to encourage our majors Seerley Requisite Skills for New MIS

to minor in business See 10 for a Hires pata Base 21 1 Spring

discussion of the continuing need to teach 1990 20 29

RPG due to the popularity of the AS 400 10 Winter Charles R Where Are the AS

Other changes may also be made after 400 Programmers Information

studying the survey of graduates based on ExecutiY 3 3 SUmner 1990 19 22

the combined results of the surveys
I wish to thank Dr Mary Sumner for

REFERENCES allowing me to use her survey instrument

as the basis of my instrument Mr Carl

1 Albin Marvin and Robert W Otto van Orden for providing the list of local

The CIS curriculum What Employers employers of CIS persormel and BelJoont

Want From CIS and General Business Abbey College for financial assistance in

Majors The Journal of ComPuter conducting the survey
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A MARKET RESEARCH STUDY FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION

IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Mary Sumner

Southern Illin is University at Edwardsville

BACKGROUND several questions

The MIS curriculum is in a constant
l What are the motivations for

state of change The changing needs
graduate study in information

of students the changing systems
expectations of industry and the

changing nature of the MIS profession 2 Are MIS professionals and
itself are factors which dictate a

functional area professionals inter
continuing review of the focus of MIS ested in a graduate program with a

curricula One of the challenges of
busines s emphasis a technical

curriculum development is defining emphasis or both
the market for a particular program
and developing competencies which

3 What are the managerial competen
support the objectives of that

cies technical competencies and
market

management of information systems
skills desired by MIS professionals

At the graduate level two different
and by functional area managers in a

markets exist for graduate education
program of graduate study

in Kanagement Information Systems
within the Business curriculum at 4 What factors influence the choice
Southern Illinois University at of a graduate program
Edwardsville The first of these

markets consists of information
METHODS FOR CONDUCTING THE STUDY

systems professionals seeking
advanced degree opportunities The The population for this study
second market consists of functional

included graduates of Business pro
area managers who are assuming

grams at Southern Illinois University
responsibilities for information

at Edwardsvi11e with three to five

systems planning and development and
years of experience A sample of 50

who seek a graduate program with a respondents was selected from this

strong emphasis in information population Of these respondents 25

technology planning and management held positions in the information
The Master of Science in Management systems field and the other 25
Information Systems serves both of worked in functional areas such as

these markets In Spring 1990 the Accounting Marketing Finance and

Management Information Systems Personnel Administration

faculty decided to conduct a market

research study to determine the needu The 25 respondents who were informa
of both markets and to identify tion systems professionals reported a

curriulum competencies in a more variety of position titles
focused manner

Table 1 Position Titles of MIS Respondents

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
Position Title Percentage

Progr r Analyst 35

The major objective of the market Manager Infot1ltlon Syst Develop nt 24

Senlor Sy t Analyst 15

research study for graduate education Syst Adainlatratlon lncl Security 8

Xanager PC Systems 4

in information systems was to answer
Other 14
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illustrated that 75 percent of the

The functional area managers had a
of both groups MIS and

members
wide variety of job titles

functi onal viewed work experience as

2 Job Titles of Functional even more important than graduate
Table study
Area Managers

Table 3 Master s Degree E uentlal for Car r Advancenc by Functional

Position Title Percentage
Sta t us

MIS FUNCTIONAL TOTAL

g 1 1 g 1

Area Manager 20 3
7 29 2 17 34 0

1 Strongly Agree 10 38 5

Sales Manager 8 4 2 Agree 7 26 9 7 29 2 14 28 0

3 Neither 3 11 5 5 20 8 8 16 0

Senior Cost Analyst 8 4 4 Disagree 6 n 1 12 5 9 18 0

8 4 5 Strongly 01 1 1 0 0 0 8 3 2 4 0

Administrative Asst
TOTAL 26 100 24 100 50 100

Admin Manager 8 4

Finance Manager Analyst 8 4
MotivatioJls for Graduate Study

Contracts Admin 4 2 I

Account Manager 4 2
Yith regard to the question pf

Other 29 3
motivation about two thirds of the

Each of the respondents participated
functional area professionals and

telephone interview which slightly over half of the MIS
in a

professionals cited acquiring a
covered the market research questions better business background as a
in approximately eight to ten

for pursuingprimary reason a

minutes The telephone interviews
Master s degree See Table 4 Table

were conducted by a market research
4 Primary Reason for Master s

analyst and a graduate assistant
Degree Bus lness Background By

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Functi onal Status

IUS FUNCTIONAL TOTAL

interesting issues
d 1 1 1 1

A number of

emerged from the results These 1 Strongly Agree 5 19 2 4 16 7 9 18 0

2 Agree 9 34 6 12 50 0 21 42 0

issues included the importance of an 3 Neither 8 30 8 6 25 0 14 28 0

4 Disagr 4 15 4 1 4 2 5 10 0

advanced degree the motivations for 5 Strongly Diugree 0 QJ 1 4 2 1 LQ
TOTAL 26 100 24 100 50 100

pursuing a Master s program the most MEAN 2 42 29 2 36

preferable type of degree MBA vs

M S degree the importance of Once technical professionals have

technical vs managerial skills and
I

gained three to five years
the major technical and managerial experience in programming and

competencies to be developed in an analysis they may aspire to

MIS program positions as project managers and

superviscJrs They need a better

Imnortance of the Master s Deiree business background in order to

understand users requirements and in

Many of the respondents felt that a order to manage people time and

Master s degree was essential for resources to accomplish design
career advancement This was true of projects
both the MIS professionals and

functional area professionals As Technical knowledge is a lesser

you can see in Table 3 about 65 reason for pursuing graduate study
percent of the MIS professionals although almost half of the

viewed a Master s as essential for functional area managers pointed to

career advancement York experience the need to acquire technical

is also essential Further data
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knowledge Managers with an
It seems that some functional

accounting marketing or sales
managers want to acquire technical

background may want to improve the r
knowledge in the context of an KBA

technical knowledge when they find
degree while others prefer a

themselves in the position of maki g generalist degree MIS professionalsdecisions on local area network
definitely sought the KBA degree as a

software packages and
strategy for gaining managerialmicrocomputers See Table 5
skills I

able 5 Primary Re on for Maater Degr Technical i
Knowledge By Functional Stetu

Comoetencies within a Master s Pr02ram

illS FJIICTIONAL TOTAL
1

U x x x The respondents were asked o

1 Strongly Agree 2 7 7 3 12 5 5 10 0 identify and to rank managerial
2 Agree 6 23 1 B 33 3

0

14 28 0 skills technical skills and3 Neither 5 19 2 3 12 5 8 16 04 Di agr 10 3B 5 9 375 19 38 0 management of MIS skills which th y5 Strongly Disagree 3 11 5 1 4 2 4 8 0
TOTAL 26 100 24 100 50 100 wanted to acquire as part of iaKEAIl 3 23 2 88 3 06

Master s program
As you can see from these data the 0

I

MIS professionals placed less In terms of managerial skills the

emphasis on technical skills Only top ranked competency was managing
30 percent noted that technic l and motivating personnel While the

skills are a motivation for a MIS professionals ranked project
Master s degree and about half budgeting and control second the

disagreed that technical knowledge functional managers felt that goal
was a reason for graduate study setting and strategy development was

This can be explained by the fact second in importance
that many MIS professionals already
have a technical background and wish

Teble 7 Ranking of l nageriel Skilb By Functional Statu

to acquire a business background to illS FJIICTIONAL TOTAL
Rank Rank Rank

assume managerial responsibilities in Goal Setting
Strategy Dev 3 3B 2 46 2 84

the future Project Budgeting

I
Contro 1 2 41 4 21 3 62

lIaking Org HUIIn

Because of the emphasis on attaining
R ouree Deci ion 4 23 3 27 4 50

lIanagingKotivating
business background

r
Personnel 1 54 1 50 1 104a as opposed

to a technical background the MIS
The first ranked technical skill

professionals preferred an KBA degree
was

with an MIS specialization to an M S information systems design
in Management Information Systems br followed by advanced development
a general KBA degree While ab04t tools This was true for both the

one third of the functional ar a
MIS professionals and the functional

professionals preferred an KBA with managers
an MIS specialization most of them

sought a general KBA degree See Table g Ranking of Technical Skilb By Functional Statu

Table 6 illS FJIICTIONAL TOTAL

Rank Rank Rank

Tabl 6 KOBt Beneflclal Degr by nctlonal Statu Aclvanced Develop
nt Tool 2 44 2 33 2 77

illS FJIICTIONAL TOTAL Progr ins 4 15 4 13 4 2B

d 1 X X Technicel Knowleclge
59Hardware Software 3 30 3 29 3

liS illS 6 23 1 1 4 2 7 14 0 InfoWtlon Syat
1 1121 61 1 51

KIA Ceneral 9 34 6 16 66 7 25 50 0 D ign

KaA Spec illS 11 42 3 7 29 2 18 36 0

TOTAL 26 100 24 100 50 100
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As you can see from Table 8 the Tabla 13 lAnkin of Idaal Maatar a Pro raa Acton Iy Functional

S1atUl

technical skills including knowledge KIS FIlICTIOllAL

of hardware software and programming
TOTAL

RAnk I RAnk I RAnk I

were considered less important In
Qua11 ty of p rograa

Faculty 1 52 1 5 1 106

fact programming was of relatively
Handa on Experience 1 52 2 7 2 99

MCSI

minor importance This is consistent Aecrecll tat10n 3 28 3 26 3 5

Convenience of

with the expressed need for a Location 2 17 1

managerial rather than technical

focus within an advanced degree CURRICUUJM RECOMMENDATIONS

In terms of the competencies The Master s Market Research study

associated with management of MIS has led to the development of two

the top ranked item was strategic directi ons for graduate study The

management or the process of first of these directions is the

identifying information technology design of an MBA specialization
plans which support organizational emphasizing managerial competencies

plans This was foremost in the The second curriculum initiative is

minds of the MIS professionals The the design of a joint Master of

second ranked competency was Science in Computing and Information

managing the systems development Sys teas with the Department of

life cycle and the third was Computer Science

evaluating alternative development
methods See Table 9 The MBA specialization is designed to

I

prepare students in the management of

Tabla 9 Ranking of Ilanag lIt of KIS S1illa Iy Functional Statuti new information technology and the

KIS FIlICTI01lAL TOTAL management of information systems
RAnk I RAnk I RAnk I

Kanagillg Sya ta design projects The four courses in

Ilev Llfa Cycla 2 39 2 31 2 70
the MBA specialization include

Organizing MIS 28 17 5

Evaluating Altama

tiva Ilev Kathocla 3 29 3 23 3 52

Strategic Manage 1 97
MIS 570 Information Systems

Milt for KIS 1 60 1 37

Analysis

These issues are clearly in the minds MIS 572 Information Systems Design
of both functional managers and MIS

professionals because of the MIS 564 Database Design
overwhelming need to improve systems

development productivity MIS 540 The Management of

Imyortant Factors in a Master s proJram
Information Systems Development

Finally the respondents were asked
The Master of Science in CODl1utin2

and Information Systems
to rank order a number of factors

which are associated with program The second option for graduate study
quality The most important factor in information systems is a new

was quality of program faculty program entided the Master of

followed by the opportunity to gain Science in Computing and Information
hands on experience AACSB Systems This program is a joint

accreditation and convenience were
program of the Department of

lesser concerns Management Information Systems within

the School of Business and the

Department of Computer Science within

the Schocll of Science The program
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provides both a technical and a
The M S in Computing and Information

managerial focus Systems will have a culminating
I project which will involve the

The Pro ram of Stu4y I analysis design and implementation
of a system using technologies and

The program of study consists of a methodologies which are covered in

Computing and Information Systems the program
core which provides a foundation in

both technical concepts and systeas CONCLUSIONS

design
I

The market research study for the

The six course core includes Master s program in Management
Information Systems provided a number

MIS 564 Database Management of effective insights The

Techniques department faculty developed an MIS
MIS 570 Structured Analysis specialization within the MBA degree

Techniques in response to the increasing
MIS 572 Structured Design interest of functional area managers

Techniques in information systems development
CS 514 Operating Systems
as 516 Computer Architecture In contrast the plans for the new

CS 520 Data Communications and M S in Computing in Information

Networks Systems address a different need
This program provides a technical a d

In addition to the core the program
a managerial focus for those who are

provides students with an opportunity interested in a comprehensive set of

to take four electives from one of courses in computing technology and

two groups One of these groups
its applications

emphasizes software engineering
techniques and the other focuses on REFERENCES

computing technologies Examples of

courses from each of these groups
Boland R J The Process and

include Product of System Design
Manaiement Science Vol 24 No 9

Software Engineerin Elective Group May 1978 pp 887 898

MIS 588a Software Engineering Cheney Paul H and Lyons Norman R

MIS 588b Advanced Database and Information Systems Skill Require
Information Engineering ments A Survey MIS Ouarterly

MIS 540 Management of Information Vol 4 No I March 1980 pp 35 43

Systems Development
CS 425 Software Project Green Gary I Perceived Importance

Development of Systems Analysts Job Skills

CS 537 Expert Systems Roles and Non Salary Incentives
MIS Ouarterly June 1989 pp 115

Comouter TechnoloiY Elective Grouo 133

CS 416 High Performance Computer Kaiser K and Srinivasan A User

Systems Analyst Differences An Empirical

CS 438 Introduction to Artificial Investigation of Attitudes Related to

Intelligence Systems Development Academy of

CS 482 Computer Graphics Management Journal V 25 No 3

September 1982 pp 630 646
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WHAT THEY DIDN T TEACH YOU IN COLLEGE

ETHICS TRAINING IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS EDUCATION

Mark W Smith Ed D

Department of Computer Technology
Purdue University

ABSTRACT

As a nation we face a crisis in ethics Not teaching professional ethics in your

information systems classes can only make it worse Daily IS professionals face

ethical dilemmas As IS educators it is our responsibility to help train our students to

make sound ethical decisions We can teach professional ethics in our IS courses

This paper attempts to guide the IS faculty member in the exploration of the range of

help available to meet this challenge Also in the presentation an ethics quiz will be

administered demonstrating how easily we can motivate our students to explore the

ethical conflicts in which some day they may fjnd themselves Remember training

students on how to deal with ethical dilemmas prepares them to be IS professionals

as well as fulfilling your responsibility as a professional IS educator
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SOCIAL ISSUES OF INFORMATION TE LOGY PARADIGMATIC CHANGES IN THE INFORMATION AGE

Roy M Dejoie University of Oklahoma and George C Fowler Texas AM University

ABSTRACT

Computer technology has become a classic and expressive mainstay of our society quicker than we ve been able
to assess its impacts It is imperative that we assess the possible changes that computer technology may

bring and has already brought to our society This paper presents some of the research that has addressed
the social issues concerning computer technology A parallel between the computer and the automobile

regarding their societal impacts is also presented Paper references available upon request

INTRODUCTION of us can truly visualize the total impact of a

new technology during its advent and early
growth This is particularly true of the social

The social aspects of most new technologies aspects Once again using the automobile as an

are often overlooked until the technology has example the following quote illustrates this
become rooted in society s fabric Technologies point
in general are usually viewed by their bottom
line Often a technology s use starts off as Not a phase of American life was

classic where technology is used to do untouched by the automobile
activities better or more easily or more Americans no longer measured

effectively than they are being done without the distance in miles but in
techno logy 2 When a technology is used mi nutes Iso 1 ated waste 1 and
classically it is easy to overlook any broader became choice property when a

effects that it might extend beyond its classical major highway cut through it
use Technologies can also have an expressive The automobile made elopements
use where the technology is used to do things easier increased the incomes of
that have been previously considered impossible parsons who specialized in quick
2 The computer started out in classic use matrimonials and swelled the

but its meteoric progression to expressive use duties and fees of village
has surpassed all other technologies constables It made bootlegging

profitable and prohibition
Because computer technology has become a impractical It enriched the

classic and expressive mainstay of our society American vocabulary with such

qui cker than we ve been able to assess its words as fl i vver ski d and
impacts it is imperative that we assess the jaywalker It captured the

possible changes that computer technology may hearts imaginations and
bri ng and has already brought to our society pocketbooks of Americans 15
This paper will present some of the research that
has addressed the social issues concerning
computer technology but first a prophetic This was written in 1923 Imagine the

parallel between the computer and the automobile surprise of the author if he had gotten a glimpse
will be presented of what the automobil e wou 1 d come to symbolize in

the 1990 s It is treated as a status symbol
while at the same time it is considered a

A CONTINUING LESSON FROM HISTORY necessity for modern living It also takes on

THE AUTJIBIlE the role of private miniature home away from
home How many times do we notice people
singing eating fixing their hair putting on

When the automobile was first introduced it make up making out in the backseat or even

is unlikely that anyone could have foreseen the picking their nose there are not too many more

social aspects of this technology Also the very private things in life The sense of privacy is
advent of most technologies tend to conjure up surely one of the aspects that was probably not

the dreams and ideologies possible Glen envisioned during the advent of the automobile

Jeansonne 3 states
Beyond the enhanced degree of privacy the

The American automobile has automobile moved quickly from classic use to

traveled the whole circuit from expressive use 2 Hardison 2 p 237 states
hero to villain Once enshrined
as a liberating and democratizing A truly new technology refuses to

agent it is now condemned as a stay classi c Even if it was

major cause of pollution and first created for a classic

congestion function it eventually becomes

expressive and reshapes the
function The success of the

As a whole it is highly unlikely that many automobile created so many new
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conditions that society had to be location dependent or location bound 14 We

reshaped to accoRIDodate them In do not have to cluster together in cities or

spite of the best of early suburbs to get our work done as we did duri ng the

inventions within a few years industrial era 14 pp 306 307 Not only

after its connercial introduction will information technology have an influence on

the automobile ceased to be how we live but perhaps on where we live

classic and became expressive
A final note concerniRg emerging

technologies is that technologies can sometimes

Toffler 22 p 64 contends It was the undue the paradigmatic effects brought on by a

automotive industry that first succeeded in previous technology Computer technology is

destroyi ng the traditi ona 1 notion that a major a 1 ready start i ng to supplant grocery stores and

purchase had to be a permanent conni tment The various other services that were by products of

automobil e set the pace for disposab 1 e the automobile s rei gn As mentioned previ ous ly

possessions which in turn has fueled our information services are already allowing

disposable society In 1970 the average car consumers to shop at home by allowing them to

owner kept their car for three and a half years place their grocery order via their computer and

22 It has become easier to buy a new car than having the grocery store deliver the items

to repai rand maintain the old one it s Connuni cat i ens technology has also a11 owed

interesting that most standard factory warranties consumers to sit at home while viewing

are for three years We 1 ive in a society where television and shop for household items from

food is processed in a couple minutes picked up rings to clothing to furniture One nostalgic

at drive thru windows consumed while traveling supplanting is evident in the closing of drive in

on to our next destination and upon arrival the theaters due to new forms of emerging

dinnerware a paper wrapper cardboard cORlDunications technology cable satellite

container wax paper cup and a napkin is video cassettes etc Last Saturday fittingly

disposed of in a brown paper bag Information a special date February 29 1992 the 1 45

technology mimics this same disposable Drive In the last drive in theater in Houston

atmosphere We erase the contents of a diskette showed its last movie before silencing its

in the blink of an eye Data can be discarded screens forever and bringing to an end an era of

nonchalantly in many cases as the time and effort entertainment ushered in by the automobile

to reca1 cu 1 ate or restore the data is mi nima 1

The low cost of storage media makes it easier to These effects are likely to be similar to

discard a damaged disk rather than repair it the way that computer technology may also impact

assuming that the data on it can be restored our social lives Just as with the automobile

there are bound to be those social aspects that

In another parallel Muller 13 states that will be missed while we are concentrating on the

the automobile stimulated the emi gration to the bottom 1 i ne A suggesti on that may be made is

suburbs and in doing so changed our cities into given the social impact of the automobile it

undefined metropolitan areas 13 p 99 might be wise if we also focus on the social

Muller further shares aspects of computer technology instead of only
focusing on the bottom line

As it created such other
novelties as supermarkets
shopping centers and drive ins SOCIAL ISSUES OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

suburbanites grew absolutely
dependent on it It took fathers
to work mothers to the store Research into the soci a 1 aspects of computer

youngsters to school Teenagers technology is relatively new Additionally this

used it to make love in or to go area is currently lacking in empirical studies

on joy rides And from the The majority of the research actually consists of

beginning it had brought joy to papers positing the possibilities and areas of

the hearts of Americans an social impact that computer technology is likely

exhilarating sense of freedom and to affect Table 1 available upon request

power as they drove and of sUlllllilrizes the research done regarding the social

possible social mobility too aspects of computer technology

Earlier research began in the late 1960 s

Computer technology is fast changing our social when Sackman 21 developed a general theory and

orientation Computers allow workers to work at philosophy of man machine systems Little work

home thus redefining the role of the office and was pursued for the next decade until several

the home simultaneously Informat i on servi ces events j n the 1980 s occurred Throughout the

such as Prodigy allow families to shop from 1980 s Computer Professionals for Social

their home Libraries and other information Responsibil ity CPSR provided a focal

sources are easily accessible via dial in organization for those interested in the social

lines Regarding the similar parallel in and ethical impacts or computer technology

population movement Naisbitt and Aburdene 14 Douglas Johnson 6 outlined the characteristics

p 307 contend that if cities did not for a computer society ethic Deborah Johnson 4

exist it now would not be necessary to invent 5 identified ethical issues regarding computer

them They assert that the new electronic use inc luding the equal access to computing and

cities will be populated by people that are not computing expertise Richard Mason 11
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i dentified privacy accuracy property and Deborah Johnson 4 5 presented the idea
access as four ethica 1 issues that warranted that while computers have not currently caused a

special consideration in the information age fundamental change in our social institutions
Jan Zilllllerman 24 examined the infl uence of they wi 11 pose new vers ions of s tanda rd mora I
information technology on females and envisioned problems and moral dilelllllas exacerbating the old
a greater discrepancy between males and females problem and forcing us to apply ordinary moral
as information systems begin to 1 imit or norms in unchartered realms 4 p 1 She
eliminate the need traditionally female dominated suggested that the computer transforms the

jobs i nc1 udi ng bank tellers telephone operators context in which professional ethical issues
Ii brari ans and retai 1 sales clerks LaChat 9 arise Additionally Johnson addressed the

posited questions of the ethical issues concerns of equal access to computing and

concerning artificial intelligence research and computing expertise including the role that

experimentation in terms of medical computers will play in the distribution of rights
experimentation M Mitchell Waldrop 23 and benefits in the future information society
addressed the relationship between man and
artificially intell igent machines Kl ing and Richard Mason 11 addressed ethical
Iacono 7 discussed the role of computerization behavior in terms of privacy accuracy property
in reforming society and the world Gandy 1 and accessi bil ity Mason states there exist
asserted that advantages provi ded by advanced certain data items which individuals have a right
electronic technologies in the workplace 1 to keep private 2 to ensure are accurate

marketplace and government are fueling the trend 3 to own and 4 to access He noted that
toward automatic methods of surveillance of information forms the intellectual capital from
individuals that the United States legal system which human beings craft their lives and secure

cannot cont ro1 or keep pace wi th Krendl et dignity p 5 However information technology
a1 s 8 three year study of middle and may be misused in each of these four critical

high school students found that girls were less areas reducing an individual s i nte 11 ectua1
i nterested in computers and 1 es s conf ident in capita 1
their computer skills compared to boys even

when their experience with computer technology Michael LaChat 9 approached the topic of
was comparable with boys Linowes 10 artificial intelligence research from a

addressed a number of iSSUf S asoc iated with the phil osophi ca1 and medical standpoint He
Informati on Age including privacy education constructed the premise of a personal AI
national databanks and poi itics Paradice and entity one with consciousness and awareness

Dejoie 16 presented research that suggests that After constructing this premise he then
the presence of computer based information questioned the morality of AI experimentation in

systems in an ethical dilellllla might lead to more terms of medical experimentation ethics He a 1 so

soci a lly oriented deci si on maki ng processes in questioned the possibility and capacity of such

resolving the dilemma an entity making moral decisions

Investigations in this area are relatively Z iRIlle rman 24 examined the impact of

recent but a movement in understanding the information technology on females She asserts
social aspects of computer technology is gaining that the growing movement toward computerization
momentum The area of human factors is a will have a larger negative impact on females
related growing area A better understanding of She points out that a majority of the jobs that

prior studies helps us comprehend the origin of will become obsolete because of the Information
social aspects study and the direction it is Age are jobs that are predominantly held by women

headed librarians 85 women retail sales clerks
60 women bill ing clerks and cashiers 85
women telephone operators 92 women and bank

SlIIfARY OF RESEARCH IN SOCIAL ASPECTS tellers 94 women On the other side of the

coin traditionally male dominated jobs including
shipping clerks electronic technicians TV

Sackman s development of a general theory repa i rand installation technicians computer
and phi losophy of man machine systems included repair and installation technicians and home
the tenet of humanistic automation Sackman appliance repai rand installation technicians
stated that computer systems existed to meet will all continue to proliferate She a 1 so

human needs and serve social well being Given examines the relationship between the family
Sackman s theory the process of automation was movement and telecolllllunications technology which

not required to assume the role so drudgingly may threaten women s advancement and progression
depicted in Fritz Lang s masterpiece Metropolis in corporate settings
Sackman a 1 so observed that ethics and va1 ues

could be treated as research hypotheses and could M Mitchell Waldrop 23 examined the future

therefore be examined scientifically relationship of man and machine In his book

Man Made Minds The Promise of Artificial

Douglas Johnson 6 addressed ethical issues IntelliQence Waldrop 23 envisioned the

involving the proliferation of computer based possible future of computer technology and drew

information He focused primarily on the need for parallels between the invention of the printing
modification of existing rules governing human press in Renaissance times and the advent of

behavior His work outlined the characteristics computer technology in our present times He

that an ethic for a computer society should also addressed the trend of automation and gave

exhibit possible alternative workstyles and 1 ifestyles by
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varying automation scenarios He confronted the Paradice and Dejoie 16 researched the

degree of responsibility that should be given to i nfl uence of information systems on ethical

computers in our society He posited the dec is i on maki ng processes They used the

possibility of artificially intelligent entities Defining Issues Test DIT developed by James

that interacted in man s society and the degree Rest 17 18 19 20 and a modified version

to which these machines should be given various of the Defining Issues Test whi ch i ncI uded a

responsibilities His theory of machine ethics computer based information system The DIT

created rules to govern mora I and ethical presents moral dilemmas to subjects followed by a

behavior of AI entities among their human list of issues that a person might consider in

counterparts resolving the dilemma Paradice and Dejoie found

people are more likely to consider more

Kling and Iacono 7 examined the computer socially oriented issues when attempting to solve

movements and the possibility of their influence an ethical dilemma when a computer is present

on societal reforms and world reforms Areas

that are the main thrusts of the movements A Irecently formed organization Computer
include urban information systems systems that Professionals for Social Responsibility CPSR

process information about the activities of emphasizes the ethical responsibilities of

individuals in local government jurisdictions computer industry professionals CPSR s main

the services they receive and the interna 1 focuses have been privacy ri ghts and computers

operations of local governments artificia 1 and the military They have however also

intelligence computer based educat ion office addressed many other social and ethical issues

automati on and persona I computing Whi Ie the including responsibil ity for faulty computer

computer movements are considered revolutionary prograllllling computers and South Africa viruses

Kl i ng and Iacono suspect that the revoI ut i on will voting and education The organization is

be a fairly conservative one and that it is comprised of many noteworthy individuals and has

1 i ke Iy to reinforce the patterns of an made great strides in introducing legislation to

el ite dominated stratified society protect individuals rights as well as opposing
legislation it believes threatens those rights

Gandy 1 contended that the recent advanced

eIectroni c technol ogi es provi de advantages in the

workplace marketplace and government which fuel FUTURE RESEARCH ISSUES IH SOCIAL ASPECTS

the trend toward automatic methods of

surveillance He further contends that the
United States legal system cannot control this Many future research areas regarding the

proliferation of surveillance He states that social aspects of computer technology exist in

privacy legislation has done very 1 ittle to light of Doug las Johnson s work regarding the

preserve or extend the ri ghts and freedoms of characteristics of a computer society ethic one

individuals Additi onally the laws that do mi ght compare the evo 1 vi ng computer soc i ety ethic

exist focus more on government activities than on to the society ethic that evolved duri ng the

corporate activities which Gandy feels has a far Industrial Revolution Deborah Johnson s work

more extensive reach than government activities could be extended with comparative studies of the
disparity between socio economic classes

Krendl et al 8 conducted a three year educat ionl eve Is races genders and so forth

study of middle and high school students They with regard to computing access

found that girls were less interested in

computers and less confident in their computer Richard Mason s research provides a basis

skills than boys even when their experience with for further investigations into the areas of

computer technology was comparable They also privacy accuracy property and access

found that the differences did not diminish over Research concerni ng the ownershi p of i nformat ion

time as the children became more experienced with national databases responsibility information

the computer technology An interesting result maintenance copyri ght laws ownership

that was found was that confidence in the ability 1 i abi I ity and equa1 access to information are

to use information technology decreased as the specifically needed to ensure that individuals

students gained experience with the technology rights are considered in the information age

and that this was more pronounced in girls than

in boys More speculative pieces 1 i ke Michael

LaChat s article are needed to provide
Linowes 10 in a speech delivered at the interdiscipl inary focus The area of medicine

White House Conference on Libraries and has already experienced moral and ethical

Information Services described the influences of confl i cts for example in genetic engineering

information technology on topics such as Para 11 e 1 s between the moral and ethical

education privacy pol itics and national challenges in the medical field and computer

databanks He also expressed the need for field should be investigated
1 ibraries to focus on pol icies and activities

that would help make the Information Age M Mi tche 11 Waldrop s theory of machine

transition smooth and beneficial to all Along ethics could be explored more lf conscious AI

with libraries he aI so env isi oned mayors and entities aloe possible there must be some means

governors 1 oca I schools and museums acting as for conveyi n9 dnd i nst i 11 i ng ethics and mora I ity

catalysts stimulants and to bri ng together into their artificially intelligent minds Even

industry school and home to promote adoption of if nothing comes of the study of machine ethics

various programs that wou 1 d be appropri ate for Waldrop asserts that the knowledge gained will be

the ongoing Information Age more than worth the effort
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Krendl et a 1 s 8 and ZiRlllerman s 24
research suggests that some future research
should focus on the overall impact of information

technology on women Women are a majori ty of the
United States population however they are

likely to be negatively affected by information
technology Investigations of displaced
employees due to obsolescence of many jobs
because of their replacement through information
technology advancements should study the

focused obsolescence of jobs in which a

particular part of the population for instance
women or other minority groups is overly
affected by shifts due to obsolescence of their
jobs due to i nformat ion technology Job
relocation and retraining will need to be given
serious priority

Gandy s research 1 suggests a future
research endeavor in the role of surveillance and
individual action Just as the Hawthorne studies

altered employee behav i or because of the mere
fact that the subjects knew they were being
watched so too mi ght survei llance practices
lead to the altering of employee behavior
Unlike the Hawthorne experiments though it is

possible that the surveillance movement may have
further reaching effects Miller 12 p 105
states

It doesn t matter whether there
is a Big Brother on the
television screen It doesn t
matter at all whether somebody
is in fact watching you The

only thing that does matter is
that you think that the is
somebody watching you You ll do
the rest to yourself We re

human beings we react We don t
even know we re reacting that we

are modifying our behavior

In light of this research into the perceptions
of surveillance invasions should be conducted to
determine the extent to which actual and
perceived surveillance i nf uence emp1 oyee and
private citizen behavior

A longitudinal study is needed to determine
whether socially oriented decision making
processes continue as computer technology is

assimilated into society Also researchers must
determi ne whether the int roducti on of any new

technology produces the same type of
socially oriented decision making processes

CONCLUSION

As stated earl ier many social aspects of
computer technology are discussion oriented As
the technology is assimilated into society these
issues will become more empirically measurable
Until that time these issues must not be shunned

just because they do not easily lend themselves
to empirical testing Through the discussions of
the possibilities today we may be able to avoid

problems tomorrow
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Group Differences and Ethical Issues in Information Systems

by
George C Fowler

Department of Business Analysis and Research

College of Business and Graduate School CJf Business

Texas A M University
College station Texas 77843

and

Roy Dejoie
Division of Management
college of Business

University of Oklahoma

Norman Oklahoma 73019

Research into the interpretation of ethical dilemmas by different groups of

individuals is relatively new Studies into group differences look at such

questions as Do Accountants look at moral issues differently than MIS managers

This paper reviews the literature in the area of group differences The

literature goes back to Weinberg s 1971 book in which he noted for the first time

that data processing managers faced ethical dilemmas This review includes

Parker s work in 1979 which used scenarios to pose ethical dilemmas a variety of

groups of individuals to explore group differences Some of the more current work

includes the research by Shim and Taylor in which they explored the issue of

software piracy among groups of professors and managers paradice and Dej oie s

research used scenarios to explore differences in MIS and Computer Science

students

Much knowledge can be gained about ethical issues and information systems by

studying the interpretation of ethical dilemmas by groups of individuals While

the area of research is only 20 years old much recent interest can be seen This

paper hopes to present a summary of where the research has been and to propose

future research in the area of group differences
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Computer Threats An

Analysis of Emerging Trends

Dr Karen Forcht
Dr Joan Pierson

Department of Information
and Decision Sciences
College of Business

Showker Hall

James Madison University
Harrisonburg VA 22807
703 568 3064 3057 3055

ABSTRACT Conclusion

This paper outlines the current threats After analyzing who the computer
to computer systems The computer criminal is and what his or her motives
environment has been emerging as the are some basic conclusions can be made
sight of computer abuse A definition It is obvious that the problem of
of computer abuse is thoroughly computer crime is a reality and has been
discussed as well as the different steadily increasing over the past years
types of computer criminals The In order to determine how to approach
motivations behind the various computer this dilemma and decrease the number of
crimes is analyzed along with crimes committed an organization must

preventative measures that can be taken identify the culprit
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PRELIMINARY FINDINGS OF A STUDY ON THE AFFECT

OF CLASS SIZE ON TEST SCORES IN AN

INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER COURSE

Jo Mae B Maris and Evangeline L Jacobs

Computer Information Systems Northern Arizona University

ABSTRACT

One option for doing more with less in this era of diminishing university funding is to increase

class size This study considers the relative effectiveness of small versus large classes in the

introduction to computer information systems course at a state university The common exam scores

for eight small sections about 50 students each and five large sections about 150 students each are

compared As might be expected the smaller sections performed significantly better than the larger

sections A preliminary student survey was used to measure variations in the composition of sections

The factors considered included highest level of math completed classification Le freshman

sophomore junior senior and instructor Class size was one of the significant factors for explaining

variation in performance among students

INTRODUCTION sections needCAf to four or five To cover the

twenty four traditional sections would require six

Purpose
faculty each teaching four sections of thirty to

thirty five students The large sections however

The purpose of this study is to determine could be covered by as few as three faculty

whether reducing the class size from 150 to 50 members with two faculty members doing the

improves st dents learning as measured by test lecturing and an administrative coordinator The

scores
faculty estimates for both the traditional sections

and large sections assume separate computer

Problem applications laboratories similar to science lab

oratories Faculty requirements for the labora

Providing adequate education in high enroll tories are excluded since they remain constant

ment courses is a problem faced by many curricu Thus the question is do small sections

lum areas Balancing of faculty resources and result in improved performance that would justify

course offerings is affected by the size of the sec the use of additional faculty resources

tions offered Fewer faculty are required to teach

a course with high enrollments if class sizes are Method of Investigation

increased
At a state university the introductory course The data used in this preliminary report

in computer information systems has enrollments were gathered during the Fall 1991 and Spring

of approximately 800 students per semester If 1992 semesters at a state university During the

traditional sections of thirty to thirty five students Fall 1991 semester six sections of the introduc

were used twenty four sections would be nec tory computer information systems course were

essary to accommodate eight hundred students offered Three sections had a capacity of 160

Using larger class sizes reduces the number of students each and the other three sections had a
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capacity of 50 students each During the Spring that addresses a comparison of small and large
1992 semester seven sections were offered The class sizes Lewis comparison is based on pref
three 50 student sections filled to capacity Two erence rather than performance Most of the
of the four 150 student sections filled to capacity references in the ERIC database concern how to

The other two 150 student sections ended with teach large sections rather than the comparative
enrollments of about 50 students For the purpose performance of large versus small sections The

of this study the under filled sections will be current study concentrates on performance of
considered small sections students on identical tests

Full time faculty taught the sections both Lewis reports that most students and teach
semesters No adjunct staff taught any ofthe sec ers prefer class size to be under fifty persons
tions The composition of the sections is dis The small sections offered in the introductory
cussed in the Analysis of Data portion of this computer information systems course were at the

paper upper bound of this preferred class size The

The data consist of preliminary survey sample sizes of the small sections range from

results and test scores The students in each thirty five to fifty five students The sample sizes
section were required to complete a survey at the of the large sections range from 122 to 146
beginning of the course The survey questions students Consequently this study concerns sec

addressed student characteristics such as classifi tions ofabout 135 students and about 43 students
cation major math classes completed and pre The small and large sections will be evalu
vious computer experience ated with respect to mean performance on tests

The students took four tests during the In addition an analysis of variance was performed
semester The tests consisted of sixty five multi to investigate the contribution of section size to

pIe choice questions Each question was worth explaining the variance in the mean performance
two points The maximum score on a test was on tests

130 points The first three tests were the same

for both semesters The fourth test was modified ANALYSIS OF DATA
for the Spring semester The same tests were

used for all sections each semester In the analysis of the data the primary
concern is whether future small sections are likely

Scope to perform better than large sections To make

inferences requires that the data used represent the

Little has been published concerning the group about which the inference is made To the
affect of class size on performance of university best of our knowledge the composition of the
students The ERICl database contains no refer introductory computer information systems course

ences for class size in higher education computer enrollments have been fairly consistent There
courses Lewis2 is the only reference in ERIC fore the assumption is made that the Fall 1991

and Spring 1992 students are a fair representation
of future students

I Education Resource Information Clearinghouse The data were purged on two criteria
is a CD ROM database that combines the Re First observations were eliminated if no survey
search Index for Education RIE and the Current was completed although test scores existed
Index for Journals in Education CUE indexes Second observations with missing test scores

were eliminated The resulting data set contained
2 Lewis Karron G The Large Class Analysis 1019 observations The data set represents seven

Project Final Report University of Texas at small sections 35 55 students and five large
Austin June 1982 sections 122 146 students
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The composition of the sections shows some Ho Jlarge JsmaJI
5

variations The small sections have a statistically H
s Jlarge JsmaIl

6

significant larger proportion of upper classmen

see Table 1 However the sections seem to In Equations 5 and 6 Jlarge indicates population

have similar math levels see Table 2 These are mean of performance scores for large sections

the two class composition characteristics used in JsmaIl indicates the population mean of perfor

the analysis of variance mance scores for small sections The test statistic

Table 3 summarizes the mean and dispersion is t Equation 4 The rule for rejection is to

statistics for the first test and the performance reject the null hypothesis if t is less than ta df

score average of tests two three and four The dr was determined by
Mean is the arithmetic mean

x n j l xj n

s
g nlg s m nsJ

1 df 7

s inlg 2l nlg l s m nsJ2 nsm 1

Equation I is used for each grouping In Equa
tion I x represents the mean n indicates the SAS output was used in testing Ho An a

sample size and xj denotes the test score of the equal 0 05 was chosen The SAS generated

Lth student in either a large section or the test degrees of freedom were 7374 Since t tables

score of the Lth student in a small section are not readily available for degrees of freedom

Std Dev is the standard deviation square root greater than 120 the probability of a greater t

of the variance The variance was computed reported by SAS was used instead of a critical t

using the sample formula value Thus Ho was rejected if the probability of

a greater l was less than 0 05 The t reported

S2 n x n Xj
2 n n l 2 by SAS was 6 0923 with a probability of a

greater t of 0 0001 Since 0 0001 is less than

The n row in Table 3 contains the sample sizes 0 05 the null hypothesis was rejected Based on

The F statistic shown in the row labelled F this t test small sections have significantly better

was computed using performance scores than large sections The t test

for unequal variances t was used because no

Fperformance SIarge S mall 3 assumption is made concerning the variances

Although the t test indicates a significant

The row labelled t score in Table 3 is the t difference between the performance scores of

statistic with unequal variances The equation small and large sections the presence of a higher

used to compute t was proportion of upper class men in small sections

complicates the analysis To take into account the

X large X smalJ difference in composition of the small and large

t 4 sections an analysis of variance was used The

SQRT SIarge nlarge s maU nsmaIJ analysis of variance allows consideration of

several factors to explain the variation in perfor

To determine whether the small sections mance scores

would perform better the average of Test 2 Test The factors or independent variables used

3 and Test 4 hereafter called performance score to explain the variation in performance scores

for each student were analyzed The following were the first test score students self reported

hypotheses were used math level students self reported classification

the instructor codes for the sections and section

size code The performance scores were the
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dependent variable The factors used to measure RECOMMENDATIONS
student ability were the first test score math

level and classification The factor of interest is Ifone of the university s top priorities is to

small versus large sections Test 1 is an interval improve the education offered to students then
variable with a range of 0 to 130 The scores on small section should be used However if the
the first test are not significantly different between university s top priority is to reduce faculty no

small and large sections see Table 3 Math level recommendation made here will be relevant
has four values 1 high school algebra 2

intermediate algebra 3 college algebra and 4

higher than college algebra Classification has six

values 1 freshman 2 sophomore 3 junior
4 senior 5 graduate and 6 other The

instructor code has four values 3 to 6 A main

effects model was used TABLE 1 Proportion of Upper Classmen
The results obtained from SAS are shown in

Table 4 This model explains a little over half of Section Freshman Other Total
the variation in the performance scores R Size Sophomore n

Squared 0 56 The model is better than the

mean of the performance scores at explaining Small
their variation probability of a greater F equals Freq 203 140 343
0 0001 As shown in Table 4 both section size Proportion 5918 4082
and classification are important in the explanation Expected 261 82
of the variance but section size appears to be a Large
stronger factor The small section s probability of Freq 573 103 676
a greater F 0 0001 is stronger than the classi Proportion 8476 1524
fication s probability of a greater F 0 0676 Expected 515 161

CONCLUSIONS Total 776 243 1019

Po 7615 2385

Even based on these preliminary results one

can conclude that small sections perform better Ho Pig 7615 Ha Pig c 7615

than large sections t test on performance scores

The only factor clouding an unconditional conclu Reject Ho since

sion of smaller sections performing better than

larger sections was the composition of the sec I Zeale 5 251 ZoJ2 1645

tions The small sections had more upper class

men than large sections However the analysis Pig Po 8476 7615

of variance indicates that the section size is a Zeale
stronger factor than the classification Thus our SQRT Po1 Po n SQRT 7615 2385 676

conclusion is that small sections do improve the

performance of students in introductory computer
information systems courses
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TABLE 2 Proportion for Math Level Table 3 Test Scores Statistics

Section Less than College Total Performance

Size College Algebra n Test 1 Score

Algebra or Higher
average T2

T4

Small
Small Large Small Large

Freq 84 259 343 Sect Sect Sect Sect

Proportion 2449 7551

Expected 102 241 n 343 676 343 676

Large
Mean 10166 100 96 99 22 93Jl

Freq 219 455 674 Std Dev 15 59 15 08 14 50 15 tD

Proportion 3249 6751 t score 0 6862 6 0923

Expected 201 473 Deg of freedom 676 5 7374

Prob It I 0 4929 0 0001

Total 303 714 1017 F 104 1 17

Po 2979 7021 Deg of freedom 342 675 675 342

Prob F 0 6920 0 0969

Ho Pig 7021 Ha Pig r 7021

Fail to reject Ho since

IZcalc 1523 Za2 1645

Pig Po 6751 7021

Zcalc
SQRT Po1 Po n SQRT 7021 2979 674

Table 4 Main Effects Analysis of Variance

Dependent Variable PERFORMANCE R Square 0 564

Source DF Sum of Mean F Value Pr F

Squares Square

Model 13 141267 32 10866 72 99 95 0 0001

Error 1005 109259 87 108 72

Total 1018 250527 19

Model

Test 1 1 128176 97 128176 97 1179 00 0 0001

Sm Sec 1 7008 98 7008 98 6447 0 0001

Math Level 3 2665 05 888 35 8 17 0 0001

Class 5 1122 21 22444 2 06 0 0676

Instructor 3 2294 11 764 70 7 03 0 0001
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TEACHING dBASE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE IN INTRODUCTORY CIS
COURSE TRIALS TRIBULATIONS AND TRIUMPHS

All A Nazemi Roanoke College Salem VA 24153 703 375 2217

ABSTRACT

In recent years because of advances and innovations in computer technology IS educators have been confronted
with the dilemma of selecting the appropriate topics for CIS curriculum This decision has become even more profound in
the introductory CISMIS course where the students must be exposed to a wide range oftechnologies One topic that has
been the point of debate for many years is the coverage of programming in this course For many years COBOL has been
the comer stone of the CIS programming and it has not been until recently that other third generation languages such as

BASIC Pascal and C have become more popular in CIS programs The new technology and changing nature of business

especially the proliferation of the End User Computing has prompted the movement towards more advanced and less

procedureoriented languages Fourth Generation and Query languages seem to be the logical replacement for the current

third generation languages 1 2 In this paper we will discuss the introduction ofa dBASE language in the introductory
MIS course and the tribulations and triumphs experiences in this undertaking We will also discuss the advantages and

disadvantages ofusing dBASE programming language both from teacher and student point ofviews Finally we will take
a look at a comparison ofthird generation and fourth generation languages provide somehints for a smooth transition from

BASIC to dBASE language

INTRODUCTION work place The approach discussed in this paper
addresses this very point and provides a set ofguidelines

For many years CIS instructors have been for using dBASE programming language in the introductory
challenged with thedecision ofwhatprogramming language MIS course

to use in the introductory CIS course Because of the ever

changing business environment and evolving information The use of third generation languages has long
technology the coverage of topics in the introductory MIS been a common place in CIS curriculums The selection of

course continues to evolve The question is why do we a specific programming language has been a direct function

attempt to teach programming in the introductory course of the need expressed by the outside environment
The rationales often cited covers a very wide range particularly the companies hiring our graduates This

including need in turn is often dictated by the type and the size of

computers used by companies Prior to the introduction of

the need to make the students aware of what microcomputers the major programming language for

programmers go through in creating programs to many EDP departments was COBOL However in the

early 80 s the changes in technology has prompted a

improving students understanding of computers movement toward more user friendly and microcomputer
and software to oriented languages such as Pascal C and BASIC BASIC

because ofits availability on smaller system and ease ofuse

teaching students logical thinking 3 to has become one of the most popular languages for

developing information systems on small computers The

helping students in solving problems and finally CIS faculty eventually reacted by including BASIC in place
of or in addition to COBOL in the introductory MIS

encouraging structured approach to writing not course A 1987 survey of 196 firms shows that for larger
only programs but any other type ofwriting 4 systems the language of choice is COBOL while the

smaller systems use BASIC and C as their primary
However the fact remains that in today s end user languages 5 However in the case of companies with

oriented computing environment it is essential for future small computers over 50 responded that they use

end users to gain adequate knowledge ofprogramming in languages other than the Assembly or third generation
order to be a productive member ofthe information society languages suchas COBOL FORTRAN BASIC C Pascal

We as educators are responsible to ensure our students Etc As the software technology evolves so do the needs

success by equipping them with adequate tools to enable of the business environment and as educators we must be

them to perform more effectively and efficiently in the prepared to re tool to satisfy these needs
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The movement towards a more end useroriented the basic Input and Output statements Even some of the

languages is well under way in the business environment control statements such as IF and WHILE work similarly

and the shift in academic institutions to teach such in both environments and the Immediate Mode ofBASIC

languages should shortly follow This shift is also fueled is quite analogous to the Dot Command mode ofdBASE

by the direction the CIS programs are taking This The variable assignment is also quite comparable using

direction moves away from Computer Scienceorientation as the assignment operator while dBASE also supports the

to Business Administrationorientation It is important to STORE ValueTO Variable statement used for the

take into consideration the changes in end user computing same purpose One of the disadvantages ofdBASE is the

environment which is towards less procedural and fact that it is limJited to 256 memory variables and has no

applicationorientedlanguages 6 These languages include array handling capability dBASE IV offers limited array

such programming environments as Borland s dBASE handling This however was not a factor at the

IIIIV Microrim s R Base and Oracle s Oracle introductory levl l ofprogramming

TRIALS
TRIBULATIONS

This paper describes the trials tribulations and

triumphs ofusing dBASE language to teach programming The transition to dBASE was not smooth by any

in introductory MIS course Prior to last year the primary means The first major factor was familiarizing both

language used in this course had been BASIC which was students and teachers to dBASE environment Since the

covered over a span of 3 to 4 weeks In fall of 1991 coverage of dBASE language is virtually nonexistent in

inspired by an article by Sasa Dekleva appearing in the any of the leading MIS CIS texts a comprehensive set of

Journal of Information System Education the attempt was notes and supplements had to be generated and made

made to teaching programming portion of the MIS course available to the students The supplements had to be

using dBASE language This change however was not continuously revised to address pertinent material Another

done hastily or without taking into consideration numerous early stumbling block was when students tried to test their

factors that had to be weighed against each other As the programs Since the dBASE text editor is in a separate

first step BASIC and dBASE were compared using several environment than the Command execution environment

important factors Each language was rated by faculty the repeated saves after each program modification was

members teaching the course based on their familiarization annoying at first but after a few programs it became much

and understanding ofboth languages Exhibit 1 provides a easier

summary of comparison ofthe two language environments

based on a multitude of factors Another difficult factor encountered in conveying
the programming process to students was the concept of

The obvious advantages of BASIC are its dBASE s memory variables Since all dBASE variables are

availability ease of use and familiarity of most of the similar as far as naming convention is concerned some

students with the language Ithas the capability ofhandling students had difficulty understanding and distinguishing

arrays and in some new versions very good screen and among various variable types This was especially true in

graphics manipulation features BASIC however lacks cases where information had to be entered from the

structure and modularity essential to a systematic structured keyboard In BASIC the INPUT statement is used for

programming process It is quite cumbersome in handling both numeric and string variable types while in dBASE the

sequential and random access files and has virtually no Character variables must be received from keyboard using

query capability dBASE On the other hand is a non ACCEPT statement and the INPUT is used exclusively for

procedural language that supports structured programming Numeric variahat8 7 To rectify this problem the attempt

and application development It supports modular was made early m the process to introduce

programming through the use ofprocedure files and has a @SAY GET READ command sequence for input and

good debugging facility that provides a step by step output statements But the use of READ statement

progression through the program One of the main confused some students and theREAD frequently interfered

advantages ofdBASE over BASIC is that it can be written with some of the Format files of dBASE The SAY

in ASCII text format in practically any environment command is used to position user prompts and values on a

However one drawback is that dBASE code must be specific location on the screen and GET and READ are

executed from within the dBASE shell Another important used together to capture user response from the keyboard

factor to consider is how easily the sequential files can be

generated and used in dBASE The language itself is not In order to display information on the screen

that much different from BASIC especially with respect to BASIC offers PRINT statement and many of its
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enhancements ie PRINT USING PRINT TAB PRINT Another problem faced was creating hard copies of
and PRINT In dBASE there are several statements program listing and the output Statements such as SET

that can be used for this purpose each offering different DEVICE TO PRINT and SET PRINT ON can be very
characteristics and capabilities These include UST helpful however if the program is being run ona network

DISPLAY SAY and statements The one most server there may be potential problems with piping the

resembling the BASIC s PRINT is the statement which output to the right printer port We had a little difficulty
can display string literal and both numeric and character sending the output to the laser printer after we were already
variables on the same line without any modifications One inside the dBASE PCOLand PROWO function can be
of the drawbacks of this statement however is its used in place of COLand ROWO functions similar to

inability to display formatted output To overcome this LPRINT to position output informationon theprinted copy
shortcoming we had to introduce the use of some of the but we never utilized these functions 7

predefined formatting functions of dBASE such as INTO
ROUNDO and STRO Also @SAY command with Perhaps themost important lesson learned from the
PICfURE clause were used to show how this statement can first time use ofthe dBASE language was that introduction
be used to display formatted information in specific of too many Commands and Function added to the

positions on the screen The users must be careful when difficulty of learning to program When a large set of

using @SAY statement for two reasons one is that inorder commands were introduced in the earlier course the
to display more that one memory variable or data field on students often became confused about the differences in
the same line all variables have to be converted to string statements and used arguments specific to one statement in
and the other problem is using @SAY in a loop Since other statements Forexample in occasions some students
@SAY statement displays information on the same spot on tried to use row and column numbers with INPUT and
the screen ifthe row and column numbers are not changed ACCEPT statements or had difficulty with use of
it will overwrite the previous values on the screen if the statement as opposed to DISPLAY or UST We overcame

same exact statement is repeated in the loop To avoid these difficulties by introducing a smaller set of statements

this problem we must either use a counter variable in place that were sufficient enough for students to write fairly
of row number that can be incremented or use the row complex programs Exhibit 3 illustrates a list of dBASE

pointer function ROWO 1 in the place of row number to commands and their BASIC equivalents
move the display one line down on the screen When these
variations in @SAY command was introduced the Another small but significant problem with using
complexity ofprograms drastically increased This led us dBASE language was that some students did not have
to exclude the @SAY statement from the list ofcommands access to the dBASE package outside the lab or on their
covered in the following semester own personal computer This caused many of them to put

off working on their programming projects until they came

The control statements indbase are very similar to to campus or until the lab was available
those in BASIC The dBASE s DO WHILEENDDO

command is equivalent to BASIC s WHILEWEND and TRIUMPHS
works in similar fashion In dBASE however we have the

option of repeating the loop using LOOP statement or One of the most positive aspect ofusing dBASE

aborting the loop using EXIT statement The IF THEN language was how well it was received by the students
ELSE statement in BASIC is a bit difficult to understand Even those who had a lot of difficulty with the

especially when multiple statements must be used after programming logic and the use of statement were quite
THEN or ELSE dBASE s IF ELSE ENDIF works enthusiastic about the use ofdBASE and were impressed
similarly and has the advantage of having blocks of with the capabilities of the language Those with BASIC
statements for Then and Else portions of the statement background made the transitions smoothly and were amazed
The absence ofTHEN in dBASE was a bit strange at first at the similarity of statements in the two languages Some
and required some getting use to Binary conditions in of these students even expressed a sense ofrelief for finally
both languages are constructed in similar fashion using getting rid of those pesky BASIC line numbers For those

relational operators and conditions can be connected to without any programming background and therefore no

other conditions using logical operators The Logical grounds for comparison it was abit difficult to get used

operators in dBASE have to be accompanied by a leading to the environment but the learning curve improved
and a trailing period which caused some syntax errors in drastically as they wrote more programs

early programs In dBASE the DO

CASE CASEENDCASE set of statements came handy for By introducing a very small subset of dBASE

multiple response questions and in constructing user menus commands in the subsequent semester we were able to
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focus our efforts on the programming and logic design likely end up using dBASE or similar software to develop

rather than ona broad base coverage ofdBASE statements programs than BASIC outside the school and appreciated

There were only 6 set of statements that the students were the fact that we took time to incorporate dBASE

obligated to use programming iinto CIS course This was very important is

helping to keep students enthusiastic about the

1 INPUT TO programming In fact some working students have already

2 ACCEPT TO started using the Iknowledge gained in the classroom in their

3 DO WHILEIENDDO place ofwork to create specialized reports for the existing

4 IFIELSEIENDIF dBASE files

5 DO CASE CASE ENDCASE

6
EXHIBIT 1

nteractive Payroll Program

All programs could be easily constructed using this small

set of statements Other supplemental statements such as

SET statements ie SET DEVICE SET TALK SET PROGRAM PAYROLL1PRG Payroll calculations

STATUS and statements such as CLEAR AUTHOR With Control Stmts

TEXTIENDTEXT WAlT SKIP LOOP EXIT and DATE Spring 92

RETURN were introduced as they were needed
SET BELL OFF

Another advantage ofusing dBASE language was SET TALK OFF

the absence ofGOTO statement that since has been one of SET ECHO OFF

the major disadvantages of BASIC as far as structured SET STATUS OFF

programming is concern The GOTO Iess programming More Y

environment forced the students to plan ahead for their loop DO WHILE UPPER More Y

and iteration operations hence following a topdown CLEAR

structured approach to designing programs The use of Interactive Input Statements

CASE statement was also very successful as it drastically ACCEPT Enter Employee Name TO Name

reduced the need for using Nested IF statements Some INPUT Enter Hours Worked TO Hours

students used the OTHERWISE option of the DO CASE INPUT Enter Rate ofPay TO Rate

statement to communicate back with the user and provide
an interactive environment Constant Assignment

TaxRate 0 23

The programming portion of the MIS course by DedRate 001

design preceded the discussion ofData Base Management
Systems and dBASEllI dBASE IV s data manipulation and Control statement to check hours

management capabilities We introduced the students to the IF Hours 40

use of data files by designing the assignments so that Gross 40 Rate Hours40 15 Rate

existing programs withvery small modification could read ELSE

the information directly from data files This reduced the Gross Hours Rate

time for entering data from keyboard and helped in ENDIF

explaining the concept of Batch versus Interactive data

processing In order to make it easier to understand we Processing Calculations

simply matched the memory variables received from the Tax Gross TaxRate

keyboard with field names in the data file and eliminated Deduct Gross DedRate

the ACCEPT and INPUT statements Exhibit 1 and 2 Net Gross Tax Deduct

illustrate the two versions of the same program one using

interactive ACCEPT and INPUT commands and the other Output Statements

using dBASE data files In the subsequent weeks the Gross JPa y Taxes Deductions Net Pay

students learned how to create and populate database files

and prior knowledge of the programming made the Gross Tax Deduct Net

coverage ofQuery statements much easier

Loop control statement

By far the most triumphant pointof thecourse was ACCEPT More Employee Data YN TO More

when the students unanimously agreed that they would more ENDDO
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EXHIBIT 2 EXHIBIT 4

Batch Payroll Program Summary ofComparison ofBASIC and dBASE

FACTOR DBASE BASIC
PROGRAM PAYROLL2 PRG Payroll calculations
AUTHOR using PAY DBF Availability High High
DATE Spring 92 Ease of Use Moderate Low

Support for Structure High Moderate
SET BELL OFF Modularity High Low
SET TALK OFF Speed ofExecution Low Low
SET ECHO OFF Program Editing High High
SET STATUS OFF Graphics Capabilities Low Moderate
TaxRate 0 2 Data File Handling High Low
DedRate 0 1 Debugging Capabilities High Low

CLEAR

Column Headings
NAME GROSS PAY TAXES REFERENCES
DEDUCTS NET PAY

1 Augustine Jr Fred k and Surynt Theodore
Open PAY file read record until End OfFile J A Fourth Generation Approach to the

USE PAY Introductory Programming Course CISEducator
DO WHILE NOT EOFO Forum Volume 2 Number 2 Winter 1990

Control statement to check hours 2 Whitt Jerry d 4GL and DBMS coverage in the
IF Hours 40 introductory MIS Course A Survey Interface

Gross 4Q Rate Hours40 15 Rate Volume 10 Issue 1 Spring 1988
ELSE

Gross Hours Rate 3 Saret Laura E The Programming Logic Course
ENDIF in the Data Processing Curriculum Interface

Volume 11 Issue 2 Summer 1989
Process Calculations

Tax Gross TaxRate 4 Dekleva Sasa M Introduction to Programming
Deduct Gross DedRate Using dBASE Journal of Information Systems
Net Gross Tax Deduct Education Volume 3 Number 2 Fall 1991

Output statements using STR function to format 5 Hatch R A Koster A and Marder S
Name STR Gross 7 2 STRTax 7 2 Selection of Programming Languages for the
STR Deduct 7 2 STR Net 7 2 Computer Information Systems Curriculum

Interface Volume 10 Issue 2 Summer 1988
Pointing to the next record

SKIP 6 Te eni Dov Using Lotus 1 2 3 and dBASE III
ENDDO to Teach Programming in an Introductory MIS

EXHIBIT 3 Course Interface Volume 11 Issue 1 Spring
BASIC and dBASE Statements 1989

BASIC Statement dBASE Equivalent 7 Wray Robert A dBASE IIIPlus Programming
Second Edition Boyd and Fraser Publishing

INPUT INPUT TO 1991
ACCEPT TO

PRINT

IF THEN ELSE IF ELSE ENDIF

WHILEWEND DO WHILE ENDDO

READ DATA USE data file name
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A FIRST COMPUTING COURSE PR JECT

TURNING STUDENTS INTO POLLSTERS

BY

stuart A Varden

School of computer Science an Information systems
Pace University

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a class project that integrates several key

themes and skills of a typical first computing course for

undergraduate non computer majors Students design conduct

analyze and summarize a campus student opinion survey Tne

project illustrates the many contributions that computing can

make at nearly every stage of a complex undertaking

INTRODUCTION practical application of

computer technology that would

Have you ever been faced with involve a blending of specific
a class full of undergraduate computer competencies with a

non computer majors who are clear illustration of how

taking that one required computer technology can become

computer course that stands a powerful tool to help both

between them and graduation individuals and organizations
At Pace University that accomplish useful work In

course is called CISlOl particular the author was

Introduction to Computing and looking for an activity that

the author has struggled with would

it on manr occasions CISlOl

Integrate several majoris a serv1ce course to the

schools of business arts and themes and skills of the

sciences and nursing course through the

An ongoing challenge in such a
practical application of

computer technology to

course is to maintain student solve a real problem
interest while covering the Involve the active

required material Many participation of all

successful approaches to students

promote student interest have Be of interest to

been reported in the students

literature such as the use of Result in a tangible
multimedia going on field product or outcome

trips using case studies and Be accomplished during
role playing and even the semester

dividing the class into two Cost little or no money

teams to com ete in a game of

computer tr1vial pursuit THE STUDENT OPINION SURVEY

Most of these approaches PROJECT

however either focus mainly
on the computer itself or have After several failed attempts
a certain artificial feel to the author finally hit on the

them id7a of conductin9 a student

instead felt it
op1n10n survey US1ng the

The author students to gather process

was important to find a and analyze the data The
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fact that a Presidential issues the survey should
election year was a proaching include After some
seemed to make the 1dea even discussion the students
more appealing If the arrived at the idea of
project was successful and surveying students on five
revealed some interesting broad societal issues and five
results it might make a good local campus issues The
article for the campus students selected the issues
newspaper and the author helped the

The project seemed to meet all
students phrase them in a form
that would allow them to be

the criteria that the author responded to on a five point
had identified there would be scale running from Strongly
plenty of opportunities to Disagree to strongly Agree
relate the project to the see Table I The author
course content it should be also recommended that a few
of interest to students to demographic facts be included
discover how their fellow such as sex of the respondent
students feel about issues so that it would be possible
the roject would produce a to compare response patterns
tang1ble result it probably between different groups
could be completed in a within the sample
semester and finally it
should cost next to nothing Students were told that the

survey would not be
GETTING THE PROJECT UNDERWAY scientific since the sample

would not be random
In Fall 1991 the author had Nevertheless hopes were high
been assigned to teach two that the findings would be
sections of CIS101 Although both interesting and
it was anticipated that there reasonably representative of
would be some logistical the total student body of the
difficulties in having both campus The next two weeks
sections work on the same were spent conducting the
survey the author felt that surveys
by combining the labor pool of
the two sections a larger INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT
survey sample size could be POLLSTERS
achieved A total of thirty
students would be available to All students in the two
conduct the survey classes were given a training

session on how to administer
The students in both sections the survey This provided a
were presented with the idea good chance to emphasize that
of the project during the the findings of the survey can

fourth week of the semester be no better than the qualify
The author reviewed with the of the data that go to make it
students a checklist of tasks up The training session also
that would have to be was designed to promote
performed Students were inter surveyor reliability
asked to sign up for
selected tasks while other PROJECT LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
tasks would involve the

participation of all students A sur rising number of
The checklist included some learn1ng opportunities that
work for the author as well relate directly to the course

content emerged from the
The first two weeks were Student O in10n Survey
devoted to deciding what project 1ncluding several
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TABLE I SURVEY OF STUDENT OPINIONS

SOCIETAL ISSUES

1 The sale of narcotics should be made

legal in the U s lJ II SD D U A SA

2 capital punishment should be made legal
in New York state t l J SD D U A SA

3 Abortion should be made illegal except
when the woman s life is in danger SD D U A SA

4 Smoking should be outlawed in all public
places

SD D U A SA

5 The killing of animals for their fur

should outlawed It
SD D U A SA

Pace CAMPUS ISSUES

1 The suggested proposal to move all

business courses to the Pace White

Plains Campus should be approved SD D U A SA

2 Pace university should devote more

emphasis to improving the competitiveness
of its athletic teams in order to gain a

national reputation for sports SD D U A SA

3 Course text books should be changed less

frequently so that students can buy
cheaper used texts even if it means that

the texts are a year or two out of date SD D U A SA

4 I would be willing to pay a little more

for better quality food service at the
cafeter ia SD D U A SA

5 First year students living in the dorms

should not be allowed to keep a car on

cam us in r e to promote more on campus
soclal actlvltles SD D U A SA

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Sex Female Male

Enrollment Full Time Part Time

Residence Live on Campus Commuter

that the author had not project Management
anticipated The main ones

are reviewed below The students were presented
with a list of tasks that
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would have to be completed to required them to learn the
accomplish the project This basics of the XEDIT editor
provided an excellent vehicle available under VMjCMS Once
for discussing the need to the data had been entered the
plan staff organize and three students had to learn
control a complex project how to send the files to a
After examining the tasks it common user 10 where the databecame clear to the students would be processed Oncethat certain tasks could be there the three files had to
conducted in parallel while be joined into a single fileothers must wait for earlier This provided a further
tasks to be completed This opportunity to discuss files
experience helped set the and how they can be managedstage for discussing srstems

E Maildevelopment methodologles
covered later in the semester

Since the students workingWordprocessing on the project were divided
between two CIS101 sections

Both the surver instrument it might have been difficultand newspaper artlcle were for students to collaborate
prepared using wordprocessing with one another Manysoftware As repeated editing students were commuters and
reformatting and spell very few students in one

checking was required the section knew anyone in the
advantages of using a other section Yet once theywordprocessor quickly became were introduced to the idea ofclear electronic mail and had been

issued user codes on the
Record Lavout and Coding University s mainframe

students who needed to
Once the class had decided coordinate their activities

on the issues and demographic simply left E mail messagesfactors to be included in the for one another In fact the
survey see Table II it was two students who wrote the
necessary to design the format article that appeared in the
and coding scheme for the data campus newspaper never
before data entry could be9in actually met each otherThis need provided a practlcal

Statistical processinq of Data
context for learning about the
structure of fixed length
records and flat files The data were rocessed

using the Statistlcal PackageData Gatherinq and Entry for the Social Sciences
SPSS This allowed a

Each student received ten comparison of the advantagescopies of the survey and disadvantages of usinginstrument and was given two packaged programs instead of
weeks to return the completed writing programs in a

surveys A total of 300 third generation language Two
returned would have been students were res onsible for
expected if all thirty entering the requlred SPSS
students had returned all command statements and
surveys As it turned out generating the statistical
195 completed surveys were reports
returned

Three students had signed up
for the data entry task This
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Data Analvsis and OUTCOME OF THE PROJECT

Interpretation
At first many students did

All students received a not seem to understand why

copy of the SPSS report Once they were doing a student

the format of the report and opinion survey as part of a

certain statistical concepts com uter course Only as the

were explained the students proJect unfolded over the

were asked to interpret the semester did the connections

meaning of the survey become clear The author

findings This lead to a pointed out to the students

discussion of how pollsters that the survey could have

market researchers and been conducted without any aid

advertising firms use of a computer whatsoever

statistics to study voter and Nevertheless the students

consumer trends From here it could see that computer
was natural to introduce the technology has a useful role

role of an MIS and the idea of to play atnearly every stage
information as processed data of the project

Micro to Mainframe Link The one disappointment was

that the project got a little

The output created by SPSS behind schedule The author

on the mainframe is in the had hoped to have the article

form of an ASCII file while in the hands of the students

the article summarizing the by the end of the semester

results was being prepared Instead the article

using PFS Professional Write summarizing the survey did not

on a microcomputer Since the appear in the campus newspaper

students had learned about until early in the following
up and down loading of files semester

in class they realized that

it would make sense to down The surver findin9s proved to

load the desired statistical be quite lnterestlng There

tables from the SPSS ASCII were a few surprises that have

file This meant that the catch the attention of several

time consuming and error prone parties from within the

task of keying in the tables University including the

could be avoided administration But that s

the topic of another paper

Document Conversion
INTERNAL MARKETING

After the article was

completed it was learned that An interesting sidebar to the

the campus newspaper New curriculum issues surrounding
Morning delivers its text the firs1 and probably only

copy to the printer in the computing course that

form of a WordPerfect 5 1 non computer majors take is

file This presented no its potential as a recruiting
problem since Professional device for computing majors
Write can save a file in and m inors At Pace

WordPerfect format This led University students usually
to a discussion of some take CISIOl in their freshman

computer industry issues such or sophomore year and many of

as standards and the them have yet to settle on a

competitive forces at play in major Nhen students take

the highly volatile CISlOl it is the only time

PC software marketplace that large numbers of students

and the Information systems
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department come face to face

Although there is no active
campaign by the department to

proselytize students to become

computer majors or minors it
is true that a dull class is
not likely to sway the
undecided student in the
direction of computing

On the other hand most
students are pleased to be
identified with an interesting
and visible project such as

the Student Opinion Survey
The appearance of the survey
results in article form
entitled CIS Poll of Student
Body on the front page of the

campus newspa er says to the
whole Universlty community
that people who take computer
courses do interesting and
useful things that produce
results

It is difficult to measure the
influence that the project may
have had on the future course

selection decisions of the
students in the two CIS10l
sections who conducted the

survey The author however
can relate one brief comment
offered by a former student
who was hurrying to class

I was really excited when I
saw the survey results in the

campus newspaper It was great
to see our work finally in
black and white But you will
have to excuse me I m late
for my programming class

The student had been an

accounting major the previous
semester
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ABSTRACT

Is COBOL dying By no means I The future of this thirty year old language is very bright
It is changing with the times At first COBOL was developed to provide a machine

independent language for application software development Today COBOL is everywhere
It s even on PCs and UNIX It supports additional intrinsic functions works under

WINDOWS and allows GUI As to the future COBOL Object Oriented COBOL is now

available in an experimental form This paper will discuss how COBOL is changing with

the times and how it continues to be a major competitor in the application software

development marketplace

INTRODUCTION competition into a variety of forms each of

which has some special strength 4

That s right the future looks

extremely bright for COBOL To borrow The recent interest in languages like

from a famous saying reports of COBOL s C Pascal and BASIC which all offer

demise have been greatly exaggerated varying degrees of sophistication and other

Rather than the aging dinosaur depicted by languages utilizing concepts of Object

its detractors we prefer to think of COBOL Oriented Programming OOP like C

as Peter Coffee says in comparing COBOL to certainly make them popular However

the shark an ancient but highly COBOL has grown and evolved

effective design honed by constant incorporating many of these features

including structured modular programming
as well as other enhancements This ability
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to adjust and evolve make COBOL s future
look very bright indeed 1 14 COBOL is the single most popular

commercial programming language in

COBOL BACK THEN existence 8

This paper attempts to present a brief COBOL NOW

background on COBOL its evolutionary
changes and a look at where COBOL is With the increasing demands for

going in the future Remember that COBOL structured style and the need for 3 GL s to

was developed as one of the first machine compete against 4 GL s COBOL undertook

independent computer languages for another evolutionary change COBOL 85

application software development Much standards were adopted and once again
like FORTRAN was developed for science COBOL remained competitive and adaptive
and engineering applications COBOL was SOL OB2 and continued CICS support by
tailored for business appli cations COBOL insured its resurgence as the main

software development language of the late
We have seen COBOL evolve through 80 s

several important phases resulting in

standard COBOL syntax and compiler Not only does COBOL 85 provide
versions Of course COBOL 68 was a general upward compatibility of earlier

major step in that programmers could learn versions but new features included in

COBOL and depend on the fact that if they COBOL 85 are equivalent to those that have
went to a different project or different proven to be extremely popular in other

company they wouldn t have to relearn their programming languages such as BASIC

skill COBOL 68 had some problems that led Pascal Modula2 and C 12 In other
to a new version COBOL 74 The vast words COBOL 85 brought into COBOL

majority of business programs were program development much of the flexibility
developed using COBOL 68 and 74 its critics argued was missing True

Estimates of the billions of lines of COBOL structured commands were introduced in

code In existence have been made 7 line performs the case structure and many

However this is not the reason that COBOL scope terminators

continued In popularity although it was

probably a contributing factor Of course a more recent trend has

been the adaptability of COBOL 85 to the

There were other reasons that microcomputer environment With the

contributed to COBOL s increased use such advent of right sizing COBOL has once

as again proven itself a worthy development
language Not only can you develop and

COBOL 74 had many benefits over test your COBOL applications on a

COBOL 68 microcomputer but you can then upload and

put them almost immediately into production
COBOL became the de facto due to COBOL standardization across

language for business programming platforms 17 This new trend allows for

since it was developed for accounting multiple file structures full testing and

24 debugging with an outstanding set of tools

including comprehensive interactive source

a large group of programmers were debugging support for screen building CICS

already familiar and trained in COBOL and SOL support and even the generation of
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structure charts 22 But what about the

really new trends starting to make the news Rapid prototyping and reusability

such as Object Oriented Programming Easier maintenance

OOPGraphical User Interface GUIand Packaged objects
continued portability between platforms and Faster systems development

operating systems
Ultimately it is hoped this will lead to more

Some of these new PC CaBaLs and reliable application software Of interest

IBM 370 COBOL support intrinsic functions the Micro Focus company now offers an

found In many other languages These experimental version objected oriented

intrinsic functions include business version of COBOL 18 21

functions mathematica I statistical
functions trigonometric functions and even Other future COBOL changes include

character string functions 8 9 the use of preprocessors that allow you to

write COBOL statements to access a

COBOL s adaptability to the GUI relational database without using SOL 2 3

world of OS 2 Presentation Manager and It reads the COBOL statements accessing

Windows is now available according to both the database and generates the COBOL

the Microsoft and Micro Focus companies code into the appropriate SOL statements

6 19 20 Not only is COBOL able to be run needed i n order to access the database

from Microsoft Windows but you can

develop programs to work and run in the Of course many have said that 3

Window s and PM environment 6 15 20 GL s will disappear due to 4 GL s Ketler

and Moncada make a good argument for the

obsolescence of 3 GL s and in particular

COBOL OF THE FUTURE COBOL based on IBM s new Systems

Application Architecture SAA and the

The evolution continues In focusing of IS functions more on the PC

November 1989 the CODASYL Committee environment 13 Although this may

formed the Object Oriented COBOL Task happen we believe it won t SAA fully

Group OOCTG to begin the development of supports the use of COBOL and for speed a

new constructs for object oriented COBOL compiled COBOL program compared to a 4

8 10 11 One of their major challenges is GL application dealing with traditional report

to produce a new standard in COBOL that based requirements IS hard to beat

will allow OOP techniques as well as
5 19 23 Along with this is the fact that

compatibility with older versions Lance COBOL is tully integrated into the PC

Eliot who heads an information technology environment with the advent of Micro Focus

consulting group in Long Beach California Workbench COBOL and other excellent PC

believes that the future of COBOL through based COBOL compilers and tools

the 1990 s is readily assured with this

new version 7 This new version of
The fact is COBOL just hasn t gone

COOBOL COBOL Object Oriented Business away Of interest is that many code

LanguageCOOL COBOL Object Oriented generators and CASE tools generate COBOL

Languageor OOCOBOL Object Oriented code 16 This presumes that COBOL is

COBOL will have the features of object going to be around for yet a little while

classes methods inheritance etc 11 longer

Some benefits which many hope will be

realized include CONCLUSION
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7 Eliot L Do object oriented

Although COBOL certainly isn t the techniques and COBOL mix

easiest language to use it doesn t look as if DataBase Programmina and Desian

it s going to disappear anytime soon Often January 1992 pp 56 60

seen as the dinosaur that won t die COBOL
continues to evolve into an extremely 8 Garfunkel J COBOL in the 90 s

sophisticated application development Mature Modern and Much Maligned
language New tools compatibility with Comouter Standards Interfaces

multiple platforms CASE compatibility OOP June 1991 10 6 pp 17

techniques and GUI interfacing all point
toward a renewed use of COBOL Now that 9 Garfunkel J COBOL Intrinsic
it has again adapted and evolved to the Functions Micro Focus December

demands of software developers COBOL 1990

appears to have a very bright future indeed
10 Garfunkel J Phone Calls on March
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ICCP Examination Review Materials

An Evaluation

Eli Boyd Cohen COP CSP CCP
Eastern New Mexico University

Thomas Callan COP CSP

Caterpillar Inc

Abstract In 1991 the Data Processing Mana ement Association DPMA set up a committee to evaluate the availahle
puhlished ICCP examinalion review materials The authors developed an evaluation procedure that was used hy thaI com
mittee The purpose of this paper is to descrihe the evaluation procedure and to indicate the resulLo of the coml11illee s

evaluation

Usin a form of illuminative evaluation the commillee evaluated Ihe suitahilily of Ihe only malerials availahle althe time

Bird s tapes ami prinled figures and lhe lext offered hy SIC CP for use hy individuals and in a roup selling The commit
lee found differential areas of slrenglhs and recommended situations in which each would he preferdhle and in which hoth
should be used together

10 lhis field came from Ihe fields of statistics administra

Introduction tion and philosophy

The Institule for Certification of Computing Most commonly the goals of evalultion are classified as

Professionals ICCP examines individuals seeking creden formative and or summative in nature Formati e e alua

tialing in programming anllysis and or dala processing tion is used 10 form develop lnd improve that which is

managemenL Various puhlishers provide materials de heing evaluated For example a professor interested in de

signed 10 assist such individuals develop lheir undersland lerrninin what paes of a manuscript are in need of re

ing of the areas tested The task of the publisher has heen writing might conduct formative evaluation askinl review

complicaled by ICCP s continuing refinemenl of its lests ers to indicate where the manuscript is confusing
For the indi dual candidate the task has been further In contrast summative evaluation is used to determine

complicated in that these published materials have not been to what extent the ohjed of evaluation succeeded in reach
evaluated Anecdotes of wrong answers in a published lest ing its goals Professors giving finals to determine the stu

review hook for example demonstrate the need for such an dents grades use this form of evaluation
evaluiltion The difference hetween these forms of evaluation lies nol

In 1991 the Data Processing Management Association only in their purpose hut also in how they are conduded

DPMA set up such a committee lo evaluale the availahle Cathering information on the process of the ohjed being
published ICCP examination review malerials Table I lists evaluated and how that ohjecl can he improved constitute
the committee memhers The authors of this paper de lhe core of formative evaluation while summalive calua

signed the evaluation procedure used by the commitlee tion focuses its attention on outcome data

The purpose of this paper is to descrihe the evaluation pro These two primary goals of evaluation have heen ex

cedure and to indicate lhe results of the committee s evalu panded to include other evaluative techniques techniques
ation that seek to answer other questions One such technique is

To understand how the evaluation process was con Illuminative Evaluation IE IE s goal is to describe the

ducted we first turn our atlention to the various alternative process or proJram against the needs of the various users

types of evaluation and lo the types of Information Systems or customers of Ihe program or process The olllcome of

IS profeSSionals who might be interested in these malt ri IE is not a simple statement lhat Pro ram A is or is not

als worthy nor it is merely statements on how Prolram A

Types of Evaluation
miJht develop to meet heller its goals The outcome of IE

is a combination of these two goals a description of the
Program evaluation came into vogue during the 1960 s Progrdm A for whom it is appropriate for whom it is not

as the government demanded evaluations of major social and how it meeL and fails to meets the its own Jals
and educational projects as a condition of lhe funding Our evaluation of Icep examination study materials uses
These projects employed teams of evaluators and thus gave Illuminative Evaluation To do so we must first under
hirth to the new field of progrdm evaluation Contrihutions

stand who are the customers in this study
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The Customers Topic and Review First Time The JCCP Official Slllcf
By definition the customers of lecp examination review Guide provides an outline of topics that will he included in

materials include those who desire to sit for one or more of each examination The topical cnvera e was measured hy
these exams Only IS professionlls who have worked five delemlinin to whlt extent the materials bein evalulted

years as a pro rammer analyst or so on can sit for the ex covered the topic Cowrl e of each topic was measured

amination However the customers can he further c1assi usin a five point Likert scale

fied To understand Overd e you need to know that the fCCP

One obvious classification is by the examination for Official Slud Guide pro des details on what is expected to

which the individual wishes to sil ICCP exams include a be covered While the ratin sheet asks for an evalualion of

core examination material common to all exams and sepa CO erdJe on items down to the second outline 1t e1 e

rate specialty tesls The COP CSP and CCP exams require 11 the ICCP Guide details the items heyond the third

the individual to sit for a specialty exam in Management outline level e 1 1

Systems Development and Procedural Progrdmmin re To help ensure inter rater reliahility each of the fiw 11

specUvely as well as one more specialty exam Currently ternatives on the Likert scaled were hchaviorally anchored

these other specialities include Business Information
as follows

Systems Communications Office Information Systems Unacceptable means prO des no coverage
Scientific Progrdmming Software En ineering and

Systems Pro rdmming Different customers would be sit
Less Than Average means provides coverd e only in

ting for difftrent exams
passing of Hille depth whether or not current

Average means provides coverd e of some topics hut

Another area in which customers differ is their back few in depth and is currenL

round and prepardtion Clearly those individuals who are Acceptable means provides at least 75 1 of the topics
already relatively prepared for the exams need less thorough listed in the leep Study Guide and these are in

covera e of the reviewed material than those who are depth and clIm nt

Iearninu it for the first time Comprehensive means provides covera e of all con

A third differential of the customer is by learnin style sLiLuenttopics ill depth and current

Some people have a preference for and learn beller by This scalin is a compromise Ideally three separlte

readin while others are more aurdl learners Still others scales should he used to determine broadness of coverage

learn better by speaking and doing depth of coverd e and currency of coverd e This idel WlS

This leads to a related way of diffrrentiating customers discarded as unworkahle within the real world constrainL

Some roups such as DPMA chapkrs are the ones who under which we operate The form used hy each rater is

purchase the materials to enable them to put on roup ses shown as Tahle 2

sions Some ways of presentin re ew material lend them learningTeaching Style The Learnin l lching style
selves more easily to group presentation than others supported is determined hy the mode of presentllion

We can summarize these classifications in the following audio tapes texLual material and so on ami so need not he

framework evaluated hy rdters

1 Topic Applicability to Group and Individual Use To rate Ihe

2 ReviewlFirst Time potential effectiveness of elch course for roup and for in

3 LearningTeaching Style and dividual use the ratin scale contains items desifned to

4 Group Individual
measure suitahility in each of these areas

We will use this framework in our evaluation
As seen in Tahle each of these items is measured on a

three point Likert scale feature is not offered offered hut

Procedure not exceptional and offered and well done An example
The ealuation incorporated the following steps may help differentiate hetween rating two and three

1 Development ofa Rating Instrument Consider an index of topics If it is offered hut is only say

2 Rating of the Materials twenty entries long it would receive the second ralinfA

3 Interpretation of the ratings
two hundred entry long cross referenced index would he

These steps are discussed below
rdted as three well done

Recognition of Potential Bias Each rater was also

Development of a Rating Instrument asked to reco ni7e the potential for his or her hils due to

The framework described above was incorporated into a prior use of or other association with the material under re

rdting scale as seen in Tables 2 and 3 view
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Rating of the Material version reviewed here The manual informs us that these
At the time of evaluation only two sets of materials were inadequacies will be remedied in the next release

on the market Bird Certification Review 23211 Lynx Way However the raters did find that ha in a text with writ
Boise ID R3705 208 384 1 fiOO and DPMA SIC DP mate

ten easily reviewable content is of reat value
rials Bob Radford CDP CCP 751 Airport Rd Monterey Consequently the reviewers found substantial value to this
CA 939411 408 375 8296

approach
The Bird materials consists of audio tapes and accomfla The overhead mas lers flro ided as the inslrudor s

nyin printed illustrations The printed manual also con
manual should improve in later editions to the floint

tains extensive covera e of how to teach to a group using where they provide explanatory value Mthe momcnt the
these malerials These materials are dated 1990 The cos Is

overheads sen e primarily as word outlines of what is being
are 295 for each course CDP CSP CCP or 450 for a

covered We recognize that every journey be ins with a first
group chapter study package In addition computerized step
question and answer drilling is available for 129 for each

Bird The BinI materials have a professional look andcertificate and additional workbooks cost 35
feel The tapes with fi ures are useful for indhiduals who

The SIC DP materials consist of a text and overhead wish to rCiew material they already know The use of tapesmasters The materials rCiewed here are dated January is especially useful for those who spend a lot of timc com
1991 version 90 3 O and will be updated to include mate

muting and for those who learn bcst aurdlly However in
rial not currently covered The costs are 50 for each stu the car one cannot easily review the figurt s
dent manual and 35 for the instructor s packet of over

Bird s tlpes and fi ures can also be used in I4roup scsheads
sicms and are particularly helpful if the instructor is less

It is eXI ected that the ratings shown here will be out of
cxperienced with teachin this material

date as soon as one of these authors reises the materials
The rdters feel that these materials could be made evenIl is our hope that our evaluation will he used by authors

better throu h the following waysof ICCP examination review materials to develop and im
1 Currently there is no easy way to skim the materialprove their products

Providing an extensive index of topics with the appropriateMembers of the committee listed as Table 1 sen ed as

tape index number could enhance this We recognize thatraters Each member rated each course in terms of useful
different tape players show different numbers Howevcrness for individual and for group instruction In addition
these numbers are more or Iess proportional to onc anat least two committee members rated each topical area
other After establishing lhe lppropriate multiplier an indiThe rdters of specialty areas are certified in those areas
idual can tailor the litpe countcr number shown in the in

The Results dex to his or hcr own tape player
The matrix shown as Tablc 4 summarizes the rcsponses 2 The fi ures that are in the materials are iood

of the raters Table 5 shows the summarized rdLin s on However many major poinL arc not covered by fi ures We
roup and individual study parameters would likc to see an even closer correspondcncc between

The number of raters is too small to apply the statistical the tapes and the figures
techniques for dclerminin inter rdter reliability and scale 3 For learnin new material our rC iewcrs fell lhlt the

reliability However these techniques are not needed be wrillen word was a more appropriale medium The p Hka e

cause of the goal of t his study We will not be asscrtin is hetter suited for re iewini information that one had once

that one set of matcrials is supcrior to the other Rather learned
we intend to interpret these results to indicate the strengths

Conclusionsand wcaknesses of each and to assert when onc mi ht be
It was the consensus of our reiews that once the SICpreferred to the other

CP materials are complcte thc safcst mulc fllr sllldyini for
Interpretation of Resulls the lecp exams will bc to usc hoth Bird and SIC CP male

SIG CP The raters a reed thatthc matcrials in the SIC rials as they complcment each other
CP packet in the version presented here were far from com

The Bird malerials are hest in the case whcre an indiid
plete and so were inadequate as a stand alone course For

ual who has prior education in the material nccds a full
example the section on Associated Disciplines

more current review The written SIC DP matcri ll are best
accounting statistics and so on which typically had the

for Iearnin the material for the first lime Their indexing
lowest pass rate on the examination in its earlier forms and

provides for quickly checking on specific topics as well
so is the most crucial for review was not included in the
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Currently if a roup instructor needed to choose just Table 1 Members of OPMA s Certification Examination

one course the Bird course is beller for the instruclor who Review Material Evaluation Committee
Thomas H Callan COP CSP

is not familiar with teaching the suhject BinIs instruclions Caterpillar Inc
to the instructor on how to set a class are excellent BinI tWO W Washin ton N 1 AD210
also deals with adult education and its challenges East Peoria IL 61630

In contrast an instructor who feels comfortahle in Dr Eli B Cohen CDP CSP CCP

teaching these materials from a text may wish to choose College of Business

the SIC DP material as the texL Eas tern New Mexico University
Portales NM RR I W

Further Study
Mark Cripe CCP

Arnell Clinic
The value ofwhat is presented here is not only in the re 2250 Creenhush Street

sulls of our efforLo hut even more so in the process We Lafayette IN 47 W4

have shown how Illuminative EVdluation can be used with
Dr Pal V Rao COP

rdters and how its resulls can help in the selection of one or Lihrary Scn ices
the other set of materials depending on the oals of the Central Missouri Stale University
customer Warrenbur MO 64093

The next round of this review might look at additional Susan K Rathman COP
materials that could not be reviewed in the current round 2622 Innsbruck Trail

Bird QUtstlon and Answer Drill BinIs Q and A drill is New Brighton MN 55112

a Omputerized testbank and drill It provides indi duals Wayne Troup
with opporl unities for self evaluation and can be used ef Centrdl Maine Power

fectively to identify areas nteding further study We asked Edison Drive

the publisher for a complimentary evaluation copy so that AugustJ ME 04336

these materials might be a part of this evaluation the pub
lisher declined the imitation

Lockwood The CSP Review Manual 1990 published
by Lockwood Lyon and Kenniston Lord was acquired
throu h the Association for Systems Management ASMl

Il is a replacement for the CSP Rel iew Text 1988 by Dr

Chadwick Nestman COP The Lyon lnd Lord text could be

used as another source when studying for the Systems
Development specially examination but it does not corre

spond to the new ICCP examination structure

Van Nostrand Reinhold has recently released the

Lockwood Lyon CDP Review Manual Fifth Edition This

manual does correspond to the new examination struclure

and accordin to the publisher s announcement this edi

tion encompasses all the material given in the new ICCP

examinations The timing of its release precluded it from

being included in this evdluaLion
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THE CHANGING WORLD OF LANS

TCPliP AND DVI

Dr Greg Ballr

Westem Kentllcky University

ABSTRACT

In recent years advancements in technology have caused major changes in local area networks in their

operation and use Two of the most significant occurrences have been the development of TCP IP and DVI This

paper will give an overview of both technologies and discuss the implications of the implementations of both

OVERVIEW
to communicate independent of physical hardware

connections

In order to understand the impact of new

During this time researchers at the Defence
technology it is important to understand why the

technology has been developed What are the Advanced Research Project Agency DARPA studied

underlying reasons for this development What the internet technology and developed the TCP IP

problems are to be solved Will new problems be the technology named after the two standards it

result of new technology implementation represents The DARPA technology includes a set of

network standards that satisfied the details of how

In this paper we will examine answers to these computers communicate as well as a set of conventions

questions relative to two technologies TCP lIP for interconnecting networks and routing traffic

transmission control protocol interconnect protocol
and DVI digital video interactive We will also give an To appreciate the power of the TCP IP it is

overview of each technology and discuss applications It necessary to understand the services it provides The

IS expected that the reader will have a basic services defined by TCP IP are standards or protocols
understanding of data communication concepts

like TCP and IP give the formulas for passing messages

specify the details of message formats and describe how

TCPliP to handle error conditions These protocols are

independent of any vendor s network hardware In a

Data communications has become a sense protocols are to communications as programming
fundamental part of computing Sets of computers have languages are to computation A programming language
been connected together using wide area metropolitan allows a user to specify or understand a computation
area and local area technologies and the number of without knowing the details of the machine instruction

networks continues to grow by orders of magnitude on
set Similarly a communication protocol allows a user

almost a daily basis to specify or understand a communication without

knowing the details of a particular vendor s network

Prior to the late 1980 s it was not possible for hardware

diverse computer systems to communicate with each

other This was because these systems had different From 1 he user s point of view a TCP IP

hardware configurations and operating systems The internet appears as a series of application programs

computing industry did not have nor really desired any designed to perform some useful communication task

kind of standardization The term inter operability is used to refer to the ability
of diverse computing systems to cooperate in solving

In the late 1980 s a new technology was computational problems Internet application programs

developed and known as internetworking or interneting exhibit a high degree of interoperability Hence it is

This technology permitted desperate physical networks not necessary for the user to understand TCP IP to use

and making them work as a connected unit Interneting these application programs On the other hand

accommodates multiple diverse underlying hardware programmers who write the application programs need

technologies by adding both physical connections and a a clear understanding of the TCP lIP structure

new set of conventions The internet technology hides

the details of network hardware and permits computers
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The most commonly used internet application It is a natural question to ask how two networks

services are electronic mail file transfer and remote can interconnect with each other Physically two

login Readers who have used other communications networks can only be connected by a computer that

software are very familiar with these services attaches to both networks A simple attachment is

insufficient however because there is noguarantee that

As was pointed out above a programmer who the computer will cooperate with other machines that

writes internet application programs views the internet wish to communicate To do this task requires that the

much differently then the user The programmer is computer be able to shift packets from one network to

interested in the services provided at the network level the other Such a computer is often known as an

internet gateway
These services fall into one of two

classifications The first is known as connectionless The task of interconnecting two networks with

packet delivery services Connection less delivery systems a gateway is not terribly complex However the task

are an abstraction of the services offered by most packet becomes more complex as more networks are added to

switching networks What this means is that a TCP lIP the internet For example suppose that network n1 is
internet routes small messages from one machine to connected to network n2 by gateway g1 Suppose also
another based on address information contained in the that n2 is connected to network n3 by gateway 81
message The connectionless service sends each packet Packets from n1 can go to either n2 or n3 and g1 must

separately and so there is no guarantee of reliable in be able to recognize this

order delivery at the destination Connectionless packet
delivery service is the basis of all internet services It might seem that g1 must need a great deal of

memory to know the locations of all machines on n2 and

The second classification of service at the n3 The gateways however are usually microcomputers
network level is reliable stream transport service Most with little memory The trick is that g1 stores only the

applications require more than packet delivery since they address of the network for which the packet is destined

require automatic recovery from transmission errors The destination network takes care of locating the
lost packets or intermediate switch failure that slows the machine

path between sender and receiver These potential
problems are handled by this service It allows an This brief overview was intended to give the

application on one computer to set up a connection reader a global picture of TCP lIP Details of TCP lIP
with an application on a second computer and pass large implementation may be found in references at the end
volumes of data between the two applications of this paper

Many networks provide similar basic services What the impact of TCP lIP on local are

However TCP lIP provides network technology networks should now be clear Machines on a local area

independence to that it is not tied to a single vendor s network in a corporation can now communicate with
hardware TCPlIP specifies how data are to be broken machines on a different local area network in a second

up into datagrams and how the datagrams are to be corporation Machines on a local are network can also
transmitted across the connection communicate with larger metropolitan or wide area

networks
TCPlIP also offers universal interconnection

between any pair of senders and receivers Each As an example of the potential of TCP lIP
senderIreceiver is assigned an address that is university consider the following scenario On a certain university
known to all parties in the internet Each datagram campus machines on a Novall network can

carries a source address and a destination address these communicate with machines on a Mac network or with

addresses are used for transmission error recovery and machines on an Ethernet network Prior to TCP lIP the

routing protocols respectively same machine needed to be directly connected to each

of the three networks to communicate with machines on

Another service provided by TCP lIP is end to those networks The result is greater flexibility and cost

end acknowledgement This provides communication saving
between any source and destination where the source

and destination may be two machines not connected to

a common physical network
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DVI Today computer support of human interaction

with multimedia information is rapidly accelerating as

The second significant technological evidenced by the phenomenal growth of digital

development that has impacted LANs IS the technology in audio processing and the remarkable

development of the DVI technology Before beginning growth of computer graphics and video processing This

this discussion it is important f the reader to growth has been spurred by the development of compact

understand the big picture so that 11 significance of disk digital audio CD DA in 1980 and the

this technology can be fully appreciated development of the compact disk read only memory

CD ROM technology in 1984 Both media use the

Since the beginning of the development and use digital encoding of digital data with high capacity
of computing machines there has been continuous storage The CD DA disk 12 cm in diameter can hold

major effort to improve the quality of techniques for the up to 72 minutes of FM quality sound The CD ROM

storage and retrieval of data The data has traditionally disk approximately the same size can hold over 600

been either text or numenc m nature and its megabytes of data including still pictures It was also

manipulation was done on large machines possible to store full motion video on the CD ROM but

it took all 600 megabytes to store but 19 second of full

In the late 1970 s the development of the motion video

personal cqmputer PC showed that the power and

capability of computing could be brought to the A major breakthrough to the storage of full

individual in a number of applications which were pretty motion video occurred 111 1987 with the first

much the same as those done on large machines demonstration of the DVI technology developed at the

However the PC development soon added graphics and Sarnoff Research Center The demonstration using

sound to its capabilities and so the definition of data special boards in an IBM PC and a CD ROM disk

expanded to include those two media While graphical showed that 72 minutes of full motion video could be

data was acceptable to most users sound data was not stored on the 12 cm disk The increased capability for

because of its variance from what was normally heard by storage of full motion video was made possible through

humans While acceptable computer graphics suffered the use of video compression and decompression
from the fact that real images could not be captured techniques these techniques will be explored later in

and stored by the computer this paper

Of course movies and phonograph records had The final step in the brief historical journey
demonstrated that real voice and motion still video occurred in 1989 when the DVI technology was sold to

data could be stored and retrieved But retrieval was Intel who is well known for its development of the 80

slow and sequential in nature which was all right series 8088 80286 80386 etc CPU chips Intel is

because humans know no better vigorously working to make the DVI technology
commercially feasible and is making good progress to

In the 1960 s and 1970 s techniques for storage that end Initially the DVI technology was being
and retrieval of real voice and video improved with the developed for the IBM PS 2 and PC XT AT

development of the laser videodisc system This system compatibles but will likely be extended to other vendors

allowed random access to the voice and video data products Vendors other than Intel are also attempting
which was stored on a disk about the size of an LP to solve the full motion video problem but so far no

record The data on this medium was analog even significant solutions have been achieved

though it was digitally encoded Because the data was

analog it could not be manipulated by the cnmputer and When full motion video is achieved and it will

so the laser videodisc system was a separate entity from be a real time interactive multimedia computer system

the computer Would it ever be possible to digitize will become available and soon be available to the

real voice and video data If so then it would be general user This system will have applications in

possible to combine the digitized voice and video with business traini ng and education and will make

the power of the computer to produce an interactive significant use of local area networks more will be said

multimedia system that would have applications in about this later

business training and education among others
It might not be obvious as to why full motion

video is a problem The storage requirements for digital
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video images is immense and is even worse for full Video compression algorithms when working
motion video because of the number of images required with either still or motion images rely on redundancy

and the human visual system For an image that is in

Full motion video to the human eye must run color each picture element pixel has associated with

at 30 frames video images per second Recall from it a bit string that contains color information Two

the earlier discussion that over 600 megabytes of storage adjacent pixels that have the same colc need store the

was required for 19 seconds 870 still images or color information only once It is not difficult to realize

approximately 6895 kilobytes per image that simple less detail video images are more easily
compressed than complex video images

The transfer rate required to move such

quantities ofdata to produce playback at the required 30 The human vision system also plays a role in

frames per second is impossible to achieve with current compression algorithm development For example
technology Thus storage requirements must be there are a number of colors that are nearly
significantly reduced for the transfer of the full motion indistinguishable to the human eye color data for pixels
video data This is the reason for the need for video that use these colors can be eliminated thus aiding the

compression compression problem and improving the compression
ratio

The DVI technology has four unique
components As yet there have been no standards developed

for video compression technology Progress is being
a custom VLSI chip set made to this end by the Instructional Organization for
a specification for a custom software interface Standards ISO a subgroup the Joint Photographic
video audio data file formats Experts Group JPEG is responsible for developing a

compression and decompression algorithms standard for still image compression while another

subgroup the Moving Picture Coding Experts Group
Hence it is clearly a combination of hardware and MPEG is responsible for developing the standard for
software components motion image compression The JPEG standard has

had initial approval but the MPEG standard is far from
The VLSI chip set the heart of DVI technology completion because of the complexity of motion image

It consists of two VLSI chips and acts as a compressor compression The DVI technology is as well developed
The speed of this chip set is what permits DVI to be as any other set of compression algorithms but it is
able to accomplish its mission proprietary and hence details of their structure are not

available
The functions of DVI are performed 10

application programs written in the C language In The development of digitized audio and video
some cases assembly language is used For users who has had and will continue to have a significant impact on

are not C programmers authoring systems are available LANs It means that full multimedia capabilities can be

Specifications are given to the authoring system which shared by multiple workstations on a lAN and with

generates the necessary DVI code TCP IP with multiple LANs

Video compression and decompression There are a number of applications where the

algorithms have proved to be the big hang up to the DVI and LAN technologies can work together One is
successful implementation of the DVI technology A video conferencing In this case a meeting can be held

compression ratio of 200 to 1 is considered to be the with group members at remote sites Participants can

minimum acceptable level compression It has been view and hear each other in real time and materials can

very difficult to achieve this level of be shared with other participants in real time Time

compression decompression at the speed required to wasted in moving from and office to a control meeting
achieve full screen full motion video playback Lesser site is eliminated
ratios have been achieved but the result has been full
motion video that covers only 1 8 1 4 or 1 2 of the A second set of applications for DVI and lANs

screen This lower level is acceptable for some is the area of education and training Currently to

applications but it is not accepted as an end by the achieve full multimedia capability a workstation for each

developers of DVI individual must be equipment with additional peripherals
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such as a CD ROM drive Such workstations have BIBLIOGRAPHY

become known as multimedia personal computers
MPC With DVI one MPC can be designated as a Ang Peng et aI Video Compression Makes

server to a LAN with other workstations that do not Big Gains JEEE Spectrum October 1191 pp

have the peripherals These remote workstations can 16 19

share the content of one or more CD ROM using the

LAN thus reducing the cost of each workstation Comer Douglas lnternetworking with

TCP liP Volume 1 Englewood Cliffs NJ

SUMMARY Prentice Hall 1991

This paper has given an overview of two Luther Aroh Digital Video for the PC

technologies TCP lIP and DVI It has also discussed the Environment Second Edition New York

rationale for the existence of better technologies and McGraw Hill 1991

briefly examined possible applications that also utilize

LANS Madron T W LANS Applications of

IEEE ANSI 802 Standards New York John

Wiley 1989
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QUALITY PRODUCTIVITY AND DP

by

Frank Greenwood
and

Jayanta K Bandyopadhyay

Central Michigan University

Despite the billions invested in hardware and software office

productivity stagnates DP professionals who know what to do about

this will prosper The first thing to remember is that our

standard of living is driven by productivity and that

productivity is driven by quality

The more you produce for less the higher your productivity and the

better your standard of living Our ability to improve our

standard of living depends in the long run on our ability to

raise output per worker This presentation suggests how to

increase office productivity
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AN ETHICAL LOOK AT UNETHICAL PRACTICES

A RANDOMIZED RESPONSE STUDY OF POSSIBLE STUDENT CHEATING

ON GRADED PROGRAMMING ASSIGNMENTS

George W Morgan Southwest Texas st Univ r San Marcos Texas

Walter E Johnston Southwest Texas st Univ San Marcos Texas

Mayur R Mehta Southwest Texas st Univ San marcos Texas

ABSTRACT

Most courses in computer information systems curricula use programming
assignments as a means of teaching analytical and logical skills

important in the development of computer solutions to business problems
Grades attained on these assignments are used as one criterion to

measure student s performance and success in the course A concern for

instructors of such courses is the question of whether students are

resorting to unethical practices to accomplish these assignments This

paper uses randomized response technique to examine this concern The

primary objective is to obtain a reliable estimate of how widespread
such unethical practices are This will provide insights into probable
solutions to reduce the impact of such practices

INTRODUCTION

Programming courses in Basic collected would be suspect Even

Cobol etc are included in when the researcher goes to the

almost all computer information great length of assuring
systems curricula Commonly anonymity subjects can be

employed measures of student skeptical and may be reluctant

progress performance and success to provide truthful responses
are those grades attained on Direct survey techniques thus

assigned programs
I to be suffer from a maj or bias arising

developed individually by the from deliberate falsification of

student A continuing cause of information Such systematic
concern for the instructor of distortion jeopardize the

such a course is the question of validity of survey measurements

individual performance or effort since such response bias does

Is the program in fact the not cancel out over repeated
student s own work If cheating measurements

does occur how wide spread is

it The randomized response
technique was posed initially by

Because of extremely sensitive Warner l965 as an alternative

and often incriminating means of collecting data in such

subj ect matter it would be settings An ethical survey

difficult to elicit truthful technique the randomized

responses from respondents by response technique is designed
direct questioning or survey to elicit truthful responses to

techniques In addition the questions that may be

reliability and validity of data embarrassing or even
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incriminating for the respondent answering yes
Sudman and Bradburn 1982 and lIx estimated percent

Tracy and Fox 1986 Here a possessing attribute in

sensitive question is presented sensitive question
in both the positive and the

negative form For example still the use of this related

question option seems to have

A I have cheated on one or more provoked some degree of

programming assignments suspicion in respondents that

B I have never cheated on a some mathematical trickery
programming assignment could be used to identify them

after all Tracy and Fox

Warner s technique directs the 1986 One alternative is to

respondent to answer one or the pair sensitive question with an

other question depending on the innocuous or non sensitive
outcome of a randomizing device question Simmons Horvitz
coin toss shuffled deck of 1967

cards spinners etc that only
the respondent sees The response In this study we have employed
is no longer revealing since no one such model posed by
one except the respondent is Greenberg et al l969 1971

aware of which question was 1973 1977 which was a drastic

answered The interviewer is improvement over the model posed
therefore in possession of the by Warner In the unrelated

response yes or no but does question model one statement is

not know which form of the embarrassing or sensitive and

question was answered the second statement is non

sensitive For example
Elementary probability theory
allows the researcher to obtain A Ihave cheated on one or more

an estimate of proportion of programs
subjects possessing the attribute B I am a female student

in question e g I have cheated

on one or more programs as The proportion of subjects who

had cheated on one or more

programs lIx can be easily
it

X p 1 1 estimated as follows Tracy and

2p 1 Fox 1986

and

it
A 1 p ltyl

Estimated Var it
r

p 3
r

2

It l lt p l p
n n 2p 1 2 Wlth an

where gst ated Varlrt
r 4

p known probability of yes X 1 X
response to sensitive

p2
question p O 5

n

A observed sample proportion
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where used a standard deck of cards

We removed twelve red cards from

1rx estimated percent cheating a standard deck of 52 cards so

Try percent of female subjects that the altered deck included

p known probability of 26 black and l4 red cards This

answering sensitive was done to ensure that

question p 0 5 probability of response to

percent of yes responses sensitive statement was greater
than 0 5 Le p 0 5 If a

student drew a black card from a

This model is most effective if thoroughly shuffled deck of

the probability of a yes cards the student was to

response to statement B Try is respond to the sensitive

known in advance statement otherwise the

student was to respond to the

Our primary research objective unrelated non sensitive

was to obtain a reliable estimate statement Hence 65 26 black

of the proportion of our cards out of 40 of the

graduating students who had in responses were expected to be to

fact used unauthorized help on the sensitive statement Thus

programming assignments during the known probability of

their coursework answering sensitive question
p is 0 65

METHODOLOGY Since the model works best if
the proportion of yes

Two sections of a senior level responses to the non sensitive

computer information systems statement Try is known in

course Data Management advance it was decided to use a

Retrieval agreed to participate statement pertaining to month of

in the randomized response study student s birth as the unrelated

of the incidence of use of non sensitive statement

unauthorized assistance by
students on programming In order to describe the actual

assignments A total of 35 data collection procedure to the

students all within 4 months of students we stressed both the

graduating were involved confidentiality of their

responses and our need for

Each student was asked to respond accurate information The deck

to one of the following two of 40 cards used as the

questions based on the outcome of randomizing device was shown

a randomizing device completely and the deck shuffled

before each student in turn The

1 I have received unauthorized statements with instructions for

help on one or more indicating a response were fully
programming assignments while described and distributed to

a student each student

2 The month of my birth is

January or February or March RESULTS AND FINDINGS

For our randomizing device we Table I presents the detailed
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breakdown of data obtained Of progressed as far as their
the thirty five students who senior year in college
participated in the study a

total of eight yes responses TABLE II

were obtained

SECT ESTIMATED tx ESTIMATED STD ERR

TABLE I
tx

1 0 2624 0 1700

SECT IN of YES with 1st Qtr 2 0 1966 0 1351
CLASS Responses Birthday

1 17 5 CA 5 17 6 7 6 17
TOTAL 0 2287 O 1092

2 18 3
l

3 18 2 7 2 18

TOT 35 8 A 8 35 8 7 8 35

We thus estimate that as many as

45 1l
x

2 std errors of

those students who are

graduating will have used

unauthorized assistance on

From vita sheets prepared much graded programs Estimates for

earlier in the course it was individual sections also show

known that eight of the thirty similar results with upper
five students were born in the limits ranging from 47 to 60

first three months of the year wy Since a relatively high
8 35 0 2287 percentage of students will have

used unethical means for

From equation 3 the estimated accomplishing programming
percent cheating based on both assignments there seems to be

sections combined is strong evidence for having such

assignments carry only a minimal
1l

x
percentage of the final course

8 35 165 0 2287 65 grade
0 2287

Obviously the study suffers
with an estimated standard error from the limitations of using a

of from equation 4 small sample Further studies
should probably be conducted on

Estimated Standard Error 1l
x

a larger body of students in the

0 2287 l 0 22877 35 0 65 2
latter part of their studies in
the CIS program using the

randomized response technique or

0 l092 a variant such as the covariate
randomized response model

Similar estimates for each Scheers and Dayton 1988

section are presented in Table

II REFERENCES

We believe this estimate of 23 Fox A J and Tracy P E

to be a reasonably accurate free 1986 Randomized Response A

of response bias estimate of Method for Sensitive Surveys

cheating by students who have Beverly Hills Sage
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HAIIDSoR TESTIRG FOR COMPUTER LITERACY

Marty McClelland School of Business North Carolina Central University Durham NC
27707 919 560 6457

ABSTRACr

The objective of a computer literacy course is for students to gain proficiency in

computer skills After unsatisfactory experiences using paper and pencil exams I
have experimented with the use of hands on tests at the computer to assess the students

proficiency with various computer skills Students accept the hands on tests as a fair
assessment of their competency and seem motivated to prepare and practice their skills
in anticipation of the test

INTRODUCTIOIl opportunities with less emphasis on

grading Even if students miss turning
When I first started teaching a computer in a homework assignment they recognize
Iiteracy course covering DOS WordPerfect the need for learning the skills covered
Lotus and DBase III I used the multiple in the assignment I am comfortable with
choice questions and short answer students helping each other on the
questions in the instructors manual to assignments or completing the assignment
evaluate the students The students did in pairs since the Hands On test will
not feel that their scores on the tests assess individual competency
reflected what they had learned and I

agreed with them In striving to find PROCBDURB FOR HAIIDSoR TEST
another way to assess student proficiency
I started using Hands On testing in I give students a list of skills or

addition to written tests Generally I learning objectives well before the
use Hand On tests for assessing the scheduled time for the Hands On test
fundamental skills and the written tests Figure 1 is the list of learning
for definitions theory and concepts objectives for DOS During the week

before the Hands On test I will take
I give students a list of learning class time for students to review the list
objectives that the lab practical will of learning objectives and answer
cover Students seem more motivated to questions relating to the learning
master their fundamental skills since they objectives I will also point out if
know they are going to personally there are any learning objectives that
demonstrate their competency to me will not be included in the Hands On test
Students will spend time practicing before For example I usually use a written test
their Hands On test and they will ask for assessing understanding of WordPerfect
questions about how to do a particular merge procedures so I point out that
task In class I may use structured merge related learning objectives will be
exercises to go over learning objectives on the written test and not part of the
For example I may have students work in Hands On test
small groups for ten minutes at the end of
class and write down the command or Students sign up for a test time I can

sequence of commands to do each learning effectively handle four to five students
objective I bring a portable computer to at a time I usually plan 20 minutes for
the classroom so students can use it to each test in DOS and WordPerfect and I
verify their command sequence allow 30 to 40 minutes for LOTUS and

Dbase However I do allow students to
Another advantage of the Hands On test is take extra time if needed Thus I
that homework remains in the role of usually have two extra testing stations
providing students with learning set up just in case I also plan in slack
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time after about 90 minutes of testing student makes several incorrect commands
before giving the correct command the

In the following sections I describe the score is 7 The student can ask for a tip
Hands On test for DOS as an illustration or hint then the score is a 5 if the

of the Hands On tests given for each resulting command is correct If the

module of the computer literacy course student can not execute the command the

DOS WordPerfect Lotus and DBase score is O

The administration of the Hands On test

is exhausting However the grading is Test Docuaentation

complete when the Hands On testing is

complete For me the tradeoff of Each student eceives the completed score

spending a long time administering the sheet in Figure 4 After correct

test is balanced by a short amount of time completion of the Hands On test the

required to review the scoring and record system disk will contain a directory under

grades the students last name This directory
contains the READKE TXT file Other files

DOS HAlIDSoB TEST copied to the system disk during the test

have been deleted The data disk is

Test Adainistration unchanged

I prepare disks like the examples in I consolidate all the files and

Figure 2 for each testing station An directories on test disks to one disk for

easy way to create dummy files is to use the class as documentation in case of

the DOS copy command where the source file questions regarding the test I use the

is what is typed at the console until a following cOlllllland to selectively copy

ctrl z is typed For example to create files and directories

a file TEST DOC on the B disk type XCOPY A B E P S

COPY CON B TEST DOC SUllllUY

dummy file for DOS test

z I plan to continue using Hands On testing
By using the Hands On testing I am

The file TEST DOC contains one line of satisfied that all students who pass the

text The data disk can be write course have at least a rudimentary skill

protected to avoid corruption during the level in each module In addition

testing students seem more motivated to do the

homework and to practice their computer
Put one copy of the test instructions skills because they are going to need to

Figure 3 at each testing station As do it on the test

student s arrive I have them put their

name on their score sheet Figure 4 and

return it to me I remind student s that NOTE The paper was condensed to meet

they do not have to wait for me to check proceedings limitations A version of the

every command but to make sure I have paper which includes examples of the

checked their work before it scrolls off Hands On test for each module DOS

the screen I score the students as they WordPerfect Lotus and DBase is

work and when possible I have them save available from the author

their test files as documentation of their

test The score sheet in Figure 4 shows

the guidelines I use for grading The

most efficient correct command sequence is

a score of 10 If all the commands are

correct but the student has used multiple
commands then the score is a 9 If the
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DOS Learning Objectives for Hands On Test

Sign up for a time slot You will have l5 minutes to demonstrate your

competency in DOS For the demonstration you may use your DOS

reference index card

recognize when computer is at DOS operating level

use DOS to

change default drive
format data disk
format system disk
remove a single file
remove a group of files

duplicate files
list filenames of files on disk or in directory
change the name of a file

display ASCII or DOS text files on the screen

send DOS command output to printer
create subdirectories
remove subdirectories
access subdirectories
identify subdirectories
identify autoexec bat config sys and path command

clear the screen

for filenames
access files using path drive name and extension

use wildcard characters

distinguish between DOS utility programs and DOS commands

FIGURE 1

DOS LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Disks used for DOS Hands On Test

system disk is in A drive data disk is in B drive

COMMAND COM TEST DOC
EXAM TXT

HOMEWORK DOC

README TXT

FIGURE 2

DISK CONTENTS FOR DOS TEST
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DOS Lab Test Instructions

Make sure I have scored your work before the commands scroll off the

screen

The use of a one line command will receive a higher score than the use

of multiple commands to perform the same action

You can ask for help but this will lower your score

Put the systems disk in the A drive and the data disk in the B drive

Proceed to the steps below after the screen shows A

l Show the directory listing for the B drive data disk

2 On the A drive disk create two subdirectories

use CIS2700 as the name of one subdirectory

3 use your Iast name ex PROFESSO is directory name for

Professor for the other directory name

HAVE YOUR WORK CHECKED BEFORE IT SCROLLS OFF THE SCREEN

4 Make the your last name directory the current directory

5 Copy all the files from the data disk in the B drive to the your
last name directory on the A disk

Remove the disk from the B drive

6 Change the name of EXAM TXT to 2700EXAM DOC Show the directory
listing with the new file name

7 Display contents of README TXT on the screen

8 Remove the files TEST DOC HOMEWORK DOC and 2700EXAM OOC Show the

directory listing without the files

9 Remove the directory CIS2700

Show the directory listing for the A drive disk

CHECK BY INSTRUCTOR NEEDED BEFORE CONTINUING

lO Give the command to clear the screen

CHECK BY INSTRUCTOR NEEDED

FIGURE 3

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT FOR DOS TEST
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DOS Lab Test

print name

The use of a one line command will receive a higher score than the use

of multiple commands to perform the same action

You can ask for help but this will lower your score

l Show the directory listing for the B drive data disk

2 Set the prompt to show the current directory

3 On the A drive disk create two subdirectories
use CIS2700 as the name of one subdirectory
use your Iast name ex PROFESSO is directory name for

Professor for the other directory name

4 Make the your Iast name directory the current directory

5 Copy all the files from the data disk in the B drive to

the your Iast name directory on the A disk

Remove the disk from the B drive

6 Change the name of EXAM TXT to 2700EXAM DOC Show the

directory listing with the new file name

7 Display contents of README TXT on the screen

8 Remove the files TEST DOC HOMEWORK DOC and 2700EXAM DOC

Show the directory listing without the files

9 Remove the directory CIS2700

Show the directory listing for the A drive disk

10 Give the command to clear the screen

guidelines
lO single line command

total score 9 multiple correct commands
7 multiple attempts but action is

completed
5 hint for syntax
0 does not know command

FIGURE 4

INSTRUCTOR SCORE SHEET FOR DOS TEST
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The Use of the Myers Briggs to Improve Novice Programmers
Problem Solving Abilities

Catherine Bishop Clark
Miami University Ohio

The Myers Briggs Type Indicator MBTI is based on Carl Jung s theory of personality and is currently one of

the most popular personality assessment instruments The MBTI points to our preference in dealing with the

inner world or the outer world in perceiving information in making decisions and our style when organizing
the outer world These preferences have a powerful impact on our problem solving process including the

process used to write computer programs Computer educators can use knowledge of type to design more

effective class sessions to help students become more aware of their particular style and to show students

how style influences the programs they write and the problems they solve

Introduction Introduction to Type Theory
Historv

This paper reviews how the personality dimensions In one of his classic books Psvcholoaical Tvoes

measured by the Myers Briggs Type Indicator relate 1923 Carl Jung a Swiss psychiatrist described

to problem solving and how educators in the the systematic ways in which people differ He

computer field can use knowledge of type to help focused heavily on the attitude which a person

their students become better problem solvers The faced the environment and he believed that people
MBTI is an instrument designed to measure four tended to be either introverted or extroverted in

dimensions of an individual s personality their thought processes Jung believed that

introversion extro version sensing intuitive conscious mental activities could be described as

thinking feeling judgment perception Each of the being one of four categories sensing intuitive

four scales represents two opposite preferences thinking and feeling The first two activities

For every pair of items an individual prefers one sensing and intuitive were the two general
pole over the other approaches to how individuals perceive information

and hence named the perceiving dimension and the

While there is an abundance of information on second two categories thinking and feeling were

using the MBTI in counseling education career the general approaches to how individuals make

guidance and teamwork there is significantly less decisions and was described as the judging
on how type influences problem solving dimension

Computerized searches and searches of citations

yielded a total of four papers that related MBTI to The MBTI was developed in the early 1950s by
computer programming Carland and Carland 1990 Katherine Cook Briggs and Isabell Briggs Myers
Coreman 1986 Evans and Simkin 1989 Werth The indicator was designed to make Jung s theory
1986 With the exception of the Carlands paper more explicit and practical in everyday lives They

the remainder of the papers used type as a developed a series of self reported items which

predictor of success in computer programming helped people determine their psychological type

classes Carlands 1990 paper discussed the In 1975 Consulting Psychologists Press published
profile of a business information systems class and the MBTI Since that time the use of the MBTI has

the teaching implications of that particular profile continued to rise in education counseling
business government and religious communities

This paper is organized in three sections The first McCaulley 1987

section provides an introduction to type theory
including its history and basic components The Dimensions of the MBTI

second section discusses how type is related to The MBTI measures preferences on four

problem solving and the third section provides a dimensions each having two poles Hirsh and

personality profile of a typical introductory Kummerow 1989 describe the four dimensions as

programming class and discusses the ways in energizing attending deciding and living
which the professor can use knowledge of type to

help the students become better problem solvers The first category energizing refers to a persons
orientation toward the world The two poles of the
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category are introvert and extrovert Although the is identified with four letters such as ISTJ

common description of an introvert is shy and Introverted Sensing Thinking Judging It is

extrovert is outgoing the dimension is intended important to highlight the fact that no preference is

to measure how a person is energized better than another and that we actually use all

Extraversion E describes an attitude where preferences at one time or another Type does not

attention is drawn out toward objects and people explain everything and does not measure abilities

Extroverts tend to draw energy from the external The MBTI simply points to our preference in dealing
world of people and things They prefer to with the inner world or the outer world lIE

communicate more by talking and often process perceiving information 51 making decisions T F

information aloud Introversion I describes an and organizing the outer world J P

attitude where attention is drawn toward the inner

world of ideas Introverts tend to draw energy Dominant Inferior Tvoe

from the internal world of ideas emotions and As mentioned above the mental or cognitive

impressions They tend to process information dimensions of the MBTI are the perceiving SIN

inside their head Whereas extroverts often act and the judging T F dimensions The theory holds

without thinking introverts often think without that these four preferences S Nff F are rank

acting ordered with the most preferred being the

dominant the second most preferred the auxiliary

The second category refers to how a person the third the tertiary and the least preferred the

perceives information The two poles of the inferior The theory maintains that the dominant

category are sensing 5 and intuitive I A sensing will become the most developed and hence the

person tends to perceive observable facts through best process The inferior on the other hand will be

the five senses An intuitive person perceives the least preferred and the least developed hence

information based on the meanings relationships or the weakest personality dimension Myers and

possibilities beyond the information gathered from McCaulley 1985 The process of identifying the

one s senses Sensors are often described as being rank order of types is described in detail by Myers

more practical whereas intuitors are described as and McCaulley 1989 For the purposes of this

more innovative paper it suffices to say that each person uses all

four processes but not at the same level The

The third dimension is referred to as the judging dominant function is the most developed and our

dimension and refers to how a person to makes best function The inferior function is the least

decisions The two poles of this dimension are developed and the most likely to be overlooked

feeling F and thinking T Feelers tend to be very

attuned to their own feelings and the feelings of MBTI and Problem Solving
others They base their decisions on what is

important to themselves and others On the other Tvoe and its relationshio to oroblem solvina

hand thinkers base their decisions on an objective The individual differences in the way people

impersonal and logical analysis They are often perceive information SIand make decisions Fffl

focused on cause effect relationships and seek an leads to different problem solving styles Since the

objective standard of the truth perceiving and the judging dimensions are

considered the cognitive dimensions of Jung s

The last dimension of the MBTI refers to how one theory they play the greater role in problem solving

is oriented toward the outer world The two poles Yokomoto and Ware 1982 McCaulley 1987

of this dimensions are judgement and perception Hellriegel and Slocum 1975

Judgers are people who prefer to work in a linear

orderly method They seek closure tend to be Sensina lntuitive

organized and want things settled Those who Yokomoto and Ware 1 982 consider the perceiving

prefer a perceptive process would rather live a dimension sensing intuitive the most relevant to

flexible spontaneous life They prefer to keep their problem solving Sensors focus on facts and

options open and are often viewed as spontaneous immediate realities often see the trees and not the

forest tend to move from specific to general

The 1 6 Tvoes inductive and are very oriented to the present

The four dimensions each with two poles can be Intuitors are good at seeing new possibilities good

combined to identify 16 different types The type at looking at different way of viewing a problem
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see the implications of the big picture tend to n 39 Form G of MBTI was administered the

move from the general to the specific deductivelast 20 minutes of the first day of class The

and are future oriented students were informed of their group profiles the

class averages as well as their individual profiles
Thinkina Feelina The intended use of the MBTI was to get a

Also playing a very important role in the problem personality profile of the class and to use this

solving realm is the judging dimension thinking and profile to improve teaching As the class evolved

feeling As previously described the judging a secondary use became to highlight how

dimension is most often described as our method of personality affected an individual s approach to

making decisions A person with a preference problem solving Throughout the course we

toward thinking is very analytical and objective discussed how individual profiles influence

concerned with definitions and connections and is approaches to solving computer programs The

often very impersonal in their analysis The feeling class met 3 hours a week for 16 weeks and the

person is more likely to place emphasis on how programming language used was BASIC

deeply they care about the gains or losses of an

alternative as well as what others will feel about The primary idea behind using type to improve
the solution student s problem solving skills is that by

increasing the student s awareness of their own

IntrovertedIExtro vertedlJudoi noIPe rceDti ve strengths and weaknesses as problem solvers

While the cognitive functions appear to play the students can deliberately focus on the problematic
more important role with respect to problem areas Additionally if the instructor is aware of a

solving the four attitudes also influence ones class profile they are able to use this information

approach to solving problems An introvert will to design more effective class sessions

place greater weight on inner ideas and concepts
Introverts are more likely to need quite Introversion Extroversion

concentration and have more of a need to work In many ways programming is an introverted

without interruptions Hellriegel and Slocum activity When ranking over 160 occupations with

1975 When solving problems extroverts place regard to the percent extroverts in the field

greater weight views of others and are more likely computer programming was one of the last 10

to discuss and communicate during the problem occupations In other words a very large
solving process Judgers are concerned with percentage 60 of the people who choose

organizing and structuring their problem solving careers in programming are introverts Myers and

process and are eager to seek closure Perceptive McCaulley 1989 pg 246 The classes involved in

types will be much more adaptable curious and this study tested to be 56 introverts Werth

spontaneous in solving problems 1986 found at similar trend She reported that

The dimensions of type interact to create a unique 63 of a introductory programming class tested as

but systematic style of problem solving To introverted This is an especially high percentage
illustrate an 1STJ will approach and solve a problem of introverts when considering the national average

very differently than an ENFP An 1STJ wants a is 25 introverts and 75 extroverts Myers and

clear idea of the problem approaches it by looking McCaulley 1989

at the facts and uses a logical impersonal step by
step approach 1STJs are organized and seek The fact that introverts may be over represented in

closure On the opposite end of the spectrum an programming classes has implications for the

ENFP will entertain all sorts of possibilities seek professor and the students The professor needs
feedback from the environment and emphasize the to be alerted to the fact that one of the

human aspects of the situation ENFFs find the characteristics of introverts is that they prefer to

1STJs approach slow and unimaginative 1STJs find think before speaking Introverts often learn best

the ENFPs approach haphazard and ineflficient when quietly studying a particular topic
individually Instead of asking for immediate

Using Knowledge of Type to Improve Students feedback an instructors of a largely introverted

Programming Skills class should be sure to give plenty of wait time

after posing at question To assure participation
In Spring of 1991 the MBTI was administered to from both introverts and extroverts ask a question
two sections of an introductory programming class ask that no oml answer the question for a minute
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or so and then ask for participation from the intuitives more likely to concentrate on the general

group An informal evaluation of this technique concept By alerting students to their bias they

proved that the technique wasquite successful and may become more aware of the information they

given a few minutes wait time the introverted are more likely to dismiss because of their problem

students were far more likely to participate solving style Additionally the instructor may find

it beneficial to group sensors with intuitors to study

As far as the problem solving process goes and discuss sorting at both the conceptual and the

introverts need to be aware that they are likely to coding level

work best independently and they have a tendency

to work alone Instructors can help students The profile of the class may give the instructor a

understand that computer programming courses are general idea of what the preferred and more

designed for introverted students but real world effective examples may be In the class involved in

programming requires a different set of strengths this study 59 of the class tested as sensors

In introductory programming classes programs are hence the majority of the class prefered practical

for the most part individually assigned and students and tangible examples
receive severe penalties for extensive collaboration

While introverts may be more successful in a Thinkina Feelina

computer programming class students should be One of the problems that novice programmers

alerted to the fact that in real jobs interaction is experience is they sometimes give meaning to data

an absolute necessary Jung s theory would or variable names that should be approached as

suggest that highly introverted programmers would meaningless For instance if a variable is named

be especially weak in seeking feedback from the minimum the student will assume the variable will

external environment when solving and designing automatically take on the minimum value This

computer solutions This may partially explain why may be especially a problem with feeling type

computer groups are notorious for delivering students By alerting F type students that this is a

programs and systems that do not meet customer difficulty they may encounter they can be more

specifications deliberate in exercising the thinking function We

can also use the thinking dimension to alert those

Sensina lntuitive students that are strong Ts that not everyone s

The sensing intuitive dimension is the one thought process especially their future clients will

dimension that seems to have the least obvious be as logical as their own

impact on the specific skill of computer

programming On one hand computer In this particular class 67 of the class was

programming is a very hands on and practical thinking One of the interesting findings in this

activity One runs a program and the results of the class is that feeling types were more likely to drop

run are tangible On the other hand developing the class than thinking types 46 feeling types

programs require that one represent concrete dropped the class while only 18 of thinking types

everyday situations in abstract forms In that dropped the class Although the data reported

sense computer programming requires an intuitive cannot be generalized the finding makes intuitive

leap in order to map what happens in a computer sense Computer programming requires an

program to the reality it represents It may be that impersonal sequential and logical analysis the

the process of designing and interpreting written exact description of thinking in the MBTI While

code is more intuitive whereas the process of feeling has a place in the design of user interfaces

debugging is more sensing and in dealing with people who will use the system

it has no place in the actual programming of a

The instructor can alert students to some of the machine Feeling students are more likely to be

findings of previous studies For instance the quite sensitive to relationships with the teacher

instructor can share Yokomoto and Ware s 1982 They are likely to be especially motivated by

findings that sensing students tend to dismiss encouragement or complements by the professor

concepts whereas intuitive types are more likely

to dismiss the specific routines To illustrate in Judaina Perceotive

this programming class we discussed and Research has indicated that some of the weakest

illustrated several sorts According to type theory phases of a beginning programmers problem solving

sensors are more likely to concentrate on code and process is in the problem representation and in the
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design phase Allwood 1986 Students Systems Students Journal of Research on

immediately jump into writing code without any Comoutina in Education la 114 126
advanced planning Many introductory classes Coreman L 1986 Cognitive Style Personality
utilize tools flowcharts structure charts Type and learning Ability as Factors in Predicting
pseudocode that are meant to assist students in the Success of the Beginning Programming
their design endeavors Instructors frequently Students SIGCSE Bulletin 1B 4 80 89
require the use of a tool and ask that the student Evans G and Simkin M What Best Predict

complete the design via the tool befon beginning Computer Proficiency Communications of the
code a procedure much more appealing to the JZ 1322 1327

judging personality Hellriegel D Slocum J W 1975 Managerial
Problem solving Styles Business Horizons li

Type theory suggests that judging type students Decemberl 29 37
may be more successful and certainly enjoy the use Hirsh S Kummerow J 1989 LifeTvoes New
of planning tools more so than their perceiving York Warner Communication Company
counterparts Type theory predicts that perceiving Jung C 1923 Psvcholoaical Tvoes New York
students need additional help and deliberate Harcourt Brace Co Inc
activities to exercise the planning activity On the Keirsey D Bates M 1984Please Understand
other hand students who have a strong J type Me Charact r Temoerament Tvoes 5th Ed
need to be alerted because they have such a strong Del Mar CA Prometheus Nemesis Book
preference for structure and closure they will have Company
a tendency to seek closure too soon In other Lawrence G 1982 Peoole Tvoes and Tiaer
words strong J types may have a tendency to StriDes A Practical Guide to Learnina Stvles 2nd
ignore relevant information if it becomes apparent Ed Gainesville Center for Applications of
after they have designed an appropriate solution Psychological Type Inc

McCaulley M H 1987 The Myers Briggs Type
Other Related Benefits Indicator A Jungian Model for Problem Solving
Although the focus of this section has been to New Directions for Teachina and Learnina 30
highlight how type can be used to improve problem 37 53

solving in general knowledge of type has some Myers LB 1980 Introduction to Tvoe 4th ed
added benefits to students who will some day be Palo Alto Calif Consulting Psychologist Press
professional programmers and analysts Through Myers LB McCaulley M H 1989 Manual
the process of increasing a student awareness of A Guide to Develooment and Use of the Mvers
their particular problem solving style students Briaas Tvoe Indicator Palo Alto Calif
begin to acknowledge and even appreciate Consulting Psychologists Press
differences among their fellow students By Werth L 1986 Predicting Student Performance
learning more about their individual problem solving in Beginning Computer Science Class
style students were sensitized to differences Proceedings of SIGSCE Conference 138 143
among problems solvers and became more Yokomoto C F Ware J R 1982 Improving
sensitive to issues involving cooperation and Problem Solving Performance Using the MBTI

n

collaboration issues that tend to be overlooked in In LP Graysona nd J M Biedenbach eds
an already tightly packed introductory programming Proceedinas of the 90th Annual Conference of the
class Americal Socigtv for Enaineerina Education
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A Comprehensive Survey of USA Two Year Academic Undergraduate
Programs in Computer Information Systems

Herbert E Longenecker Jr 1 David L Feinstein lRobert FolDllier 2 Daniel Claborn 3 and William R

Reaugh 4

1 University of South Alabama Mobile Alabama 36688 2 Alpena Community College Alpena Michigan 49707

3 Oklahoma State University Okmulgee Oklahoma 74447 4 Caterpillar Incorporated E Peoria Illinois

61630

Absttact

A survey was conducted ofacademic programs in Information Systems at two year institutions to provide the

backgroundfor the development ofa new curriculum model Five hundredprograms in Information Systems at two

year institutions were surveyed The response rate was twentyfour per cent with representation from thirtyfive
states The results suggest that the programs are designedfor students to complete anassociate degree or to provide
the opportunity for persons already in the field to improve or upgrade their skills The response indicated a close

agreement with the knowledge clusters proposed in the recently completedfouryearcurriculum IS 90 This suggests
that much of the work done for IS 90 may be used to form the basis for the two year curriculum Italso suggests

that articulation between two and four yearprograms in IS may be developed with a minimum of lost time for the

students

Introduction program responsiveness to industry needs

variations in length ofprogram

The Data Processing Management Association courses used by non traditional students to upgrade
DPMA has sponsored curriculum development their skills

projects in Information Systems IS Previous efforts articulation with four year programs

have resulted in the development of Model Curricula
for Information Systems for both four year DPMA Defmition of the Sample
1981 6 Longenecker and Feinstein 1991 abcd and

twoyear curricula DPMA 1985 The Association for Peterson s Guide to Colleges and Schools provided
Computing Machinery ACM has also been active in a list of 1000 appropriate two year programs Five

IS curriculum development effort for four year hundred were randomly selected for the survey The

programs ACM 1981 23 Ashenburst 1972 Couger survey was distributed through regular mail in January
1973 and is currently involved in developing twoyear 1992 A reminder post card was sent in February to

curriculum models improve the response rate Forty additional responses

were received after the second mailing By May I

This survey wasdeveloped by the DPMA sponsored 1992 120 programs had responded giving a 24

Twoyear Curriculum Committee to gather information sampling rate

to lay the framework for the model The survey was

based on the work of the four year committee Program Included in Survey Sample
Longenecker and Feinstein 1991 ab c d with

modifications suggested by the Twoyear Committee Programs in Computer Information Systems
An attempt wasmade to incorporate concerns expressed Computer Science and Data Processing were selected

by the IS profession Hoffman 1991 Mackowiak 1992 from titles from the Peterson s Guide Base on the

work done for IS 9Q it was anticipated that many of

the programswith titles otherthan Infomlation Systems
It was felt that the operating environment and exit would have course work closely resembling those in IS

expectations for twoyear students was significantly Peterson s Guide supplied the names of department
different from that of the four year institutions Thus heads Results from the survey indicate considerable

elements of the survey were developed to address these turnover for the department heads The survey also

factors including suggested a trend to rename programs from Data

student background and preparation Processing to Computer Information Systems with

career objectives eleven out of the one hundred and twenty making this
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change Non traditional students are likely to be participants
Students are strongly career oriented Many are seeking

The survey was sent to programs in 50 states with a viable migration path in their careers or a complete
responses back from 35 change of career orientation Students must feel

confident with Ilheir progress within the curriculum
Other important characteristics of two year graduates

Survey Metrics and Processing included 1 entry level competence 2 appropriate
attitudes for success including creativity and willingness

A five point Likert scale was used to sample to change and 3 awareness of the responsibilities of

opinion Upon processing responses were converted management
from a 100 to 100 score Zero was Neutral 50 was

somewhat agree etc The survey had 231 questions
Only summary results are presented in this paper Career Opportunities

Curriculum Document Mission Careers for 2 year graduates included end user

support specialists andapplication programmers Other
It was desire of the Committee to provide the career paths include computer systems support and

academic community with as useful a curriculum operations support activities In smaller organizations
document as possible The survey therefore asked the the twoyear gl3duale may be either the database

respondents to identify how such a document could be manager for commercial software or may serve as the
used The results indicate that it should assist in data processing manager

Identifying COWSes and derming their content Other Areas of Study
Specifying depth of coverage and behavioral testing

methodology To support careers in Information Systems previous
Sequencing courses and structuring the overall authors state that problem solving and communication

curriculum to provide step wise learning to skills are of ubnost imporumce Longenecker and

accomplish objectives and to ensure retention Feinstein 1991ab Mackowiak 1992 and Hoffmann

Anticipating and aCcommodating continual 1991 The same skills were fmmd to be imporumt for
curriculum change to reflect the rapidly twoyear programs even placing them ahead of

changing IS enviromnent information technology 11 Also of significance are

Graduating SbJdents who are competent confident a desired knowledge of individual and group behavior
and ethical in their chosen IS enviromnent including ethics and legal issues Accounting and

management skills are expected as well
Twoyear Program Operating Constraints

COBOL and C are significant programming
In developing the curriculum model for twoyear languages for 2 year students Also of interest is the

institutions for Information Systemsseveral factors had importance of the personal computing enviromnent for
to be considered It was found that students should be both as a hardware platform and for commercial

provided with a path into four year programs Of software Other important environments include UNIX

equivalent importance are 1 the associates degree as with OOSNSE and MVS also represented
a terminal degree and 2 COWSes to support the End
User Specialist who is being looked at to provide Knowledge Clusters in the Curriculum

computing support in many organizations for both
hardware installation and application software The During preliminary meetings ofthe DPMA two year
twoyear courses must play an important role in the curriculum committee it was established that the

retraining of industry personnel Thusan extremely knowledge clusters developed in the four year model
close relation must exist between industry and twoyear IS 90Longenecker and Feinstein 1991ad would with
institutions some modification be suitable for the two year

associate degree ilO Information Systems The
Another significant aspect of the twoyear programs committee used as it stBrting point the IS 90 clusters

is thatmany institutions have anopen admission policy Revisions to the clusters goals and objectives were
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thus prepared and included within the survey Figure This cluster provides for practical hands on type
I represents the clusters planned for use within the two experiences with pragmatic aspects of Information

year committee for describing appropriate aggregates of Systems within organizations Those interested in

knowledge with approximate sequencing See gaining organizationally related end user experiences
Longenecker andFeinstein 199Iac dfor presentation of would elect course s that implement this cluster

Cluster concepts
Cluster C Computer Concepts

In its preliminary work the committee synthesized
the cluster defmitions goals and topics from IS 90 In this cluster the function and architecture of

The survey was used to validate this work with the computer systems hardware and software technologies
results are presented

Cluster A Fundamentals ofComputer and Information Students with previous knowledge of CIS

Systems fundamentals or equivalent experience will be exposed
to components of a computer system lbis includes

Cluster A defmes the role of Computer Information computer hardware related system software

Systems Components of Computer Information interoperability and hmnan interaction Discussion

Systems are presented A computer system with and laboratory experiences will include specifying and

current end user software is used to solve problems selecting configuring installing and using computer
within an organizational environment In this cluster systems to solve organizational problems
the beginning sbJdent will be exposed to the historical

current and projected roles of Infonnation Systems as The material in this cluster can be presented in a

they affect organizations and society Students will be sequence of courses that will enable end users to gain
introduced to systems theory computing systems important handson experiences with computer systems
components and systems development SbJdents will be hardware and systems software This would include

introduced to the concepts offormal problems and their practical experiences with both network and multi user

solutions using computer applications The relevance minicomputer open systems software particularly
of solving organizational problems will be introduced Data communications would bean important component
the studentwill practice problem solving with computer of the cluster

applications
Handson experience would include actual

Cluster B Infonnation System Concepts installation ofcurrent hardware and systems software in

a controlled structured laboratory environment

In Cluster B organizational information needs are

identified and the role of IS in information processing Cluster D Applications Development I Software

managementusing current and emerging methodologies Engineering
is presented

In Cluster D Information Systems techniques are

Students with previous knowledge of CIS used to solve organizational problems of limited

fundamentals or equivalent experience will be exposed complexity
to the role value types and applications of information

systems in organizations Systems theory systems Students with previous knowledge of CIS

controls and tota1 quality management a discussion of Fundamentals IS and Computer Concepts or equivalent
work flows and the modeling of organizational data experience will work with logical and physical
and relationships will be presented Project representation manipulation validation security and

management and group dynamics are introduced control of data

System development methodology and CASE tools are

defined Computer and human interactions security Students will use project management techniques
and privacy issues will be supported through a within SDLC or other methodologies to develop
laboratory practicmn Using and controlling applicationssystems of limited scope This includes

Information Systems will be practiced design and implementation of a database involving
applications
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Applications will be developed in procedural ie The model should provide access to a terminal

COBOL C RPG and higher level languages eg degree a path into four year programs and an

CASE SQL 4th5th GL s determined by the opportunity for individuals to return to upgrade their

application skills A close tie must be maintained with industry

Students will demonstrate the appropriate use of In addition to the obvious IT skills it was found to

human computer interfaces ie Common User Access be essential for the students to develop problem solving
COAl change management training procedure skills and to be able to communicate effectively

conversion They will propose present and defend a

computer applicationsystem solution End user skills were considered importmt COBOL

C and C were considered to be the most important
Applications involving AIExpert systems will be 3rd generation languages Knowledge of personal

discussed and demonstrated or used computing was very importmt Knowledge ofUNIX

and several mainframe environments were also
Cluster E Systems DevelopmentSystems Project considered iimportant

In this cluster Information Systems technologies are The survey may be used to validate the preliminary
used to solve deparunental wide managerial and knowledge clusters and topics suggested by the Two

organizational problems The use of project year Curriculum Committee

management techniques in the solution ofreal world IS

problems of a more complex nature will be applied Acknowledgement
An assessment of the students level of achievement
will be conducted The authors wish to thank the DPMA for its help in

helping to for sponsoring this work In addition they
Students who have developed applicationssystems wish to acknowledge the contributions of the DPMA

of limited scope will explore areas of Information TwoYear Curriculum Committee in helping formulate

Systems management within an organization ie the survey in and constructing the detailed cluster

planning and control ofthe IS fooction career planning descriptions
andprofessional development Laboratory experiences
simulate an abDosphere typical ofan entry level work

environment Experiences include groupdynamics team

work analysis ofuser requirements IS planning and Members of the Committee include

feasibility Project and time management techniques
will be applied Robert Fournier Alpena Community College

Chair

William Bonney Hudson Valley Commooity
College

Summary Daniel Claborn Oklahoma State University
David L Feinstein University ofSouth Alabama

Five hundred twoyear programs in IS were Mary Garett Lansing Community College
surveyed to form the basis for a model curriculum for Mary Jo Haught MJ Systems
a two year program in Information Systems It was Joyce Currie Little Towson State University
considered importmt to have input from as wide abody Herbert E Longenecker Jr University of South
as possible to validate the concepts Aresponse rate of Alabama

24 yielded 120 returned surveys Tony Mann Sinclair Community College
Donald Medley Ventura Community College

The respondents indicated a desire to have the Leon Price University ofOklahoma

curriculum document address several items including William R Reaugh Caterpillar Incorporated
theproduction ofcompetent graduates specific courses Sharon Szabo Schoolcraft College
and their sequencing Any curriculum model should be Julian Wade DeKalb Technical Institute

able to accommodate change
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Kokomo Indiana

ABSTRACT

Two plus two educational programs must serve on going students

who plan to complete a four year degree as well as associate

degree students who expect to seek gainful employment after

graduation Problems are added to this duality when the lower

division programs are geographically remote from the campus

offering the upper division courses Control of such programs may
be centralized or decentralized Decentralized programs may be

autonomous with little or no curricular commonality Centralized

programs may strive toward more curricular commonality and

instructional quality through one of two orientations a sharing of

responsibility among all faculty members or an imposition of

control by the upper division faculty This paper is based on

research in one large institution of higher learning as well as

interviews in and observations of two other institutions with

geographically dispersed programs

but over the maintenance of curric

INTRODUCTION ular commonality and instructional

quality for students 50 to 150

Two plus two degree programs have miles away from the four year main

two unique features The first two campus

years of study must serve as pre
liminaries to upper division cours This paper is based on research
es for some students whi le for interviews observations and a

others the lower division courses study of documents over two decades

lead to a terminal Associate degree in three major institutions of

and employment These features are higher learning Geographically
complicated if the lower division dispersed programs are characteris

courses are taught at multiple tic of each of these institutions
sites and the upper division cours The solutions chosen for the prob
es are for the most part taught lems illust rate two orientations
at one main campus Problems arise along a centralization jdecentral
not only over course content for ization continuum

graduating versus on going students
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CENTRALIZED CONTROL were housed in existing state or

In a centralized pattern of con private educational institutions
trol the department on the main which are responsible for teaching
campus of the school has responsi all the general education compo
bility for the curriculum and de nents of each degree program The

cides what topics will be included technological curriculum is taught
in what order and to what degree of by Purdue faculty Appropriate
emphasis laboratory facilities were estab

lished for the programs offered at

DECENTRALIZED CONTROL each site Thirteen statewide
Technology sites now exist through

In a decentralized pattern of con out the state Five of the thir

trol the various campuses are to teen statewide Technology sites

tally or partially autonomous and include Computer Technology Com

each campus faculty determines its puter Information systems Technolo

own curriculum for each degree gy programs
program The individual campuses
become noted not only for specific The statewide Technology Program
curricular content but also for was established as a centralized

the quality of the instruction on model so that graduates from all

that particular campus The result locations would be assured of the

is that employers do not ask What same curricular content despite the

school did you attend but What geographic location of their class

campus of that school did you at work In addition those who wish

tend If any inter campus commu to complete their Bachelor s de

nication exists the faculties grees on the main campus after

merely agree to disagree about finishing Associate degree programs
what is important for their stu at a statewide site can continue on

dents to learn to their upper division courses on

a par with those students who com

pleted their first two years at the

ONE STATE S 2 2 SOLUTION OF THE main campus
CENTRALIZATION DECENTRALIZATION

DILEMNA The profile of statewide Technology
students who attend the branch

Approximately ten years ago busi campuses is very different from the
ness leaders in several communities traditional residential campus
around the state of Indiana re student While some traditional

quested that Purdue University aged students 18 to 22 yearolds

bring existing technology programs attend local campuses for economic

to local communities The ideal reasons the average student age of

plan was that every citizen in the those attending the branch campuses
state eventually would be within ranges from 28 to 33 Seventy per

thirty five miles of a university cent of these non traditional stu

based technology program Rather dents are working with over half

than establish thirteen new univer holding full time jobs Seventy
sity sites around the state the percent attend school part time at

State Legislature approved and commuter campuses and usually
funded the statewide Technology after 5 PM Sixty five percent are

Program and placed curricular and married and approximately 55 have

administrative control for the children living at home These

program under the School of Tech students do not see themselves as

nology of Purdue University in West being pirated away from the main

Lafayette Indiana The programs campus Some of these students
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already have bachelor s and even industry are denigrated or ig
graduate degrees and are seeking nored The differences in popula
more saleable skills Many are tions hardware laboratory hours

encouraged or even required to local industry needs and personal
upgrade their skills by their em or professional obligations of the

ployers However the vast majori students frequently are not under

ty are non traditional students who stood and are therefore discounted

might not attend college at all The faculty from the main campus

without the availability of these dictates not only topics and se

technology programs While almost quence but textbooks and even what

two thirds of the main campus grad assignments and tests are to be

uates leave the state to find em given to the students and when

ployment approximately ninety with no input from the local facul

percent of branch campus graduates ty
take jobs within the state usually
within 50 miles of their campus There is sometimes a lack of accep

tance of the outreach programs on

This paper are not based solely on the part of main campus faculty
the Purdue statewide Technology Some faculty members view these

Program As was stated earlier programs as an infringement on main

three institutions of higher learn campus enrollments as inferior to

ing were studied and the observa main campus programs and as a bur

tions below are based on a combina den on overworked faculty members
tion of the three schools to help maintain commonality

The morale of the outreach faculty
TWO ORIENTATIONS SHARING AND members deteriorates rapidly under

IMPOSITION an imposed centralized system
They feel that the main campus

Although main campus outreach cam faculty members demonstrate a We

pus 2 2 models being described know what s good for you attitude

call for a centralized plan some

departments within schools inter

pret the degree of command in dif Sharina In a department with a

ferent terms namely imposition of sharing attitude the main campus

control versus sharing of responsi faculty are encouraged to

bility
Take into consideration the dif

IMPOSITION Centralized control ferences in student bodies as

at its worst creates an imposition they affect assignment expecta
of all aspects of the program The tions in quantity and length
main campus faculty view themselves but not quality
as somehow smarter more experi
enced more professional and more Respect the capabilities of the

enlightened about what the students outreach faculty since ALL were

need than those who have contact hired under identical criteria

with them daily They were after

all hired to teach on the main Accept input from outreach fac

campus The capabilities and spe ulty on common areas of course

cial technical skills for which content while allowing flexibil

outreach faculty were hired are ity to meet local industry
under utilized The contributions needs

of outreach faculty members many
of whom are early retirees from
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Recognize as few as lOt of the ricular commonality in a geographi
outreach students may go on to cally separated 2 2 program of

the main campus to complete studies The following are a few

their bachelor s degrees There examples
fore 90t are terminal students
whose needs may differ signifi Involve both main campus and

cantly from lower division stu outreach site personnel in the

dents in a four year program in Search and Screen process for

terms of employment preparation faculty The criteria for all

hiring must be the same An

important question to ask is

Recognize that on small campuses Would we accept this person to

faculty must be able to teach teach the lower division courses

many courses concurrently rather on the main campus It must

than specializing in one area or be remembered that the statewide

even one course Their classes faculty may need to be more gen

may have fewer students so that eralists than specialists
the volume of grading is less
but they are responsible for Maintain contacts with outreach

three or four different course faculty through social cultural

preparations each semester and personal development events

Casual conversations at informal

Involve all departmental faculty gatherings can give insight into

in autonomous work teams and common problems and inovative

quality circles to discuss com solutions These events must be

mon concerns scheduled with care since main

campus classes tend to be of

Communicate fered in the daytime while most

Communicate classes on commuter campus are

Communicate offered in the evenings

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTMENT Use comparable criteria for stu

dent evaluations of all faculty
The primary requirement for making
any program work is to have com Use comparable criteria for pro

plete and unstinting approval of motion and tenure decisions
the organization s administrators about all faculty remembering
If they do not believe the distant that outreach faculty may not

programs can be made comparable and have access to equivalent li

maintained with the same quality as brary and laboratory facilities

those on the main campus they will as do main campus faculty in

not commit funds for necessary order to engage in publishable
state of the art equipment hire research

equally qualified faculty or en

courage their subordinates to sup WAYS TO MAINTAIN CURRICULAR

port their outreach faculty col COMMONALITY

leagues
A number of methods can be used to

help maintain curricular commonali

WAYS TO MAINTAIN INSTRUCTIONAL ty It must be remembered that

QUALITY since the lower division courses

are intended to feed into the upper

There are a number of means that level content there must be con

can be encouraged to maintain cur sultation and agreement among all
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instructors to decide upon what Share copies of quizzes and

must be covered at the lower level tests again not as requireme
to maintain a smooth transition for nts for usage but as sugges

on going students The upper divi tions This allows all faculty
sion faculty must to some extent to see what others emphasize and

have final say about their expecta deem impc rtant

tions of students entering their

courses
CONCLUSIONS

Some other helpful techniques are

Two plus two educational programs
Have outreach faculty serve as offer unique problems Centralized

members of the college or uni versus dec entralized control of the

versity Curriculum Committees programs must be addressed Main

If travel time between the cam taining curricular consistency and

puses makes this difficult con comparable instructional quality
ference telephone calls can be when the first two years of these

used during meetings to allow programs are offered at multiple
long distance participation sites some far removed from the

upper division campus presents
Have textbook decisions made by additional problems but also offers

committees which have both main challenges which can enrich the

campus and outreach faculty par programs for all campuses and for

ticipation It may be necessary all faculty involved

to approve more than one ac

ceptable text for each course BIBLIOGRAPHY

to accommodate differences in
hardware software and community Gentry Don K Dean School of

employment needs Technology Purdue University
West Lafayette IN Interview

The department s administrators June 1990

must strive to furnish compara
ble hardware and software con Gross Edward and Etzioni Amitai

figurations for all sites to Oraanizations in Society Eng

simplify equal curricular de lewood Cliffs NJ Prentice

mands Hall 1985

Offer seminars for all faculty
who will be involved in teaching Koleski Mary Martin proarammatic

prototyped courses before they Inconsistencies in a Multi cam

are introduced into the curricu pus Institution of Hiaher Learn

lum 1ng t iversity Microfilms In

ternational 1984

Arrange for some new or experi
mental courses to be developed Robbins S tephen J Orqanizational
and prototyped by outreach fac

Behavior
5th ed Englewood

ulty Cliffs NJ Prentice Hall 1991

Share instructional materials

not as mandates but as sugges
tions for problem solutions

Copies of all duplicated class

notes and handouts can be shared

by faculty at all sites
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THE EMERGENCE OF CASE TECHNOLOGY

Herman P Hoplin
School of Management

Syracuse University

ABSTRAcr

There is a trend toward the use of Computer Aided Software Engineering CASE in systems development
however the growth is somewhat slower than had been anticipated CASE has become more and more vital to

both large and small projects CASE is now a technology for all software developers Industry encourages
colleges and universities to develop software engineering programs based upon automated tools in instructional

systems development Particular focus is on increasing the productivity of current and future software engineers
CASE technology is seen as one of the ways in which this can be accomplished Now that the management of

computerized information systems IS has become an integral function within the business establishment IS also
is undergoing the same far reaching transformations caused by computer automation CASE tools are being
designed with the business analyst in mind CASE tools not only help the user analyze system requirements and

design the program modules but automate other functions inherent in the IS functions This paper focuses on

these rapidly emerging developments The author analyzes CASE as it currently stands then looks at the
benefits and drawbacks of CASE technology Also addressed is what users are looking for in CASE and how

they evaluate their current CASE applications Finally the author looks at the future of CASE focusing on

areas with high potential for CASE usage

INTRODUCfION variety of computer systems including inexpensive
minicomputers such as IBM PCclones To facilitate

More and more CASE tools are being designed different kinds of software design the tools use

with the business analyst in mind not the different design methodologies As CASE tools

programmer Industry experts are telling us that a mature vendors are recognizing the need to develop
30 improvement in productivity can be achieved if interlocking tools to cover design and extend further
CASE is implemented properly Yourdan 1992 The into the life cycle
ideal CASE toolset does not exist today
Considerable gaps in the sequence of CASE design The available CASE tools fall into two basic
remain and the necessary technology or industry wide categories first tools that clearly define what a

standard to fill these gaps is lacking CASE tool proposed software system will do second tools that
vendors are well aware of this and are working to specify the actual software modules for fulfilling these

develop more sophisticated tools to fully integrate requirements These provide for consistency among
CASE different sections of a system regardless of how many

people are developing the system CASE vendors use

At present the CASE toolsets are strongest in the different methods on how to implement this

requirements analysis and the moduledesign phases
the socalled frontend tools Recently reverse Many of today s CASE tools offer you a choice

engineering tools for the maintenance phases have among several design methodologies for two main
started to become a reality The biggest voids still reasons First such flexibility means that you will not

show up in the code generation phase and intertool necessarily have to learn a new methodology to be
communication capabilities able to use a particular tool Second if you are

already familiar with several methodologies and their
CASE toolsets provide a means for fully and notations you can apply the methodology that best

accurately specifying what a software system must do suits your problem
The system requirements phase is the key to success

or failure At this stage it is feasible and relatively CONCEPTS AND MISCONCEPTIONS OF CASE

inexpensive to change the design to satisfy new

customer requirements and to ensure that the logic of Underlying CASE is the concept of software

the design is correct and allows for future changes engineering which in turn is based on generally
accepted engineering principles and practice These

CASE which was once the software developer s principles emphasize formalism standardized design
impossible dream is not only feasible but is now a planning and control in the developmental process
reality CASE tools are currently available for a wide
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It is critical to recognize that these techniques are A CASE tool can also be classified in accordance to

performed within the context of a controlled managed the general type of activity that it
supports

There

environment that promotes productivity quality and are three basic activities that CASE tools can be used

efficiency both in the short and long run Integration for 1 strategic management and planning 2

of the related elements of management planning and systems analysis design and 3 programming and

development is also instrumental in software maintenance Michael Gibson Charles Snyder and R

engineering Problems are dealt within the bounds of Kelly Rainer have designated CASE support of these

a rational holistic approach three activity groupings as Upper CASE Middle

CASE and Lower CASE respectively Gibson et

Although the acronym is now widely accepted ai May 1989

CASE does not yet have a simple industry wide

defmition CASE tools have been defined as As might be expected given the high level of

providing a means of standardization discipline and confusion surrounding CASE technology there are

automation to systems analysis and application many misconceptions concerning what it is and what it

development CASE is a combination of procedures can do One of the more notable misconceptions is

methods and software tools that treat the entire that CASE is a replacement of fourth generation
application development process as a system that can languages As noted above CASE is available for

be automated use in areas other than programming

Generally speaking software engineering is an Whereas CASE provides the greater ability to track

enhanced means by which an organization can choose project progress and to develop strategies and plans
an appropriate methodology for developing it does not replace the vital function of leadership
information systems spanning the range of the and direction on the part of management A

software life cycle from the strategic planning to the structured environment is still necessary CASE can

enhancement of existing applications CASE is the enhance effective management control but does not

technology that allows for automation of certain or eliminate the need for it

potentially all endeavors that are undertaken within

this framework There is a tendency to believe that CASE

eliminates the systems analyst What CASE does is

The application of CASE to software engineering to give the analyst a set of tools from which to

is directed at achieving several main objectives analyze and design systems eliminate cumbersome

Namely increasing the productivity of all individuals paperwork and makes designs more malleable in

involved in the engineering process including systems responding more efficiently to unforeseen changes in

analysts programmer and MIS managers It design
enhances the quality of the final product and

intermediate deliverables in the development process The perception that the backlog of DP requests can

Moreover CASE provides for more effective once and for all be ended by employing CASE tools

management control over the development process by is erroneous Even though CASE has the ability to

providing for a computerized mechanism for one or deliver reliable systems and satisfy maintenance
all of the activities commonly associated with software requests more efficiently the sheer volume of

development increasing requests will not eliminate existing backlogs

CASE tools that focus on the earlier stages of It should be recognized that CASE will not result in

system development e g planning cost appraisal an immediate increase in productivity There is a

structured design are referred to as frontend significant amount of overhead involved in starting up

products Those tools that assist in the later stages of a CASE system Documentation and specifications
development e g code generation report writing are must be manually entered into a newly introduced

known as backend CASE products that offer an CASE system Productivity will generally be increased

integration of CASE tools affecting all stages of the over the long run at that point the benefits may
life cycle have been named Integrated Project Support increase geometrically if CASE is employed properly
Environments IPSEs or alternatively Integrated
Computer Software Engineering ICASE Regardless ANALYSIS AND EXPECfATIONS OF CASE

of which type of CASE a company chooses emphasis
must be placed on the comprehensive approach to Simply stated CASE technology is the collection of

systems development and maintenance that software tools designed to assist the system professional in his

engineering theory and practice requires As CASE duties These duties include all phases of the systems
tools develop and mature these tools will extend life cycle CASE tools can have a wide variety of

beyond design and penetrate into the life cycle functions from simple data flow diagram plotters to
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complex system code generations Prototyping is the development of a workable

system that can be used to test the functioning of the

In this analysis users expectations of CASE desired system This methodology is an iterative

systems highlighting what they feel are the most process with the prototype being adjusted and refined

important factors in a CASE system will be addressed in response to the user s reactions until it is found to

as well as a look at the current benefits and be adequate to serve as the actual system
drawbacks of current CASE technology The analysis
will be concluded with an evaluation of how CASE Another major benefit of CASE technology is the

technology meets up with users needs and increase in the quality of code developed for a

expectations system Bouldin August 1989 30 39 One of the

primary reasons for this is the automatic error

A recent survey of 800 computer installations lists checking features that are present in most code

the eight most important CASE tool features ranked generating tools Because CASE generated code is of

by respondents use McClure and Ambrosio 9 3 a higher quality than traditionally generated code it is
1989 33 easier to maintain McClure and Ambrosio June

1989 41

Checks Logic 963

Supports Full Life Cycle 775 Another benefit of CASE tools is the development
Fully Integrated 74 0 code that will be reusable i e code that can remain

Prototyping Capabilities 72 7 fundamentally unchanged each time the system is

Connectivity 710 modified or restructured Code generated from a

Contains a Repository 685 CASE system still has a greater potential for

Supportlraining 673 reusability than traditionally generated code because

Uses Standard TechniqueMethodology 66 4 of its higher quality and easier maintainability so this
can still be listed as a benefit

Several conclusions can be reached from this data
First users are concerned with the development of DRAWBACKS
viable systems Second users desire tools that deal

with all aspects of the systems life cycle or work with The major drawback of CASE technology is the
other tools to create a total package Finally users lack of industry standards for the interfacing of

are concerned with the functioning of the tools various CASE tools Clearly this is an issue that must

desiring packages that utilize a methodology have be resolved in order to make CASE a truly useful

prototyping ability and are well supported by the technology One notable exception to the existing
developer or vendor situation is KnowledgeWare s Application

Development Workbench ADW which is a

BENEFITS comprehensive collection of CASE tools integrated
through an Artificial Intelligence AI based

One of the primary benefits of CASE technology repository Application Development Workbench
is that it brings about the use of a standard 1991 2

methodology to all systems projects This kind of

forced methodology results in a consistent product Another drawback of CASE is that there is a

significant learning curve inherent in the technology
There are several choices of methodologies that Typically there is a twoproject learning curve where

are currently available One of the favorites is the productivity is very low Only after these first projects
traditional processoriented methodology Many does CASE technology begin to approach the

systems professionals are familiar with and have had productivity of the previously employed techniq ue

experience using it In addition there are two new McClure and Ambrosio June 1989 41

methodologies that are gaining in popularity for many

applications Information Engineering and A third drawback of CASE technology is the cost

Prototyping Information Engineering is an example involved with a CASE implementation To start with

of a dataoriented approach to systems development there is the initial cost of the CASE software and the

In this methodology data design takes precedence hardware to run it on In addition there are the

over procedure design First logical models of the training costs associated with the CASE technology
data used by the organization are developed then which have been estimated as being about three times

individual application systems are developed With as much as the cost of the software McClure and

these methods applications can be better integrated Ambrosio June 1989 43 Because of this significant
and data sharing better controlled capital requirement CASE tools are frequently

avoided by organizations that look only to immediate
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benefits rather than long term returns 100 Slater August 1992 81 CASE tools are now

strong in many of the technical aspects of the systems
EVALUATION development process However they are still very

weak in one major area of importance to the user

In an evaluation of CASE tool performance one integration and connectivity In order for CASE tools

must first look at how users tend to benchmark to be truly viable in the future it is very important
CASE effectiveness In a recent survey experienced for this area to he addressed

CASE users ranked three decision criteria with the

following results Bouldin August 1989 31 FUTURE OF CASE

As has just been discussed CASE although an

Primary Criteria Secondary Criteria impressive technology still has some problems to be

worked out in order to make it truly invaluable to the

Time Savings 38 8 Time Savings 475 systems professional These problems are not

Qual Improve 39 2 Qual Improve 36 9 insurmountable but they do represent some of the

Financial Savings 13 3 Financial Sav 24 6 major barriers against universal CASE adoption
However if thesle problems are solved many areas

Tertiarv Criteria will be of major consideration to the CASE

technologist
Time Savings 13 8

Quality Improvement 21 4 Three of these areas Prototyping Expert Systems
Financial Savings 619 and Projec t Management that represent some new

approaches of CASE technology are discussed below

When viewed in this light CASE technology looks

pretty good CASE technology offers significant time Prototyping Prototyping is the process of

savings once the learning curve has been overcome developing a simplified early version of a system to

and it has a proven record in the area of code quality use in building desired improvements Although
improvement prototyping is a currently utilized methodology in

CASE technology it is an important area of massive

Another way to evaluate CASE technology is to potential for the future that involves Software

look at it in terms of the eight important features that Evolution and hybrid technologies
were previously discussed In this manner one can

evaluate how CASE is meeting users needs rather Software evolution refers to all activities that alter a

than how users evaluate CASE on four of these software system including requirements changes
major features CASE is currently performing very performance changes and repair Essentially it is

well on three of these major features CASE is systems maintenance in its broadest scope
currently not performing up to the users expectations
on one the utilization of a repository does not fall Objectoriented CAD is truly a hybrid technology as

into this evaluation unless it is important to the it represents the application of CASE technology to

individual user the field of circuit design It will be of increasing
interest in the future as it allows for a convergence of

As was discussed in the drawbacks section knowledge between software and hardware developers
although many CASE tools support the full

development life cycle the performance of individual Software storming is another hybrid technology as it

elements of these tools is usually not up to the users represents the wmbination of knowledge engineering
standards Also with the exception of vendor the brainstorming problem solving technique and

development such as KnowledgeWare s ADW cited systems development technology
previously CASE tools are poorly integrated and
vendors currently offer little connectivity with other Expert Systems Expert systems are another area

vendors tools that has potential to reap enormous benefits from

CASE technology Traditionally many of the most

To conclude this evaluation it appears that CASE successful expert systems were developed by a trial

tools generally are meeting the users expectations and and error methodology It is felt that taking a more

requirements fairly well but there still is room for structured approach in the development of expert

significant improvement A Buyers Scorecard poll systems will allow the designers to avoid the mistakes

shows that overall user satisfaction with leading 1 of the past It is hoped that CASE technology will

CASE tools is up from an averazge score of 69 in become more involved with this structure

1991 to 72 in 1992 against a total possible score of
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Project Management One of the biggest problem further development in the future The decade of the
areas in MIS is project management There are 90 s can be viewed as the beginning of the third
horror stories of numerous incidents of runaway generation of CASE There are many areas that can

development projects which have adversely affected be further developed including Prototyping Expert
budgets reputations and even competitive capabilities Systems Project Management and Repository
of the companies involved Levine March 1989 32 Products
The integration of project management techniques
into CASE methodologies would help control many of Organizations around the world are now using
these projects CASE In this paper we have established guidelines

for evaluating CASE tools what remains is further
It is becoming increasingly clear that management research in the development of the technology in

wants software developers to have the same sort of order to influence management to make wise choices

accountability that other functional areas have for in the adoption and use of CASE tools
their projects

In fmal conclusion CASE is a technology that is
This is an area that can be addressed by CASE truly at a critical point in its development It has had

technology CASE because of its methodological some degree of success but it still has much potential
basis already contains much of the structural design that it has to live up to As CASE technology
of a project management system It is just a matter matures it is expected that it will become an even

of merging these two areas to make a simple more dominant trend in software development of new

consolidated product that can handle total life cycle systems and a positive force in renewing the

design and project management Currently there are effectiveness of aging systems Now that the CASE

many systems that purport to offer CASE project vision has been created its universal acceptance
management Levine March 1989 35 38 However requires selling it through education

because of the current lack of integration between
CASE tools most of these packages cannot satisfy the References

requirements of both the developers and management
It is for this reason that project management is Application Development WorkbenchA 1991 CASE

considered an area for future development in CASE Tool Set brochure 25 pages KnowledgeWare Inc
It is hoped that once the integration problems are 3340 Peachtree Road N E Atlanta GA 30326
solved we will be able to develop truly useful CASE
tools that will satisfy almost everyone Bouldin B What Are You Measuring Why Are

You Measuring It Software Magazine 9 10
The development of more end user oriented August 1989 30 39

CASE tools is also in order A similar development
occurred when spreadsheet programs brought Gibson Michael L Snyder Charles A Rainer R

significant computing power to the hands of the end Kelly Jr CASE Clarifying Common
user by simplifying the process of generating fmancial MisconceptionsJournal of Systems Management
and other number intensive applications This May 1989 p 12 19

development could be considered a good possibility as

CASE tools tend to be very complex instruments Levine H Two Separate Worlds Moving Slowly
similar to many accounting programs that were very CloserSoftware Magazine 9 3 March 1989 3240

complex until the development of Lotus 1 2 3

McClure C and Ambrosio J Methodology
CONCLUSION Thumbnail Sketch Essentials of Development

Software Ma azine 9 7 June 1989 3342

Since the arrival of improved microcomputers in

the mid 1980 s CASE tools have become the McClure C and Ambrosio J The Most Important
dominant trend in systems development CASE Tool FeaturesSoftware Magazine 9 3

March 1989 33

User expectations of CASE tools are very high
and are currently being only partially met Benefits Slater Derek Buyers ScorecardComputerWorld
include standard methodology increase in code August 3 1992 81

quality and the development of reusable code

Drawbacks of CASE include lack of integration of Yourdan Ed Chairman s Address CASE World

tools a high learning curve and high costs Conference Santa Clara CA February 18 1992

CASE technology is facing many opportunities for
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ABSTRACT

The Applied Computer Science Department at Illinois State

University is working on a research project to model an information

system with the Army Corps of Engineers Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory CERL using a CASE tool The focus of this

research is on the Resource Management information system within

CERL A model of CERL was completed at the highest level Level 0

but only the Resource Management information system was completely
decomposed to the primitive level lowest level C E R L

anticipates several advantages from model ing their information

systems The most important advantage is creation of a framework

in which CERL can integrate all its information systems into a

cohesive unit This CASE Model can be used to evaluate the

effectiveness of CERL in meeting its goals and objectives for both

short and long term results It can also be used to map changes
in CERL s information systems as a result of new requirements and

contingencies
Possibly the one most important advantage of CASE tools for

CERL or for any organization is the ability to implement and

integrate new technology The abili ty to visualize the

organization in terms of its goals objectives and the information

systems that support them provides the organization with a tool

that can graphically demonstrate the effects of technological
changes from the highest levels to the lowest levels in the

organization Organizations can develop technology based on needs

rather than having to find a need for new technology



INTRODUCTION requirements and expected
benefits 4 modeling a new

Illinois state information structure and 5

University s Applied Computer generating a preliminary
Science ACS Department is schedule of installation and

working with the United states implementation The current

Army Corps of Engineers research grant covered the

Construction Engineering first three stages Subsequent
Research Laboratory CERL to research grants will cover the

develop a management structure final two stages along with the

tool using CASE products development of the other

Operating since 1969 under the information systems within CERL

direction of the Department of See Figure 1

the Army Office Chief of

Engineers OCE CERL currently Investigation Stage
supports a broad area of

research A research grant The investigation stage
over the past year involving involved identification of the

the ACS Department and CERL has overall goals of CERL and
funded the development of a determination of the scope of

management structure tool which the research project CERL is
would better utilize CERL s a research arm of the United
limited resources This States Army Located in
research project involved the central Illinois it is

modeling of CERL s information specifically intended to work

system structure using a CASE with educational institutions
tool Figure 1 illustrates the throughout the United States

general direction of this Research efforts have covered a

research effort broad spectrum of current

topics such as hazardous waste

waste management facilities
OERL INFOFIMAT1ON STRUCTURE operations environmental

impact studies and information

system management CERL goals
are best illustrated in their
mission statement

CERL MISSION

To provide research and

development to support Army
progr in facili y constru tion
opratlons and maintenance In the
Uni tee States overseas and in
Theater of Operations by achievin
better quality vertica
construction with attendant

Fiqure 1 CERL Information
environmental safeguards at the
least cost in time money and

Systems Structure
resources CERL s Information
Systems Plan 1

This research project The next step in the

involved several stages 1 investigation stage was to

investigating 2 modeling identify a proper scope for

CERL s existing structure using CASE tools within CERL

policies and procedures 3 Through discussions with the

identifying new user principal investigator and
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representatives of the Figure 2 represents the general
Information Management office organization of the model

of CERL it was determined that
the Resource Management Support
information system would be

appropriate since its functions

are closely integrated with all

i
Il

the other information systems
within CERL One of the major

1

goals of this research project
0

All

is to help better manage CERL lI 1t

resources with the help of CASE

1tools Thus to demonstrate
IUJI

MlUl

the effectiveness of CASE tools
for important information

104

an

Lsystem within the organization
would be helpful in getting the

support from the other

information systems closely Fiqure Resource Management
integrated with this system and Support Structure

therefore receiving some of
its benefits It will also Each process on level 2 see

help in getting upper Figure 2 was further specified
management support which is within the data dictionary to

critical if the organization is include how data were actually
to receive the full benefits of manipulated within the process
CASE tools For example providing Travel

Support involves the committing
Existing system Stage of funds when a research

proposal has been approved and

Modeling the existing accepted by CERL and the

structure of the Resource Headquarters Department of the

Management Support system Army CERL accesses a database

involved the design of the system known as COEMIS Corps
current procedures and of Engineers Management
policies This entailed Information System located in

collection of all input and the disbursing office outside

output documents Each of CERL Waterways Experimental
document indicated a series of station WES COEMIS is a

processes which involved either menu driven system that allows

the generation collection CERL to track different types

updating or verification of of research funding projects
information These documents Military Reimbursable

also pointed to various Funding and outgoing
agencies departments and Reimbursable Funding The

other organizations which travel funds within a research

interface with the Resource project are actually committed

Management system Thus after by accessing COEMIS and using a

reviewing these documents and menu option to set aside the

interviewing the individuals amount of travel funds

operating within the system a identified on a special
preliminary model of the cont ract FAD Funding
existing system was generated Authorization Document When
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travel orders are received its information systems with

COEMIS is again accessed to CASE tools One of the most

obligate the amount of funds important benefits is a

spent on the specific travel framework in which CERL can

order Thus the obI igation of integrate all its information

travel funds is matched against systems into a cohesive unit

the committed fund until the The structural model the

fund is exhausted WES is the context diagram data flow

actual disbursing office for diagrams the data model and

CERL Therefore WES actually the data dictionary is a

pays the amount on the travel strategic management tool that

orders this process is will act as a blueprint for

generally correct for all CERL This blueprint can be

funding expenditures Labor used to evaluate the

and Materials WES will send effectiveness of CERL in

periodical updates print outs meeting its goals and

listing each research proj ect objectives It can also be

and the amount of funds which used to map changes in CERL s

are committed obligated and information systems as a result

eventually paid out WES will of new requirements and

also send Resource Management contingencies Thus the

office individual listings of structural model cannot be

each project of the committed static it has to be a dynamic
obligated and paid out funds tool to meet the challenges of

These listings are eventually changing environments

given to each project team with the aid of the

leader principal investigator computer possible alternatives

as a way to help control his and configurations of different

her research project This information systems can be

detailed process for handl ing constructed and evaluated

travel funding for research without committing large sums

projects was specified using a of money to actually changing
structured English format the information systems Tests

Each primitive process was and technical walkthroughs can

specified in a similar way be used to verify the results

The full model of CERL of changes before trying to

will be completed in future install or implement any new

funding proposals The ideas A more thorough front

methodology used to complete end analysis can be completed
the Resource Management to avoid the errors that are

Information System can be used often overlooked during the

to complete the entire analysis and design stage of

information system for CERL any system design project
The methodology used to The information system

complete the Resource model can illustrate the

Management Support System can generation and use of data

be used to complete the entire needed for the day to day

organizational model for CERL operations of an organization
These diagrams can be used by

New Requirements Stage the organization to evaluate
its efficiency in using

CERL expects several information for its operations
benefits from the modeling of For example bottlenecks can be
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identified within individual is one of the major sources of

systems and corrected by new technology in the world

examining processes where man yet our ability to integrate
and machine boundaries might and implement this technology
cause an overload for the must be improved if we are to

system compete successfully in local

The value of using CASE and world markets

tools to model information The ability to visualize

systems goes beyond just the an organization in terms of its

efficiency of day to day goals and objectives and the

operations Diagrams of the information systems that

model can also model processes support them provides a tool

where reports or summaries are that can g raphi c aIIy

generated to monitor and demonstrate the effects of

control the operations of the technological changes from the

organization To insure that highest levels to the lowest

these systems are meeting their levels in the organization
objectives control mechanisms These changes can be mapped on

can be established to bring the the structural model for

system or any part of it within evaluation and decision making
acceptable performance levels The introduction of new

For example budgets are often technology can shift from a

used to monitor fiscal crisis management situation

performance The generation of where companies are forced by
such budgets is an important competition from other

part of the modeling process companies to make changes to a

CASE tools can be an enormous more planned management
help in getting CERL s

processOrganizations can

budgetary cycle under control develop technology based on

and making sure that the needs rather than having to

budget reflects the current find a need for new technology
needs of the Army by insuring
that onl y up to date Summary
information is used in the

budget processes The Applied Computer
Decis ion supp 0 rt Science Department at Illinois

mechanisms can be modeled using State University is working on

CASE tools CERL s structural a research project to model an

model is a road map that allows information system with the

for the identification of key Army Corps of Engineers
decisions and the important Construction Engineering
factors that comprise the basis Research Laboratory CERL

for these decisions The using a CASE tool A model of

structural model becomes an one of CERL s critical

important tool to pinpoint information systems was

strategic locations throughout completed and will be used as a

the organization for decision blueprint for the generation of

support tools an organizational model This

Another vital benefit of model will help CERL control

CASE tools for CERL or for any and manage their limited

organization is the ability to resources more effectively and

implement and integrate new improve their decision making
technology The united states capability
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Abstract

This paper describes the efforts of one small school to implement the 1991 DPMA Model Curriculum

The paper offers practical advice based on our experiences both positive and negative The paper de

scribes the school and program from the viewpoint ofthe author a new faculty member brought in to up

date the program The paper then describes problems and tactics in dealing with the curriculum commit

tee scheduling and stafting The paper concludes with an outline of what needs to be done after cur

riculum revision is adopted

The Small School Problem
sources It is located a four hour drive from the

nearest major city In terms of resources it is

Adapting the 1991 DPMA Model Curriculum even more isolated The faculty do not yet have

requires IS departments to make several changes access to Internet or Bitnet Computer and library
While the changes required are not trivial for any resources are quite modest This state school

university the improvements have a significant plays the role of step child offering facultv salaries

impact on the small university in terms of both about 14 under market The normal teaching
stafting and scheduling This paper describes load is four sections with two or three prepara

those changes for one subject university tions These situations have led many excellent

Description of the Subject School and
faculty tomove on to greener pastures

Program A Biased View
In the past few if any of the faculty teaching in

the Computer Information Systems area have been

The description of the school and program of terminally qualified to teach in the area This has

fered below is that of a new faculty member lead to problems Students graduate from courses

brought in to revise the existing program and so is without developing the knowledge base and skills

biased accordingly designated for those courses F or example one

The University has several campuses The main Introduction to MIS course taught just BM Il be

campus about which this paper describes serves cause the economist teaching the course had lim

approximately 4 000 students Of this number the ited background in CIS

College of Business serves under 1 000 The As in most small universities we have 3 4 fac

University is isolated both by location and by re ulty members to teach CIS Frequently some are
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from other business disciplines and are borrowed

to teach a CIS class What is more to offer all of
the courses that our students need to graduate it
has not been uncommon fur faculty to voluntarily
take on four preparations

With these handicaps it is understandable that

the curriculum has gone unrevised The old cur

riculum is based on the 1985 DPMA model cur

riculum and with minor exceptions shows its age
Cobol II

I was hired to improve this situation This paper
describes my expenences In the Curriculum
Committee and my efforts at scheduling and staff

ing It also outlines the plans for next year

Curriculum Committee

Figure I shows the existing old Computer
Information Systems CIS curriculum for the

major In developing the proposed new CIS cur

riculum I was guided by the following sometimes

contradictory principles Fig I The Old CIS Curriculum

Follow the DPMA model wherever it fits
Core Courses Only

Make the fewest possible number ofchanges Figure 2 shows the curriculum as adopted by the
to the existing curriculum Curriculum Committee

Remove administrative roadblocks such as un The new curriculum involved developing new

necessary prerequisites that hamper absorbing courses revising course titles and descriptions
transfer students The old curriculum s pre and deleting some existing courses The changes
requisites required the student to take CIS were developed in consultation with the CIS fac
courses for no fewer than 2 1 2 years ulty and then presented to the Curriculum

Ignore historic compromises to the curriculum
Committee The Curriculum Committee then

that adversely affected it Examples of this in
made suggestions I would incorporate these sug

c1ude a CIS requirement ofa third economics gestion and bring to the committee a new draft

class and handing over to computer science al
The configuration management task became hor

most all ofour elective courses
rendous resulting in the committee s secretary
losing track of what was the final version To
make matters worse since the process took sev

eral months decisions and compromises tl111 we

agreed to in the early months were re examined

later in the process If I had this to do all over

again I would have taken clear notes of the

committee s actions course by course and not as

sume that others would be taking such notes
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Scheduling
Intro A great problem in scheduling at a small institu

Cobol I
tion is how to otTer all the courses students need

for graduation while also dealing with the con

straints oflimited numbers offaculty An example
may help to clarify this problem

We teach two consecutive courses in cc lB I

COBOL II Sys Dev I which we might call here COHllI and COBOL II

At the present we teach both of these two courses

each semester To relieve the strain on the single
faculty member available to teach COBOL the

Sys Dev II proposed schedule calls for teaching the first

course in the Fall only and the second in Spring
only The problem is how to determine the tirst

semester that we can implement this change in

scheduling without penalizing students We want

to teach the tirst course in the Fall However

Project since we taught the first course last Spring its

graduates need the second course in the fall The

Fig 2 The New Curriculum following the soonest that we can implement the Fall Spring se

1991 DPMA Model Core Courses Only quence then is a year from now as shown in

I also learned that I needed to educate my col
Figure 3

leagues as to what CIS is and is not To my sur Current Fall Spring
prise few ofthem had ever taken a class in MIS or Spring 92
CIS This ignorance of the field did not necessar

ily preclude individuals from holding strong albeit
outdated biases for example against BASIC

Likewise the curriculum suffered from some 8 Cobol I
historical anomalies The old major required a

third course in economics which I wanted to re

place with a CIS elective In the end the commit

tee compromised to let the student take either a

0001111 Cobol IIthird economics course or a CIS elective Cobol II
All in all the curriculum adopted was about

90 of vhat was proposed A tactic I believe

contributed to the success was individual meetings
with members of the committee before meetings to Need this course this semester
iron out any problems This approach is helpful

Fig 3 Proposed SpringFall Sequence for
but not a panacea There are always those who

appear to agree but during meetings bring up new
COBOL meets

Historical Reality
questions or objections
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We have chosen to otTer a variety of electives to One of the core elements of the new curriculum

remedy the complaint about our current program is the integration of subject matter For example
lacks those electives Of necessity we will otTer In place of I hree separate courses Systems

these electives on a rotating basis only once every Analysis Systems Development and Database the

two years This limit and the one above is due to new curriculum otTers two coordinated courses

constraints in statling Systems Development of Single User Systems and

Systems Development of Multi user Systems
Staffing This novel approach will make those who special

My view as a newcomer is that the old maxims ize in database or analysis a bit uneasy It requires

around here were the student is our customer
that the individuals teaching these courses to co

and give the student what s he wants Given our
ordinate with other faculty at a very close level

limited stafT I think that we need to revise our
With a small faculty this is easier especially so

motto to be let s work together to provide our
when the same person teaches these courses

customers the students the best program we can Following the approach taken at AIverno

support College a pioneer in innovative education we

One aspect of this is to provide incoming stu
will be developing a mission statement and objec

dents with a schedule that reliably shows what tives for our discipline For each course those

courses will be taught when In the past the con
same objectives will be restated describing how

sequence for lack ofplanning either on the part of this course promotes those objectives These ob

the faculty or the students was that students jectives will drive how we evaluate the students in

would need a course not offered that semester
the course

Faculty would volunteer to teach four preparations Unlike before we will explicitly state that our

to accommodate these students needs My view is objectives include skills in oral and written com

that such flexibility is destructive of faculty moral munication group work skills and other non

and is entirely unnecessary Overburdened faculty technical skills that CIS workers need but that are

no matter how dedicated cannot give quality not technical areas ofCIS per se

service to students This approach will change how we teach those

As positions open I am recruiting for general courses such as COBOL that will not be other

ists for those individuals who can and will teach a wise affected by the new curriculum We will also

variety ofcourses With only three CIS positions be developing courses new to us and some that

we need to be flexible I want the faculty in CIS are new to CIS in general such as Management
to teach no more than three preparations a semes of the llformation Systems Function and Systems
ter and six preparations in two years This will en Development for the Single User System We

able our faculty to do some planning activities that want each of those courses to promote our mis

will not only improve each course and the curricu sion and so they will be designed by our faculty
lum as a whole but also raise moral working in concert We want our course to work

A Year for Planning
in synergy with one another Accomplishing this

will be easier at a small school We do not ha e

We who teach in small colleges should not feel the in fighting common to large programs We do

like step sisters when it comes to developing not have the specialists fighting for their own pur

courses that follow the DPMA model curriculum poses

We are better equipped to do so than those with a

dozen or so MIS faculty Here is why
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Conclusion

We have seen the trials and tribulations of

changing the CIS curriculum at one small univer

sity Like most public schools today our school is

not wealthy We have the same process of dealing
with curriculum committees as do all schools Our

scheduling and staffing requirements are special
because ofour limited resources This paper de
scribes some of the approaches we have tried

Hopefully the reader may benefit from our experi
ences
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